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INTRODUCTION 
Durlng 1966, unexpected failures of Apollo tankage during verification 
systems testing caused a slgnlficant amount of concern about the reliability of 
pressure vessel tankage. In recognition of the need for more information on the 
defect tolerance of materials used in pressure vessels, personnel from Grumman 
Aircraft Engineering Corporation (GAEC) requested that the Manned Spacecraft 
Center initiate a program at Battelle to study various aspects of the flaw 
tolerance problem. 
Nondestructive inspection and proof testing are important quality 
assurance procedures for the detection and screening of defects. While the goal 
of nondestructive testing is the detection of critical defects before service 
operation, the size of critical defects in high strength materials is frequently 
below the sensitivity limit of avallable detection techniques. To circumvent 
this marginal condition, positive verlfication of the structural integrity is 
made by proof testing. When proof testing is conducted at a distinct stress 
level above the operating condition, not only are defects critical at operating 
loads screened out, but an additional tolerance for the growth of subcritical 
flaws is obtained. In principle, the proper integration of fracture and crack 
propagation data with proof testing procedures will provide a guarantee of tankage 
reliability. 
Currently, proof testing of Apollo tankage is carried out at ambient 
conditions. In order to screen smaller size defects it has been proposed that 
proof testing be carried out at cryogenic (liquid nitrogen) temperature. Based on 
the little information available, the flaw tolerance of Ti-6Al-4V STA at cryo-
genic temp~rature should be less than that at room temperature. The program 
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described herein was aimed at prov1ding a quantitative answer to the question, 
Should cryogen1c proof test1ng be used to proof test Apollo 
tankage or more specifically ill tankage? 
In addition to the question stated above, there were several secondary 
quest10ns that this program was to answer. These were: 
(1) What size defect will b~eliminate~uring proof testing? 
(2) In the event a defect goes undetected dur1ng proof stressing, will 
it propagate by fatigue to become a critical size defect during 
simulated operating cycles and actual operation? 
(3) Will defects that go undetected dur1ng proof testing 
propagate under a sustained load? 
(4) What influence does the environment have on each of 
the questions posed above? (The specific enV1ronments 
in question are inhibited water, demineralized water, 
salt spray air, and Aerozine 50.) 
(5) What influence does thickness have on the defect 
tolerance for sheets up to 0.063 inch thick? 
The specific experimental investigation undertaken was designed to answer these 
questions on Ti-6Al-4V in the solution treated and aged condition. The defect 
growth and fracture characteristics were studied in parent (unwelded) and 
welded sheet material. 
The results of the study ind1cate that cryogenic proof testing will 
screen smaller size defects than proof testing at ambient conditions. However 
some unusual crack growth behavior during the proof test simulation suggests that 
some further study be made of stress and time duration effects. 




The main objective of this program was to determine the feasibil1ty 
of employing cryogenic proof testing to screen out small defects in 1M 
tankage. The secondary objectives were (1) to establish the size defect that 
will be eliminated by proof testing, (2) to determine whether undetected flaws 
will grow to a critical length during simulated operating cycles and in actual 
operation under a sustained load, (3) to evaluate whether certain specific 
environments influence any of the above factors, and (4) to assess whether the 
thickness of 1M tankage mater1al effects its tolerance for flaws. 
To fulfill the objectives of the program the experimental studies 
were divided into three specific areas, namely: 
• Fracture 
• Programmed fatigue crack-propagation 
• Sustained load 
A brief discussion of the test conditions and variables studied is 
presented. More detail on these points can be found in Tables 6-8 and in the 
accompanying text. 
In the fracture studies, three conditions were evaluated: (1) fracture 
strength in air, (2) fracture strength in liquid nitrogen, and (3) fracture 
strength in characteristic fluid environments. 
The studies in air were conducted on flawed samples in three thicknesses 
of the Ti-6AI-4V STA alloy (0.020-, 0.040-, and 0.063-1nch). Normal flaws and 
elongated flal.s were evaluated with defect depths of t/4, t/2, and 3t/4 (where t 
is the sheet thickness). Parent and welded samples were studied. 
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In liquid nitrogen, only 0.020- and 0.040-inch-thick mater~a1 was 
employed with all other variables ~nd~cated above ~nc1uded. In the environmental 
tests, only the 0.040-inch-thick material was employed with a flaw depth of t/2. 
Normal and elongated flaws were stud~ed in parent and welded mater~a1. The four 
environments were (1) inhibited water, (2) demineralized water, (3) salt-spray 
air, and (4) Aerozine 50. 
The three parts of the programmed fatigue-crack propagation studies 
were as follows: 
(1) Two proof tests ~n air followed by 400 cycles of 
stress simulating operat~ng conditions. 
(2) A cryogenic proof cycle followed by an air proof 
cycle followed by the 400 stress cycles as above. 
(3) Two proof cycles in inhibited water followed by 
400 stress cycles in one of the four environments 
descr1bed under the fracture tests. 
In Part (1), sheet in the three thicknesses was evaluated in parent 
and welded material. Normal and elongated surface flaws were studied with 
nominal depths of t/4, t/2, and 3t/4. The two proof cycles in air were applied 
at 140 ksi gross section stress. The first proof test was held at load for 
3 minutes; the second, 30 minutes. Each of the 400 subsequent load cycles was 
held for 55 seconds at the nominal operating stress of 105 ksi. Flaw growth 
observations were made. 
In Part (2), only parent material in 0.040-~nch-thick material was 
evaluated. Both flaw types and the three flaw depths were studied. In this 
part of the program, the cryogenic proof cycle was applied at a gross section 
stress of 186 ksi for three minutes with the samples immersed in liquid nitrogen. 
The rema1nder of the stress exposure (proof test in air followed by 400 stress 
cycles) was carried out under the stress and time conditions noted above. 
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In Bart (3), parent and welded material in each of the three sheet 
th1cknesses and w1th both flaw types were evaluated. Only the t/2 flaw depth 
was investigated. The proof loading cond1t10ns and 400 stress cycles were 
applied as in Part (1). However, proof testing was accomplished in inhibited 
water, and the 400 cycles were applied in one of the four environments. 
Actually, a test series was conducted 1n each of the four enV1ronments. 
Finally, the sustained load tests were carried out in air and in 
each of the four environments. Barent and welded samples of 0.040-inch sheet 
were used. Both flaw configurations with but one flaw depth were tested. The 
test consisted of stressing the specimen at 105 ksi for 100 hours or failure, 
whichever occurred first. 
The program results on plane sheet specimens have indicated that 
cryogenic proof test1ng offers a real advantage over air proof testing in screening 
small flaws. Specific flaw sizes that can be screened by both proof test methods 
are presented. Some undetected flaws, namely those that do not fail in the 
proof test, were found to grow during simulated operating cycles, but only 
to the extent that the sheet thickness is breeched. The flaws did not grow 
to a large enough extent to yield a critical through crack that would fracture. 
Environmental studies suggest that no important differences exist from air behavior 
in regard to fracture, crack propagation and sustained load. Some thickness 
effects were observed that suggest some need for caution in the thicker sheet 
gages in regard to this problem. In th1s connection, recommendations are made 
for additional studies of thickness effects, flaw S1ze and shape factors, and 
biaxial stress effects 1n order to provide more definite 1ndication of the 
applicability of these results to the actual stress environment of 1M tankage. 
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
This program studied the behavior of Ti-6Al-4V STA alloy sheet in 
regard to flaw tolerance under a variety of loading conditions and environ-
ments. The overall objective was to determine the feasibility of employing 
cyrogenic proof testing to screen out small defects in 1M tankage. The program 
of study h~s involved a detailed examination of axially 10aded sheet panels 
with presized flaws. From this study, the following conclusions can be made: 
(1) Fracture tests of the sheet spec1mens have shown that 
cryogen1c proof testing can lead to the detection of 
smaller flaws than can an ambient test condition. 
(2) Fracture tests show that surface flaws of an area ranging 
from 0.001 square inch to 0.003 square 1nch (depending 
upon sheet thickness) can be detected during a cryo-
genic proof test. The comparable value from an ambient 
proof test is 0.005 square inch. 
(3) All flaw sizes studied that are not detected during 
the proof tests can be expected to grow during simulated 
operating cycles of 105 ksi. 
(4) Some of these flaws will propagate through the thickness 
of the tank wall during the 400 cycles and result in a 
leak. 
(5) Based upon small, flat sheet specimens, it appears that 
the material is tough enough so that at a 105 ksi operating 
stress, propagating flaws will not reach a critical size 
to cause rapid fracture before breakthrough occurs. 
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(6) Of the four environments studied, it is not expected, 
for the range of flaws studied, that environment will 
influence fracture behavior or fatigue-crack propagation. 
Under a sustained load, simulating the operating stress 
condition, only the salt-spray air enVironment may 
stimulate crack growth, however, only to a slight degree. 
(7) Sheet thickness has a noticeable effect on fracture 
behavior at cryogenic temperature and on crack propa-
gation at room temperature. 
(8) No consistent trends were observed in the behavior 
of welded specimens in comparison with parent 
material with the possible exception of fracture. 
(9) For some flaw sizes, flaw growth appears to occur under 
the sustained proof test load whether in air or in the 
cryogenic medium. Whether this growth is only load 
dependent or time dependent was not determined. 
These conclusions generally lead one to the idea that cryogenic proof 
testing of IJM tankage will increase reliability. As noted above, however, 
certain precautions are raised by the wording of various conclusions. 
These precautions generally have led to the following recommendations for 
further work: 
(a) Biaxial Stress Studies 
The data obtained to date are on plane sheet specimens and 
indicate that the cryogenic proof testing can separate out 
smaller flaws than does the air proof test. It is believed 
desirable to investigate the effect of stress state on fracture 
and crack propagation of the Ti-6A1-4V sheet by using small 
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scale tests on cylindrical spec1mens. This type specimen 
introduces three factors into the problem all of which 
are characteristic of 1M tankage: (1) the biaxial stress 
state, (2) secondary stresses from bending in the vicinity 
of the flaw, and (3) the curved cylindrical surface. Small 
scale studies should be followed by full scale tests. 
(b) Flaw Growth Dur1ng Proof Testing 
The data have shown for the deeper flaws and thicker 
material that at 186 ksi in liquid nitrogen and 140 ksi 
in a1r sustained load flaw growth may be occuring. 
The fractographs also show that a tunneling type of flaw 
growth is occurring that is not manifested by the flaw 
growth measured at the surface. Thus a potentially more 
severe flaw may be present after proof testing, particularly, 
in cryogenic testing. It is, therefore, suggested that some 
further study be made of the stress and time dependence of 
flaw growth in air and at cryogenic temperature as well as 
the effect of the tunneling type flaw growth on fracture strength 
and crack propagation. 
(c) Cryogenic Testing of 63-mil Material 
Based on the findings of the program it appears necessary 
to determine the fracture characteristics of the 63-mil 
material at cryogenic temperatures. This is in part based 
on the observation that th1ckness plays an important role 
with regard to the defect S1ze that is to be screened by 
cryogenic proof testing. 
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(d) Through-the-Thickness Flaws 
The present study has shown that certa1n size cracks will 
grow through the thickness without reaching a critical size 
to cause complete failure. It would appear useful to have 
available some data that shows the effect of small flaw length 
of through-the-thickness flaws on the fracture, crack proga-
tion, and sustained load behavior of the alloy, since some 
further growth may occur after the thickness is breeched. 
(e·) Forged Ma tena I 
On the basis of extremely limited data it appears 
that further evaluation of forged material is needed. 
(f) Additional Needs 
In this program design mechanical properties of the 
STA alloy were needed at cryogenic temperature. Sources 
such as MIL-HDBK-5 did not have such data on the STA 
condition. Consequently, estimated values of F have ty 
been used primarily in the fracture section. It is 
suggested that some mechanical testing be done at cryogenic 
temperatures to establish the statistical distribution of 
mechanical properties as is done for MIL-HDBK-5 values. 
Also, fracture characteristics are known to have quite 
a bit of scatter with normal variations in chemical composition 
and heat treatment. It is suggested that additional fracture 
testing be done to explore heat-to-heat character1stics in 
regard to fracture strength and inspectable flaw size. 
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'Specimen Preparation 
Details of the specimen preparation are presented in this section. 
Six subsections are included for a complete discussion of all aspects. 
Material 
The material used in this investigation was Ti-6Al-4V Ln the solution 
treated and aged condition. All material was in the form of sheet except for 
---- "...... .."'3. 
four tests on forged material that were conducted for comparison. All sheet 
material was supplied by Grumman Aircraft Engineering Corporation (GAEC). 
Three thicknesses of material were employed in the investigation; viz, 0.020-, 
0.040-, and 0.063-inch. These thicknesses cover the range of thicknesses used 
on propellant storage pressure vessels for the ascent and descent stages of 
1M. 
Parent Material. Two forms of material were basLc to the program; 
these were unwelded and welded material. The unwelded material is referred to 
as parent material throughout the report. The parent material was sheared into 
the form of blanks with dimensions of 5-1/4 x 16-1/2 inches by GAEC. The 16-1/2 
inch dimension was parallel to the longitudinal axis of the original sheet. 
These blanks then were forwarded to Battelle for processing into specimens. 
Each blank of parent material was numbered prior to processing at Battelle. 
The numbering system consisted of a code number designating thickness followed by 
a number designating the specimen. The thicknesses were designated by the 
fo Howing code: 
2 = O.020-inch gage 
4 0.040-inch gage 
6 = O.063-inch gage 
For example, a specimen deSignated 4-21 was the 21st specimen 0.040 inch thick. 
Mechanical property tests were conducted on the parent material in 




TABLE 1. MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF 




Specimen Thickness, Tensile Strength, 0-2 percent 
Number inch ksi offset l ksi 
2-1 .0218 170.8 161.5 
2-2 .0218 171.8 163.7 
2-3 .022 171.2 160.9 
Average va lues 171.3 162.0 
4-1 .039 170.7 162.6 
4-2 .0415 170.0 160.8 
4-3 .0405 171.4 162.6 
4-4 .042 170.1 
4-5 .0402 169.2 161.0 
Average values 170.3 161.8 
6-1 .0605 ~ i54<1 
6-2 .0652 -In. 1 162.7 
6-3 .066 170.6 161.8 
6-l,. .066 171.4 161.8 
6-5 .0658 170.3 161.4 
Average va lues ,1:6~S::: 16a:4 
17(1, J' IH·C, 


























Below each group of values for a glven thickness the average value of the 
property 1S indicated. Compar1ng the average values of ultimate tensile 
strength for the thicknesses a decrease 1n value is observed for an 1ncrease in 
thickness. Likewise, the 0.2 percent offset yield strength decreases slightly 
as the thickness is increased. Elongat1on, on the other hand, increases with 
increasing thickness. If data for specimen 6-1 is not included in the averaging 
the average values of UTS and TYS become 170.8 ksi and 162.9 ksi and one would 
conclude no difference exists in tensile strength of material from the three 
sheet thicknesses. Examination of the specimen shows no reason for d1scarding 
the data, consequently it has been included and one therefore observes the slight 
decreases in strength with thickness shown in the table. 
Welded Material. The welded material was blanked from sheets taken 
. 
from the same heats of material as the parent material. In this case, GAEC 
blanked the original 30 x 96-inch sheets into panels 30 x 16-1/2 inches. These 
panels were, in turn, sectioned into two pieces 30 x 8-1/4 inches. The two 
pieces then were welded using tungsten inert gas welding, All panels then were 
radiographed. The radiographs were examined to assure conformance to 1M tankage 
Weldment Specifications. The data on the welding operation are provided in 
Tables 2, 3, and 4. 
In all cases, the welded spec1mens were designated by a letter (A, B, 
or C) followed by a number. The letter designates that the specimen is welded 
with a thickness of 0.020-, 0.040-, or 0.063-inch for the A, B, and C designations, 
respectively. Thus, the parent material 1S identified by a number-number sequence 
and the welded mater1al by a letter-number sequence. 
Tensile blanks were sect10ned from the welded sheets at random and 
tested to determine the mechanical properties. The tensile tests on the welded 
specimens were conducted so that the welded properties could be compared with 
























TABLE 2. \oJELD PARAMETER DATA FOR 
Ti-6Al-4V SHEET MATERIAL .020" THICKNESS 
.020", 6Al-4V Titanium alloy, solution 
heat treated and aged 
.030" diameter commercially pure Titanium 
Tungsten Inert Gas 
1/16" diameter, 2% Thoriated Tungsten 
Copper, groove wid th .125" by .040" deep 
Copper, 3/16" spacing 
Copper, 1/2" ID orifice 
Flat 
Machine edges, acid clean, draw file edges, 
polish with 320 grit emery, clean with stainless 





Argon, 25 cfh. 
Argon, 3 cfh. 
Argon, 7 cfh. 















Trailing Shield Gas 
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TABLE 3. WELD PARAMETER DATA FOR 
FOR Ti-6Al-4V SHEET MATERIAL .040" THICKNESS 
.040", 6Al-4V T~ tanium a lloy~'( 
.030", diameter commercially pure T~tanium 
Tungsten Inert Gas 
1/16" diameter, 2% Thoriated Tungsten 
Copper, groove width .250" by .040" deep 
Copper, 5/16" spacing 
Copper, 1/2" ID orifice 
Flat 
Machine edges, acid clean, draw file edges, 
polish with 320 grit emery, clean with 






Argon, 25 cfh. 
Argon, 3 cfh. 
Argon, 7 cfh. 
















Trailing shield Gas 
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TABLE 4. WELD PARAMETER DATA FOR 
FOR Ti-6Al-4V SHEET MATERIAL .063" THICKNESS 
.063", 6Al-4V Titanium alloy"': 
.030", diameter commerc1ally pure Titanium 
Tungsten Inert Gas 
3/32" diameter, 2% Thonated Tungsten 
Copper, groove w1dth .312" by .040" deep 
Copper, 13/32" spacing 
Copper, l/~' ID orifice 
Flat 
Machine edges, acid clean, draw file edges, 
polish with 320 grit emery, clean with 






Argon, 30 cfh. 
Argon, 3 cfh. 
Argon, 12 cfh. 
* Solution heat treated and aged 
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failure with respect to the weld bead ~n the welded specimens. The results 
of the tens~le tests on the welded specLmens are listed in Table 5. In Table 
5, those spec~mens where fa~lure occurred on the weld fusion line are denoted 
by an asterisk; all other specimens failed some distance from the weld. 
In study~ng Table 5, it is nothd that there is a tendency for 
tensile strength and yield strength to decrease with th1ckness, primarily on 
the basis of the 0.063 ~nch sheet data. There also appear td be considerable 
differences in the percent elongat~on, however. 
The average value of UTS for the 63-mil welded spec~mens is considerably 
below the average value of UTS for the 20 and 40-m1l welded spec~mens. However, 
the average value of 162.9 ksi for the 63-mil specimens falls within the 
range of values that were observed for the parent material. Thus, on the basis 
of UTS, the weld efficiency seems to be 100 percent for all three thicknesses. 
This statement is verified by a comparison of average values of UTS for parent 
and welded specimens for each of the three thicknesses tested. 
Lower values of elongation were generally observed for the welded 
material when compared with the parent material. For the 20-mil welded specimens, 
where 4 out of 5 specimens failed on the weld fusion line, the average value 
of elongation is quite a bit lower than that for the other two thicknesses. 
The elongation could be expected to be lower 1n the welded material for two 
reasons. First, the weld bead is in the center of the gage section and if 
failure occurs near the weld, the material ~n the vicin1ty of the weld is 
constrained more than if the weld were not present, and the resultant elongation 
is less. Second, where failures occurred a consLderable distance from the 
weld bead, and thus a considerable distance from the center of the gage section, 
the value of elongat~on observed 1n the ~n1tial 2-Lnch gage section would be 
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TABLE 5. MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF 




Specimen Thickness, Strength, 0·2 percent 
Number iru:h ksi offset ~ ksi 
A-1~'( .0202 167.4 158.4 
A-2~'r .0220 172.5 182.0 
A-3~( .0195 172.9 165.5 
A-4~'r .0218 172.1 163.6 
A-5~'r .0203 170.6 166.0 
Average values 171.1 163.1 
B-1 .0413 170.3 164.4 
B-2 .0393 173.5 164.0 
B-3~( .0408 170.3 164.6 
B-4 .0421 172.9 163.0 
B-5 .0421 172.7 162.8 
Average va lues -171. 9 163.8 
C-1 .0600 164.6 157.2 
C-2 .0625 163.1 155.2 
C-3 .0608 160.3 155.1 
C-4 .0625 164.8 157.2 
C-5 .0595 161. 7 155.6 
Average va lues 162.9 156.1 
* Specimens designated with an asterisk failed on 
Elongation 
Percent 




















fusion line; all others failed a considerable distance 
from the weld. 
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lower than the value expected. ThIS IS because a signifIcant amount of 
deformatLon IS occurrLng outsIde the orIginal gage section. 
Specimen Configuration 
The specLmen used Ln the experimental program LS shown in Figure 1. 
The section width of 3 inches ~~as selected for the critical section to accommodate 
the elongated flaw configuration. It IS sufficiently wide to avoid deleterLous 
width effects and, ye~ maintained material economy. 
Specimen FabricatLon 
The first step in the fabrication of specimens was a blanking operation 
to provide the specimen dimensions shown in Figure 1. Subsequent to blankLng, 
the specimen preparation procedure was as follows (the specLmens were always 
handled using clean white gloves): 
(1) PolLsh the specimen edges with successively finer 
grades of emery paper uSIng 600-grit paper last. 
(2) Wash the specimen in a dilute Alconox solution and rinse 
wLth Acetone. 
(3) Stress relieve the specimen at 1000 F for 4 hours-air cool. 
(4) Introduce the EDM (electric discharge machined) notch at 
the desired location. 
(5) Grit blast both ends of the specimen Including the 
radius between the crLtical section and grip end. 
A colored picture of the specimen LS shown in Figure 2. The blue oxide film 
which resulted from the stress relieving treatment was desired to be certain 
the specimens had the same surface condition that Apollo tankage material has. 
In a portion of the experimental program, as explained in the defect location 
section, it was found that this stress relief has an effect on the crack-
propagation characteristics of the Ti-6Al-4v alloy. 
~; drill within 0.005 R. of 












I- 6 1 ~ (ref.) >1 
f-2.000 
(typ.) 
10( 1.000 (typ.) 
I~ I 16 >1 k 4 (typ.) >i all dimensions in inches 
FIGURE 1. SPECIMEN USED THROUGHOUT THE EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAa 
,.... 
'" 
FIGURE 2. STRESS RELIEVED SPECIMEN, REDUCED TO SLIGHTLY OVER 1/2 SIZE. 
TOP - SPECIMEN AFTER STRESS RELIEF. 





Location and TYRe of Starter Flaw 
In all cases, the starting flaw was an EDM surface flaw approximately 
hemis pherica 1 in shape. ·This flaw was loca ted in the center of the critica 1 
section of the specimen, and the initial fatigue crack was grown from it 
as described subsequent ly. In the case of the welded specimen, the loca tion 
of the EDM notch varied somewhat; this will also be described. 
Flaws may occur in structures as a design discontinuity or may be 
embedded flaws, through-tbe-thickness flaws, or surface flaws which extend 
part-way through the thickness. The surface flaw was selected for this study 
since it was believed that it represents the real flaw that might be encountered 
in service most frequently. An embedded flaw was not selected since the study 
of its behavior is quite complex and research tools are still being developed 
to study its characteristics. The through-the-thickness flaw was not selected 
for this initial program, since it was considered likely that flaws of this 
nature will leak and be located. 
Initially, two types of starting flaws were desired, a normal flaw 
and an elongated flaw. These flaws are depic ted in Figure 3. It was initially 
believed that the norma land elongated flaws could be introduced by an EDM 
operation and that the normal fatigue crack and elongated fatigue crack (with 
2c/a>lO/l) then could be grown from the starting EDM flaw. 
Introduction of Initial Fatigue Crack. The initial flaws studied in 
this investigation consisted of fatigue cracks grown to the desired depth and 
configuration. In order to determine the most satisfactory method of producing 
fatigue cracks of the desired configuration, a preliminary study was conducted 
on small blanks of parent material which had not been heat treated. Iil addition, 
this portion of the study was undertaken to develop curves relating crack depth 
to crack length. This was necessary because the crack depth was specified as 
the significant variable rather than crack length. Furthermore, in the. actual 
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A. A typical normal flaw, 2; = f 
B. A typical elongated flaw, 2c > JQ. 
a I 
FIGURE 3. TYPICAL FLAW CONFIGURATIONS DESIRED 
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experiments, the quantity to be measured was crack length, not crack depth, and 
it was thus necessary to be able to predict the flaw depth from knowledge of 
the flaw surface length. 
The first ha If of the preliminary tests showed that the normal flaws 
could be developed under axial loading from a small hemispherical surface notch 
(-::::.0.004 inch diameter, 0.003 inch deep) produced by Electric Discharge Machining. 
The load ratio, R, used for the cracking process was 0.1, the maximum stress 
employed varying from 50,000 psi to 75,000 psi depending on specimen thickness. 
This procedure developed the desirable cracks with a nearly semicircular crack 
front in less than 100,00U cycles. In order to calibrate the surface crack 
length with the crack depth, the preliminary specimens for each thi.ckness were 
fractured and the surface crack length and crack depth were measured with atra~ 
versing microscope. The resulting plots relating surface crack length and crack 
depth for th,e normal flaws developed in the preliminary study are shown in 
Figure 4. These curves were used to determine the surface crack length necessary 
to produce a given depth normal flaw for the full size specimens. The typical 
crack configurations for the normal flaws are shown in Figure 5. 
PTl:~liminary attempts to develop an elongated fatigue crack under axial 
fatigue from variously shaped EDM surface notches proved unsuccessful. Instead 
of developing an elongated crack front, several normal flaws would initiate at 
random loea t:lons along the noteh and propagate unti I they linked together. The 
result was an unreproduceab Ie crack sha pe. The next a pproach was to change the 
type of loading from axia 1 fa tigue to bending fatigue. It was found that the 
combina ti on of EDM hemis pherica 1 surface notch us ed for deve loping the norma I 
flaws and three-point bending fatigue could be used successfully to develop 
the elonga ted flaws. The correIa tion between the surface crack length and the 
crack depth for the elongated flaws was determined in the same Ilk1.nner as for the 
normal flaws. The resulting curve for each thickness i.s shown in Figure 6. In 
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Crack Depth, inch 
FIGURE 4. CURVES OF SURFACE CRACK LENGTH VERSUS CRACK DEPTH FOR Ti-6AI-4V STA IN THE INDICATED THICKNESSES 
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a) EDM Notch - 0.004 inch diam. 
c) Fatigue Crack (7X) 
2c=:0.0678 inch, a=0.0321 inch 
b) Fatigue Crack (7X), 
2c=0.0359 inch, a=0.017 inch 
d) Fatigue Crack (7X) 
2c=0.0996 inch, a=0.0460 inch 
FIGURE 5. DETAILS OF THE NORMAL FLAW 
0.2 
t= 0.06.3 inch t=0.040 inch I t = 0.020 inch 
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crack depth {a} inch 
FIGURE 6. SURFACE CRACK LENGTH VERSUS CRACK DEPTH for Ti-6AI-4V SPECIMENS PRECRACKED in BENDING 
FIGURE 7. 
., (~) Fatigue crack 
2c g 0.301 inch 
a = 0.0444 inch 
2c/a = 6.78:1 
t H 0.0655 inch 
(c) Fatigue crack 
2cbending mO. 2029 inch 
"bending m 0.041 inch 
2ctoto1 - 0.2341 inch 
0toto1 • 0.0654 inch 
(2c/o)bending - 4.95:1 
t • 0.066 inch 
(e) Fatigue crack 
2c • 0.1064 inch 
a • 0.016 inch 
2c/o = 6.7:1 
t = 0.022 inch 
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(b) Fatigue crack 
2c g 0.2236 inch 
a = 0.0346 inch 
2c/a = 6.46:1 
t = 0.0435 inch 
(d) FaUgue crack 
2c • 0.2011 inch 
a - 0.0406 inch 
2c/a • 4.95:1 
t - 0.0662 inch 
(f) Fatigue crack 
2c = 0.051 inch 
a = 0.0115 inch 
2c/a ;:: 4.45: 1 
t = 0.022 inch 
DETAILS OF ELONGATED FLAW INTRODUCED BY BENDING 
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Upon the completion of the preliminary tests, the cracking of the 
full-size specimens was initiated. The normal flaw specimens were then cracked 
under axial fatigue, R = 0.1 and a maximum stress of 70,000 psi for all thicknesses, 
parent and welded material, to the desired crack depth. Since the surface crack 
length was the crack dimension that could be directly measured, the surface 
crack length corresponding to the desired crack depth was obtained for each 
thickness from Figure 4. This use of Figure 4 for the full size specimen 
cracking assumed that the normal flaw growth characteristics were the same for 
the small blanks that were not stress-relieved as for the full-size specimens. 
To verify this assumption, the surface crack lengths and corresponding crack 
depths were measured for several of the full size specimens after fracture. These 
results are shown in Figures 8 and 9 for parent and welded material, respectively. 
Comparison of Figures 4 and 8 show that there is no appreciable difference between 
the flaws in the full-size specimens and those of the small preliminary specimens. 
Figures 8 and 9 also show that there is little difference between the normal 
flaw shapes for the parent and the welded material. The data in Figures 8 and 9 
were used to determine the initial flaw depth for the fatigue crack propagation 
computations and analyses. 
The elongated flaws were introduced into the full size specimens by 
three-point bending fatigue with R ; 0.1 and a maximum stress of 130,000 psi for 
all thicknesses, parent and welded material. Although the stress of 130,000 psi 
appears high in relation to the yield stress, no evidence of plastic yielding 
was observed at the crack tip. The preliminary curves of surface crack length 
versus crack depth shown in Figure 6 were used to determine crack depth for the 
initial cracking. Flaw dimension measurements from full size specimens also 
were plotted for comparison with the preliminary data. The data for the full 
size specimens are shown in Figures 10 and 11 for the parent and welded material, 
respectively. Comparison of Figures 10 and 11 and Figure 6 again show good agree-
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FIGURE 8. INITIAL SURFACE CRACK LENGTH VERSUS INITIAL 
CRACK DEPTH FOR NORMAL FLAWS IN PARENT 
MATERIAL 
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6= 0.063 Inch 
0 
0.010 0.020 0.030 
0063 1----- slope 2.47 
0,040 0050 0.060 
Inltlol Crock Depth, 0, inch 
FIGURE 9. INITIAL SURFACE CRACK LENGTH VERSUS INITIAL CRACK 
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O~ ______ ~ ______ -L ______ ~ ________ ~ ______ ~ __ __ 
o 0010 0020 0030 0.040 0,050 
Initial crack depth, a., inch 
~ 
FIGURE 10. INITIAL SURFACE CRACK LENGTH VERSUS CRACK DEPTH 





































0 0.020 inch 
X = 0.040 inch 









O~ ______ ~ ________ ~ ________ ~ ________ ~ ________ ~ __ ___ 
o 0010 0020 0030 0040 0050 
Initial crack depth, ai' inch 
FIGURE 11. INITIAL SURFACE CRACK LENGTH VERSUS INITIAL CRACK 
DEPTH FOR ELONGATED FLAWS IN WELDED MATERIAL. 
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The data sho"wn ~n F~gures 10 and 11 were used in the fat~gue-crack propagation 
computations and analyses. 
In~tially it was hoped that a surface crack length to depth ratio 
(2c/a) of 10 to 1 could be obtained for the elongated flaws. However, the 
flaws actually obtained had a 2c/a rat~o of less than 10 and the ratio varied 
with the flaw depth as can be seen in F~gures 10 and 11. 
Location of EDM Flaw ~n Welded Material 
( 
In conversation between Battelle and NASA personnel, it was agreed 
that the possib~lity existed that the crack propagation characteristics and 
fracture toughness of the welded specimens m~ght be dependent on the location of 
the EDM starting flaw. (Since the weld fusion line was difficult to locate, the 
center of the weld was selected as the reference point.) In fatigue crack 
propagation tests conducted in a methanol environment on specimens 0.058 inch 
thick, Tiffany (lffound the most critical location for the starting flaw to be 
0.030 to 0.050 inch from the weld fusion l~ne. In all cases the specimens 
Tiffany used were machined flat in the gage area to provide a uniform cross-
section. Itesults indicated that crack initiation most readily occurred at the 
weld centerline. However, the defect was located 0.030 to 0.050 inch from the 
weld fusion line since its propagation character~stics were next highest. Also, 
in the as-weld condition,the weld bead acts as reinforcing material for the weld 
and the applied stresses are lower at this location. 
In this program tests to decide where to locate the flaw were conducted 
on full-size heat-treated specimens. The tests were conducted in axial loading 
in either a 20-k~p or 50-k~p electro-hydraulic servo-controlled fatigue test~ng 
system. (More detail on the equ~pment used is provided 1n the next section.) 
During the course of a test, the mach1ne would be stopped and a record of crack 
length made at the 1ndicated number of cycles. In this manner, tests were conducted 
* Numbers in parentheses refer to the references. 
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on several spec~mens of each material thickness with the EDM starting flaws 
located at various d~stances from the weld centerline All tests were conducted 
at a maxium stress of 70,000 ps~ and an R rat~o of 0 1. 
The results, plotted as surface crack length versus number of cycles 
of propagation, are shown in F1gures 12, 13, and 14 for the 0.020-, 0.040-, 
and 0.063-inch th1ck material, respectively. In these tests, the weld bead was 
not machined off the speC1mens; thus, the crack propagation at the center of 
the weld bead does not appear critical for any of the specimens. 
In Figure 12, for the 0.020 inch thick material, the curves indicate 
a large amount of scatter. The curve for the 0.124-inch locat~on is the 
boundary on the left and the curve for the 0.147-inch location is the 
boundary on the right. The 1.60-inch location (for the EDM flaw located well 
within parent material) curve falls in the midst of the data. All curves to 
the left of this curve indicate more rapid propagation near the weld. However, 
some curves fall to the right of the parent material curve indicating that the 
scatter in the data may override the influence of the weld. Nonetheless, it ~s 
decided to position the flaw at a location yielding propagation similar to the 
curve on the left boundary. This decision held for all three thicknesses. Thus, 
for the 0.020-inch thick material the flaw was located 0.120 1nch from the 
weld bead center11ne. 
In the case of the 0.040- and 0.06~-inch-th1ck material, curves such 
as those shown in Figures 13 and 14 result. For the 0.040-inch-thick material, 
the critical location appears to be between 0.175 and 0.210 inch. Again, however, 
a large amount of scatter is exhibited. The EDM flaw actually was located 0.175 
inch from the center of the weld. In Figure 14, a large range of results will 
be noted. The starting flaw ~s located 0.140 inch from the weld centerline in 
the 0.063-inch-th1ck material, as th1s was determined to be the critical location. 
0.0301 Distance fram the ___ 0.124 cenler of Ihe weld, ,nch / 7























Max. stress 70,000 
R=O.I 
Welded 0.020 lOch 
O~, ______ ~ ________ ~ ______ ~ ______ ~ ______ ~~ ______ ~ ______ ~ ______ ~ ______ ~~ ______ ~ ______ __ 
50 o 10 40 20 30 
Cycles of Propagation, Np' 103 
FIGURE 12. SURFACE CRACK LENGTH VERSUS CYCLES OF PROPAGATION FOR O.020-INCH-THICK WELDED FULL-SIZE SPECIMENS 

























Distance from the ____ 
center af the weld, Inch 
0.175 
0.210 V In parent \ l mat~.nal I 1.675 
0.152 \ \1 
Max. stress 70,000 
R= 0.1 
Welded 0·040 Inch 
o 10 20 40 50 60 
O. 90 80 30 70 
Cycles of Propagation, Np.103 
FIGURE 13. SURFACE CRACK LENGTH VERSUS CYCLES OF PROPAGATION FOR O.040-INCH-THICK WELDED FULL-SIZE SPECIMENS 
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center of the weld, !ncti 
/ / // // / 
009\1 J 
/' 
Max. stress 70,000 
R=O.I 
Welded 0 063 lOch 
O~I ______ ~ ______ ~ ______ ~ ______ ~~ ______ ~ ______ ~ ______ ~ ______ -L ______ ~ ______ ~ ______ ~~ ____ ~ 
'..v 
-....J 
0 10 20 30 40 I 50 60 
Cycles of Propagation, Np' 103 
FIGURE 14, SURFACE CRACK LENGTH VERSUS CYCLES OF PROPAGATION FOR 0.06 3-INCH THICK WELDED FULL-SIZE SPECIMENS 
OF Tl.-6Al-4V STA WITH STARTER FLAWS LOCATED AT VARIOUS DISTANCES FROM THE CENTER OF THE WELD 
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In these two cases the flaw locations were within the weld heat-affected zone. 
Figure 15 summarizes the location of the EDM notches in the welded 
specimens. Subsequent to the EDM operat1on, the fatigue cracks were introduced 
into the welded specimen uS1ng the same procedures as used for parent material. 
Some difficulties were encountered in the introduction of elongated flaws in 
the welded specimens. The problem was that several flaws would develop in a 
scratch resulting from a polishing operation prior to welding. However, 
using special experimental techniques, the difficulty was, in most cases, eliminated. 
Allocation of Specimens 
There were three principal aspects of the study as previously 
indicated. The specimens were allocated to the three areas; fracture, programmed 
fatigue~crack propagation and sustained load, as indicated in Tables 6, 7, 
and 8. The flaw size is indicated in these tables by t/4, t/2, and 3t/4. 
In all cases this refers to the initial fatigue crack depth (a, inch) and 
is used throughout the report. Table 6 gives the allocation of spec1mens for 
the room temperature tests. The variables environment, flaw depth, flaw location 
were studied for each of the three areas. Table 7 denotes the specimens 
allocated to a study of the 1nfluence of cryogenic temperature on the fracture 
toughness test results. Table 8 denotes the specimen allocation for the 
specimens used to study the influence of the initial cryogenic proof tests. 
Procedures and Results 
In the following subsections the fracture, crack propagation, and 
sustained load test1ng procedures and results are presented. Each subsection 
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TABLE 6. SPECIMEN ALLOCATION ROOM TEMPERATURE TESTS 
Test Type 
Thickness, 
inch Environment Material 
(Duplicate SpecLmens 
at t/4, t/2, 3t/4)(1) 




































(1) Two flaw types--normal and elongated, see Note (6). 
(2) Fract.--fracture toughness test. 
(3) Prog.--programmed load test. 
(4) Sust.--sustained load test. 
(5) P--parent, W--weld. 






































TABLE 8. SPECIMEN ALLOCATION INFLUENCE OF 
INITIAL CRYOGENIC PROOF STRESS 
Material 
Parent 
No. of Specimens for a 
Programmed Load Test(l) 
12 
(1) Two f1aH types, normal and elongated; three flmv depths; and tHO 
specimens per condition. 
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Fracture Strength 
Tho primary objective of this portion of the study was to ascertain 
whether cryogenic proof tes ting wi 11 revea 1 sma ller defec ts than proof tes ting 
in air. Two corollary questions were: 
(1) Wha t is the fracture strength of specimens of each materia 1 
thickness with natural defects in them? 
(2) What is the influence of environment on the fracture strength? 
Answers to these questions were found using the equipment and procedures described 
in the four following subsections. Results are presented and several new 
aspects of,the thin sheet fracture problem were observed in the data analysis. 
These suggest future research that is discussed subsequently. 
~t A..E.I?§lratus. The fracture tests were performed in a 200,OOO-lb 
capacity Bald'win Universal. Testing Machine in the Battelle Mechanical Testing 
Laboratory. The basic test and equipment arrangement is illustrated in Figurei6. 
Test Set-up. The fracture test specimen was mounted between the 
loading heads of the testing machine as shown in Figure 17. The thin sheet 
specimen was holted between grit-blasted load plates to assure a uniform 
development of load in the critical section. The load plate sandwich then was 
joined to the loading clevis by a hardened steel pin that permits axial alignment 
of the load. 
Compliance Gage. The double cantilever compliance gage and support 
bracket shown in Figure 18 were mounted on the specimen prior to loading. The 
gage was centra lly loca ted over the f law with a nomina 1 gage length of one-ha 1£ 
inch. Four 350-ohm foil strain gages, one mounted at the root of each side of 
the cantilevers, formed the active bridge for an SR-4 strain converter. 
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FIGURE 16. THE BASIC TEST AND EQUIPMENT USED 
IN THE FRACTURE STUDIES. 
39190 
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FIGURE 17. THE TEST SPECIMEN MOUNTED IN THE TEST 




FIGURE 18. THE DOUBLE CANTILEVER COMPLIANCE GAGE MOUNTED 
IN POSITION ON THE SUPPORT BRACKET. 
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The converter output drove the deformation axis of a mlcroformer recorder on 
the testing machine. The load axis was driven by the system hydraulic pressure. 
Environmental Chambers. Aqueous, sa It-spray, and Aerozlne 50 
environmental chambers similar to those described ln the fatigue-crack propagation 
studies were used in the fracture studies. For the cryogenic envLronment, a 
large stainless steel dewar wlth a pull rod adapter was used to surround the 
entire speClmen and compliance gage. The test specimen and grips were immersed 
and throughly stabllized in ILquid nitrogen to assure an ambient temperature 
of -320 F. 
~st Procedure. The fracture tests were conducted with a slowly 
increasing tensile load. A nominal strain rate of 0.003 in/in per minute was 
used. A load-deformation record was made for each specimen utilizing the 
compliance g,age previously described. 
Specimens were loaded to fracture and maximum load was recorded. 
Whenever a "pop-in" was noted either by a distinct horizontal offset on the 
recorder or by an audible "ping", the load was recorded. In almost all cases, 
such "pop-in" occurred when the specimen was deformed into the plas tic range. 
The same basic procedure was used in all fracture tests. Test in 
aqueous, saline, and AerozLne 50 environments were conducted wLth chambers 
enclosing the critical sections. The fluids were Lntroduced shortly before 
loading; in no case was exposure in excess of 30 minutes. Cryogenic fracture 
tests were run after temperature stabilization, which usually required from 5 
to 10 minutes. 
Test Results. Presentatlon and analysis of fracture strength data 
are included in this section. Emphasis of fracture testLng was placed on 
obtaining engineering data directly meanLngful to the design function. Accordingly, 
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the display of this infbrmation is made as direct and meaningful as possible. 
Basic Data. The tabulations of basic fracture data presented in 
Tables 9 through 30 are computer-der~ved print-outs. For each nom~nal gage 
of titanium tested in the indicated environment, the data tables conta~n the 
following information. After the spec~men number, the specimen d~mensions of 
thickness, T, and width, W, in inches are printed. The product area (T x W) 
is then computed and printed. The input load data are d~splayed as PI, the 
ultimate load, P2, the pop-in load (if it was detected), and P3, the 5 percent 
-----'" --
secant offset load, all in lUUO-lb units. The respect~ve stresses, Sl, S2, and 
S3, are computed as the quotient of load to gross area and printed in ksi units. 
Following this are presented flaw size dimensions. The crack depth, A*, and 
s'urface crack length, 2C~'( are dimensions of the fatigue crack measured after 
fracture. The flaw area is computed as 
Area = TI AC/2 
which is representative of the semi-elliptical or semi-circular flaw shapes. 
The remaining information is a first analytical presentation of data. 
Stress Intensity Factors. The facture data were first analyzed 
(2,3) 
in terms of the stress intensity factor concepts of fracture mechanics . 
Using the formulat~on 
where 
v = gross stress, ksi 
A = flaw depth, inches 
I = elliptic integral of the second kind 
TI/2 2 1/2 
=S [1- (1 - ~2) SIN2 eJ de 
~'( Because the print out letters for a and c are A and C, use of the upper case 
letters is made at this point. In the remainder of the report a and c are used 
according to convention. 
( r'frt 
, 1 ,,) Vi /J,JJt t ~/~ /,1 ) ~L :·~-'V~RE.T MATERIAL LO~US,~~::L I STR~SSES, KSI 
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TABLE 12. 40 MIL TI-6AL-4V PAKENT MATERIAL TESTED IN DE~INEpALIZED WATER 
STRESS INTENSlTY f-t>cr",-l!). t:S[-C,'1'-T(Ir,c'1) 
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~PEC NO r w AR~A Pl P2 P3 S1 S2 S3 A 2C AREA Kl K2 K3 1\1 l<C K 
.. 
4014N .044 2.992 .1322 20.~0 0.00 19.15 157.3 0.0 149.3 .0236 .0593 .00110 33.3 0.0 31.6 3:'.1 0. -I .n.2 
'+1 a l'~ .0'+2 2.98'1 .1201 20.15 0.00 19.00 159.7 0.0 150.6 .0194 .0541 .000Fj2 31.9 0.0 jO.l o. j. , . , 3) • I" 
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41141:. .044 2.96':1 .1321 20.45 0.00 19.00 154.8 0.0 143.8 .0216 .1140 .00193 39.U 0.0 :~h.c 4c!. • ... J. , ..l--.-. 
TABLE 13. 40 MIL TI-bAL-4V PARENT MATERIAL TE~TED I~ INHIBITE:.O WATf P 
SHIESC: I'ljTEr~~J.TY f,.,cr , ... .,. "'5:-"-''-7<1''C'''' 
~PE(.. DIM., It~CH LOAy~, KI~S STRESSES, KSI FLAW SIzE. INCH PHI COt:lClE:.C 1 1UN I~ Cjll-J~:C-jrl,\) 
SPEC NO T "I Atlt:.A PI P2 P3 51 S2 S3 A 2C AREA K1 toe? r\j q , " ·,\2 
4027t-, .042 2.991 .1241 20.00 0.00 18.8~ 161.1 0.0 151.9 .0188 .0541 .000A1 32.2 0.0 3u. 4 (J • t' oJ • \" ;"'.1 
4092~ .04:, 2.991 .1340 21.30 0.00 20.10 159.0 0.0 150.0 .0230 .0575 .0010 4 32.1 0.0 31..3 u • \ 'I • ') j';./ .... 
4(\08E .()44 2.9':11 .1325 20.~5 0.00 19.00 ISS.! 0.0 143.4 .0242 .ll41 .01)217 4(J.4 0.0 3f.~ 4..;. -, 'J ." .jq.\..J 
4113E .044 2.'192 .1331 20.40 0.00 18.2~ 153.2 0.0 137.1 .0226 .1170 .Oo20~ 39.3 0.0 3;'.2 '+c".~ J • oJ r • ... 
TMLE 14. 40 MIL TI-6AL-4V PARENT MATt-RIAL TESTED IN SALT SPPAY AIR 
~TR~!:>S INTEI'~! TY ~t.c. r" ... ~. '\:::d-<;."" r II ,'C..,: 
!::oPI:.C. DIM., II'lCH LOAD~, KIPS STRt::~SES, KSI FLAW SIlEo INCH P'1I COR"<F.CT LV'. " (.Vuo.(~Cllrl\. 
spec NO T W Arlt:.A P1 P2 P3 Sl 52 53 A 2C AREA Kl K2 r,j Kl " <: "'~ 
'+026N .0'+1 2.~91 .1226 19.40 0.00 18.90 158.2 0.0 154.1 .Ol~l .0571 .000tl6 32.2 0.0 :H.4 314.~ .... ' . , J:?3 
4028N .041 2.992 .1233 19.60 0.00 19.00 159.0 0.0 154.1 .0214 .0560 .00094 32.6 0.0 31.6 o. " o • 1 .:!3.3 \J1 40C~t:. .045 2.992 .1346 20.90 0.00 19.50 155.2 0.0 144.8 .0240 .1157 .00218 40.4 0.0 37.7 tt-,j., ..J • ,) 4\J. ~ 0 
1·0':l3E .0'+2 c. Q 93 .1212 19./:lS 0.00 19.00 156.1 0.0 149.4 .0190 .1040 .00155 37.1 0.0 3;'.!::l o.&.lJ • to (' .. " ,j ~. ~4 
TABLE 15. 40 MIL TI-6AL-4V PARENT MATERIAL TESTED I~ AEROZI~E 50 
STRESS INTENSITY rAe I v .. !:>. ~~!-SQkTC U~Ch) 
!lpEC. DIM., INCH LOADS, KIPS STRESSES, K~I FLAW sIZE, INCH Prl I CORREC Tl ON '",' CLIR"'r.l. T ! (I~I 
SPEC NO T W AREA Pl P2 P3 Sl 52 S3 A 2C AREA K1 K2 K3 Kl ~c K3 
4030N .0 4 1 2.994 .1228 19.45 0.00 0.00 158.4 0.0 0.0 .0239 .0617 .00116 34.1 0.0 0.0 36.1 0·0 a.ll 
4C91N .041 2.994 .1228 19.85 0.00 0.00 161.7 0.0 0.0 .0198 .0515 .000E13 32.3 0.0 0.0 0.1 0).0 0.0 40 4 7:: .044 i!.994 .1317 20.60 0.00 0.00 156.4 0.0 0.0 .0239 .120 5 .00220 41.0 0.0 0.0 4"'t." 'J. !) o. 'J 
if 116E .Otl~ 2.99"- .121H 20.10 0.00 0.00 156.1 0.0 0.0 .0205 .1107 .0017-9 38. 4 0.0 ().~ 41 .' 0- ; 'J.O 
TARLE 16. 20 MlL TI-6AL-4V rlELDED MATERIAL TESTED IN AIR 
STRESS INTEN!:>lrv Fpcrl~~. ~~I-~~RT{INCh) 
!:>PE:,C. DIM., INCH LOAUS, KlPS STRESSES' r<SI FLAI" SIZE. INCH PHI CORRECTION '. C:'H"".:.CT ION ~PEC NU \~ ARt.A PI P2 P3 51 52 S3 A 2C AREA Kl K2 1\3 K1 -:<:: 1\3 
A033N .0cO 2.97tl • 0~96 9.65 0.00 8.50 162.1! 0.0 142.7 .0050 .0121 .00005 15.5 0.0 1j.7 0.0 {J tl..l 14.3 
1\0:'4N .~~ 2.987 .0057 1-1.05 0.00 9.8~ ~ 0.0 149.1 .0{)50 .o.l-s9 .00006 17.'1 0.0 l::l'~ (I.IJ ') . (\ 1"- • .j Failed out S l<!e f]a w • 
o.oc3N • 020 2.';186 .0612 10.10 0.00 9.00 165.0 0.0 147.0 .0121 .0316 .00030 2:'.4 O.Q CZ.6 O.V ' • '1 c'.1:! 1\091N '\leO 2.900 .0606 9.65 0·00 8.1 5 159.2 0.0 134 .5 .010tl .02,,4 .0()022 22.5 0.0 1<;·0 23.' J. II 1°.~ v/ A02:,N .02{) c. Q d2 .U602 10.00 0.00 8.75 166.0 0.0 14~.3 .0143 .0381 .0004J <'H.O u.O 24.5 O. ,j IJ. 0 e<;.7 
A r, ':I5N .021 2.987 .0615 9.30 0.00 8.00 1~1.1 0.0 130.0 .0202 .05<'0 • OO.0~9 30.el 0.0 2':'.~ je.- v .. " (' -, .:> A()tl3:=' .022 2.983 .(l6~6 11.00 0.00 9.75 167.6 0.0 148.6 .0050 .01?3 .OOOO~ 16.? Q.O 1 ... 3 (J.II 'J .. ~ 1<;.0 Fa~led out~~de flaw. A[l~4f .t.::O 2.'786 • 0597 rO~O.() 0·00 9.00 ~ 0.0 150.7 .0050 • C 11-9.- .00005 15.9 0.0 1 .... 3 (\ • (0 ). , :c,.;J 
AJ~4f:. .~ 2.984 .0639 ~ 6.05 6.0~ ~4'T'T 94.7 9 .... 7 .+:H}O ..(\4¢{) .00035 )5.6 J5.6 l~.~ 10. ; 1,., • ,I ~~:;;'\MUltiP1e flaws. A ll:,~ .02J 2.974 .0503 8.50 0.00 8.2~ 145.8 0.0 141.5 .0097 .0 4 00 .00030 23.3 0.(1 c.Z.6 24 .... 'J. , 
AI03E '02u 2.9BS .0:'!j6 9.00 7.70 7.55 153.7 131.5 128. Q .0157 .1110 .00137 34.:' 29.5 2b.9 37.~ j 1 ,,"',; .J ) • t\ 
TABLE 17. 40 MlL TI-6AL-4V W~LDED MATERIAL TESTtD IN AIq '-" 
..... 
ST~r::SS rNTEN::>lTY ~JlCr" .... s, ~~r-~(}f.JT(I'JC"'J 
!:>PE:,C. DIM., INCH LOAL)S, KIPS STRESSES, KSI FLA\~ SIZE. INCH PHI CORPE(.TlliN 'J (".\J4,oJ c.j'J.O~': 
SP;::C NO T 'II AI-<t.A Pl P2 P3 S1 S2 S3 A 2C AREA "'1 1<2 K3 K1 .... e 1\3 
8233N .0'+1 2.978 .1230 20.75 0.00 19.00 168.7 0.0 l~4.5 .0100 .0279 .00022 2'+.2 0.0 22.2 O. ( V • I' d.S 
82i~N ~-~ .1 24 9 20.81).- o • a 0 18. 75 1-66:;:5- 0.0 150.1 .-010 a • .02-1-1- .00022 23.S 0.0 ~l.:" t) • I' V • 'J .:2.7 Failed outSide f1~~. OI):>lN .041 2.'.173' • 1 i! 13 1 9 • -, 0 0.00 18.2~ 162.4 0.0 1:'0.5 .01S'} .0544 .oe081 32.4 0.0 30.1 O. I) (I • 1 31.7 
/. 62 b lN .04 3 c.98e .1279 20.25 0.00 19.10 15S.3 0.0 149.4 .0231 .0 6 12 .00111 33.9 0.0 3c.o .... rJ • IJ 33.0 "'-- .... tl031N .0"'2 2.'.It>'t • 1237 18.70 0.00 17.30 151.2 0.0 139.9 .0338 • 09,,8 .00252 40.0 0.0 37.0 42.:.- 'J • r1 ~i"i • ~ 
B07:'r. .C'41 i!.97<:: .1224 16.':10 0.00 17.00 154.4 0.0 138.8 .0307 .08n9 .001<;5 38.0 0.0 ~4.i! 4(, •• u· , ..),:>.7 ~""'\,., ... t:l161t • Oif2 c.'.!74 .12:'8 21.05 0.00 18.90 167.3 0.0 150.2 .0115 .04,4 .00039 28.4 0.0 "::l.~ o. 'J 11 • I) c7.3 
d1'.i4::" .~~ .l"i!77 H.OO.17.00 17.00 l:3-3~ 133.2 133.2 ."024.5' .-l3~G .00255 35.9 35.9 3~.9 31". J 3", .; ..».j.l MUltiple flaws • B2U4t. .044 2.976 .1309 20.15 0.00 18.75 153.9 0.0 143.2 .0194 .1054 .00161 30.9 0.0 ~4.3 4U.l n. f, :;':'.':f 
f:l21 '.t. .0"'1 2.'.1/)4 .lc.l~ 19 .10 0.00 17.50 157.2 0.0 144.0 .0168 .091,7 .0012d 35.4 0.0 ,je.:' J.::.. , ') • '1 J4.'-J 
B12~E ~ d-a45-J .12:>5 ~ 10.75 10.75 
-S.5-r7" 85·7 8~.7 .~~ • ~3 .00487 26.1 26.1 26.1 ~6.'" 2~.J <::6.? MUltiple flaws • 
TABLE 18. 60 MIL TI-6AL-~V WELDED MATERIAL TESTED IN AIR 
SToESS INT!::"I5ITY FAC.(~'''S. '\~l-~(JI·T<I\jC-: 
~P~C. DIM., INC.H LOAUS, KIPS STRESSES, KSI FLAIl SIZE, IIIICH PI1I CORRECT lO,J ( \..r)~''''' - c. T 1 ()~ 
SPE~ NO T W AkEA PI 1'2 P3 51 52 53 A 2C AREA K1 K2 1\3 Kl t'~ "<3 
ClllN ~O(>i! 2.9~~ • ltD 2 "'2"'h"1il 0.00 26.40 158.9 0.0 144.1 .-01 Sf) .-Q37.5 .00038 2~.1 0.0 22.11 20 •. ; I J • ' Co:.7 Failed outs1dc flaw. 
C053N .064 2.':161 .1!:l<}8 30.35 0.00 27.30 159.9 0.0 143.8 • 0138 .0343 .OC037 25.1:! 0.0 ?~.2 v. f, ,J • r, c ... C. 
COb3N .Ob3 2.973 .1873 28.95 0.00 27.60 154.6 0.0 147.4 .025:. .0637 .0012ti 33. Q 0.0 32.3 3:'. ; .J3.-i 
V-i COb2N .U63 2.963 .1/:j~8 28.05 o.ao ~7.00 151.0 0.0 145.3 .0278 .06<;3 .00h3 33.7 O.C 3~.4 3=..J O· " ..:13 ...... 7 Cl21111 ;.()6C ~. 9~9 .lb35 ~ 0.00 15.00 119.9 0.0 81.8 .-IJ~' rl000· .u0353 33.2 0.0 22.6 . '" ' <'2. J :-!ult'ple £1:1'.s. w • J , 
C034N 'Oo~ 2.9~4 oltl20 24.80 a.oo 23.4(J 136.3 0.0 128.6 .04:'b .1176 .00421 40.5 0.0 :::!~.2 "c." ~ . ') ,; ... }.7 
COflE .-{)~ 2. 9:> <} .1841.} 2~ 0.00 26.50 156.3 0.0 143.3~ .00076 30.6 0.0 ct;!ol Jc ..... c~ • .:; M~ltl.ole fln"15. 
C043E .Ob~ 2.9f3 .1':<32 27.45 0.00 26.20 1~2.0 0.0 13~.6 .0299 .1266 .00297 40.1 0.0 3><.3 4; .... ( ~ ..... ....o.~ 
CO'(2E ,,{Joo+' 2.':150 .1e93 ~~ 23.80 23.80 rrS.7 125.7 125.7 ,.0301 .. 111,5 .0027~ 34.8 34.0 3~.e 36. 3~ .. .r. ';<,.4 :-!.llt::.p~e E<!'lS. I 
TABLE 19. 40 MIL TI-6AL-4V wELDED MATERIAL TESTED IN nEMINEqALIZEO WQTER 
STRESS INiF.:'~~IiY topL', .!~. -"'I-S'Jr<' (!rJ,- .. q I ~Pt:.C. DIM., INCH LOAUS, KIPS STRESSES, K~I FLAW SIZE. INCH PHI COqREC r lU'~ J ru,.;- ... CT .!,r)"'J 
SPEC '10 r \~ At~EA 1'1 P2 P3 51 ~2 53 A 2C AREA Kl "<2 r3 hl '\-:: 1\:, Y 
!:i124N '0'+3 2.957 .1266 20.00 0.00 18.60 158.0 0.0 147.0 .0249 .06?4 .00122 34.3 0.0 31.SI 3(,. " \' • 1\ .~ 3. 4 
tl164N .042 2.96'1 .1232 20.55 0.00 19.10 166.8 0.0 155.0 .0179 .0541 .00C76 33.0 o • C j ('.7 O •• (I • (\ ~?,; 
tlo93!:. .042 2.QbIJ .1~37 19.40 0.00 17.00 156.9 0.0 137.5 .01S18 .0994 .01)155 37.'-. 0.0 .J~.M 4 1J: .. ..14..'"" 
8241;:' .042 2.':17<;, .1255 19.75 0.00 18.30 157.3 0.0 145.8 .0166 .1000 .001"'10 35.5 0.0 .3<..'"' 31J ... , .. I _'" -3. ~ 
TABLE 20. 40 MIL TI-6AL-4V wELDED MATERIAL TESTED IN INHIBITtD WATER 
STI.{EC,<; INTE.,~SliY FALr .• :'~, "S!-<;'Jr'TII'.C"') V1 
:;,pt:,C. OW., IC,Ch LOA~S, KIPS STRESSES, KSI FLAW SIZE. !IIICH Pt-'I CORP!:.C'luN ( \),.)"'- C I ~VIJ N 
SPEC NO r 1-1 Akt.A Pl P2 P3 Sl 52 S3 A 2C AREA "<I Kc K3 '\1 ~r. ;<3 
B043N .044 2.Sl70 .1310 20.95 0.00 18.85 160.0 0.0 143.9 .0224 .0581 .01.)102 33.4 0.0 30.1 IJ • II J • I) .n.:> 
80 A4N .04 4 2.'181 .131H 20.75 0.00 19.10 157. 5 0.0 145.0 .0237 .0 671 .00125 3:'.0 0.0 3c.2 3·( .' 1.1 • ) ..)3.'1 
o094E .042 2.977 ... ~35 19.40 0.00 17.80 151.0 0.0 144.1 .0207 .1022 .00166 3tl.2 0.0 3~.0 41 • ., .,1 ,7.<;' 
I::!I11c .O't~ 2.9:'7 .1251 19.55 0.00 17.60 156.3 0.0 140.7 .0189 .10?3 .00152 31.0 0.0 3_;.3 40. ' J.(' .. ·~5 .. C 
TABLE 21. 40 MIL TI-6AL-4V wELDED MATERIAL 
!lpE.C. DIM., INCH LOAUS, KIPS STRESSES, KSI 





























TEST!:.D IN SALT SPRAY AlP 
!lTRESS INH.NS1TY FACIO""" "\':>t-,,:;r'''':T(I',C-') 
FLAW SIZE. INCH P~I COfH1'::.CIION 'J Ct"r'''"I..I!')\ 









.00091 32.0 o.a 30.0 
• 00090 33.0 0.0 30.7 
.00107 3d.J 0.0 31.7 














TABLE 22. 40 MIL TI-6AL-~V WELDED MATERIAL TEST!:.D IN AEROZ!NE 50 I-I,\CTp,,::' ... ;:,I- .... ~~T (1:\IC'-) 
'/ C·)~,,':.CT!01, ::'P:'C. DIM., INCH LOAUS, KIPS STRESSES, KSI 































FLAW SIZE, INCH 
~TRESS INT~N::'ITY 
PHI CORR!:.CTIO N 













------ -- ------ - - ----
0.0 








--- --- -- - --- -------- -------- - - --- -
-- - --- - -- ------------------------- - ---- ------
Kl oo(,~ K3 
u.:J I. ) 0.0 
u. " (I • _I (I. #,..1 
o. t...1 " • '1 C.O 
().IJ r;. ) 0.0 
-------. -------------------
'" ----w-
-------- -- - ------\ 




























I~O 7 (>'=. 
SPEC NO 


























TABLE 23. 20 MIL TI-6AL-4V 
!~CH LOAUS. KIPS 











































































TESTED IN LIQUID NITRCG~N 
FLAW SIZE. INCH 
STRESS INTENSITY 
PHI COR>1E.CTlON 

























.00006 24.6 0.0 22.9 
.001)06 ISl.2 0.0 U.U 
.00021 33.1 0.0 0.0 
.00021 32.5 0.0 v.O 
.oMe68 '+0.1 0.0 u.~ 
.00057 39.3 0.0 3~.~ 
.0000 4 20.9 0.0 u. n 
.00005 22.q 0.0 ".U 
.000:1 3~.2 0.0 v.O 
.000 4 0 3~.8 0.0 u.u 
.00159 37.2 0.0 G.o 
.00130 16.2 16.2 1~·2 
TABLE 24. 40 MIL TI-IlAL-4V PAReNT MATERIAL TESTeD IN L!QUIU NITRQGE~ 














rN~H LOAUS, KIPS STRtSSES, K~I 

























0.00 32.5~ 250.2 0.0 242.0 
0.00 32.40 249.7 0.0 24 0.8 
0.00 0.00 231.7 0.0 0.0 
0.00 28.50 236.1 0.0 231.2 
0·00 0.00 198.4 o.Q 0'0 
27.75 27.7~ 208.3 208.3 208.3 
0.00 0.00 252.:' 0.0 0.0 
23.00 23.90 248.3 187.6 194.9 
0.00 0.00 220.4 0.0 0.0 
28.10 28.10 224~ 224.7 224.7 
0.00 18.00 160.8 0.0 143.3 
0.00 0.Od,161.0) 0.0 0.0 
FLAW SIZE. INCH 
Slk~SS INTE~!;:'lTV 
PH I (;OR~eC T 101~ 

















































TABLE 25. 20 MiL TI-6AL-4V WELDED MATERIAL TEST~D IN LI~U!D NITROGEN 
:;'PEC. DIM., !Nl.H LOAUS, KIPS 
T ~J AREA PI P2 P3 
.020 ~.':IBO 
.02e 2.988 
• ,)22 2.':I8d 
.'J21 2.933 
.Oc:" 2.9/'J 
.02e t?.99 0 
.(J.::.() ~.Ytl3 















































































FLAW SIZE. INCH 
ST~~SS INT~N~iTY 
PHI CO~RECT lur" 





























































r- ~ C I • ~I ~-. • "'\ ~ ! - ~ ('II t-' T \ : ~ c ~ ~ 
K1 KJ 
I .,.Ir-- -I ... r .L('~" 
"'" ~ / 




'J " ., r b." () F.:!l.led ,:'It grl.!'. 
't 1 • ~ 
"" : " ! 
~ t " I 
2'+.1 
3M. ' 
'+: " ' 
oa" ..... " 
1 ~"l. 
, . 
J • ) 
f, " " 
" . 








, . ~ 
'.' • U 
+L'.' 







raEcc' ~t !!r_p 
Fal.lcu 2t :?;r:!.p 
~ult_o:e [:[I·.,s 
Ft.l,.r , .. t... "',",~-';IJ""T(!\oC""~ 
" (" fl. - L. T r" 
",1 
u. " 
tl .. I, 
:.! • I 
:;, l) .. -'t 
~-,.":. 
~ ,. , 
Q. } 
4~ .. ( 
:;,~.'" 
:'b.J. 
4~ .. 1..I 
l,.>'.'1 
, ' 
(, • 'l 
" .. I 
, I ~ , 
"") ),,-, 
J: " .t 
U. I 









:> .... =' 
() • I' 
:: (" • f"J 




r Af~' " ..... :-,. '\::, I -<::','",T (I ',Crl) 
'\ C tJ .. - C r J (.f\, 
".1 >< ~ K3 





f~ .. 1 
.: .. ' I 
.,. \ 
, • 1 
I' • ,\ 
n .. 'J 
0.0 
O. f J 
f' • C 















~ -i. r 
.j7., 
'J -C f, • 0 
, .0 
Failed out~ice flaw 
41;. ,.., 
4c • . :' 
r l • " 
). ,] 
I''''J 
.J • ) 















TABLE 26. 40 MlL TI-6AL-4V WELDED MATERIAL TESTED IN LIQUIU NITROGEN 
STRESS INTENSIfY f"U'I..IS. \:, T - ;r,;~T <t 1I.C'i l 
!)PEC. DIM., INCH LOALJS, KIPS STRESSES, KSI FLAW SIZE, INCH PHI CORqECTlUt~ 
T W AREA Pl pZ P3 51 SZ 53 A 2C APEA 1\1 1<2 K3 
.042 2.Q~9 .1237 31,40 0.00 0.00 253.9 0.0 0.0 .0107 .0Zql .00024 37.3 0.0 0.0 
.042 2.964 .1242 31.65 23.60 23.6 0 254.8 190.0 190.0 .0111 .0289 .00025 37.5 28.0 2~.O 
.,)44 2.97':J .1315 31.85 0.00 0.00 242.7 0.0 0.0 nll<'" eV4""'- • 05 23 • 00076 .. 7.5 0.0 0.0 
'0'+<:: ~.':I4t:l ol'::e'J 29.25 0·00 0.00 237.':1 0·0 0'0 .022° '0 5 96 .0011)6 50.3 0·0 o·c 
.0'.':: !..970 .1<::33 24,75 0.00 0.00 200.3 0.0 0.0 • 0314 .0878 .00Z04 50.0 o.u i) • C 
.0"-:; 2.963 .12133 25,bO 0.00 0.00 199.5 0.0 0.0 .0300 .08?7 • 00195 49.4 0.0 \.I.U 
~ 2."6':1 .12;'6 ~S 0.00 0.00 244.8 0.0 0·0 .~ .(}J..+S .00031) 38.9 0·0 o.u 
~ 2.977 .1c6, ~~ 2~.30 22.30 176.3 176.3 170.3 .·0344 ..2-14.5. .0050 2 57.9 57.9 ~7.'J 
.O'fl 2.':l75 .:!.220 26.10 0.00 23.20 214.0 0.0 190.2 .0179 .1073 .0')151 50.1 0.0 ..... 5 
• Q't3 c..Y73 01269 20.60 0.00 0.00 162.3 0·0 0·0 .OZ07 .20
'
H .0043l:S 4tl.l O·C e.t.. 
\ 
-- --- - - --- --------------- -------------------
---- - --- ~-- -
----- -- ------- ------- --- -- - - -
'. ru,",,< -. C r H"J 
K1 ><~ 1'3 
l: .0) ,l. tl 1).0 
) . ,..., 21- • l ,., 1. Cf 
~oJ. ' • 0." fJ.tI 
~.j. \, e ., I] • l) 
~ 1 •• o • ' C n ..
~ - .-... J. 0 0.0 
41·- I, • d (J • IJ 
6tl ..... ... i • ., "0.:-
:>~.- (I .01 4( ... tJ 
~)(J • ~ 
". J fl.l' 
,/ 
....... 





_-r" 1'( . 
~ 
TABLE 27. 60 MIL TI-6AL-4V FOHuED MATERIAL TESTED IN A!q 
STR:;:SS INT~N~lTY F~CT,'""" "I.'>I-<;QLlT(I.C"') 
~P~C. DIM •• INCH LOADS, KIPS STRESSES. KSI FLA .... SIZE. INCH P'"!I CORRECTru"l 
SPEC NO T w AKE" P1 ' P2 P3 51 S2 53 A 2C ARE.A Kl K2 ~3 
60F5N .000 2.994 .178l 12.90 12.90 12.90 72.4 72.4 72.4 .0150 .0311 .00037 11.2 11.2 11.2 
601"4N .U5':1 2.<J92 .1765 27.05 0.00 26.10 153.2 0.0 147.9 .0247 .06]0 .00118 32.9 0.0 31.8 
6QF2N .059 2.992 .1705 20.40 0.00 20.00 115.6 0.0 113.3 .03'12 .1006 .00310 31.8 0.0 31.~ 
60 F3N .060 2.990 .1179 19.85 0.00 19.00 111.6 0.0 106.8 .0431 .0':176 .00330 30.:' C.O 2'-J.2 
----------------------------
---------- --- - ---- -- - - ---- --- -- -- - - - -
------------ ------ -- - - -----
-------
-----------------
------ -- --- - --- -- ---
--------- ----- --
J ,':fhJt('- ~ C 1 n~· 
,,1 ('Co 
11.1 1 ~ • , 
~l,.. ...... \" ' 
:'2. i'j. I 





,.. <; • ,\ 



















TABLE 28. 20 MlL TI-6AL-4V PARENT MATERIAL CONTROL TESTS STRESS INTt:N::.!TY F":':'I'~~. ""t-<:;;l><T(I'IC'1l 
~PEC. DIM., INCH LOADS, KIPS STRt::S~ES, KSI FLAW SIZE, INCH PH I CORKc:.C I ION ( [ .. \J "! " • C i 1 (1!\I 
T ~d AfH:, A P1 P2 P3 S1 52 53 A 2C AREA Iq K'2 1\3 1\1 "\10 1<3 , 
.022 2.991 .Ob!:l2 10.60 a.oo 9.40 162. 6 0.0 144.2 .0077 .0138 .00008 16.7 0.0 1 .... 8 o. 'J n • t) 1"">.3 
.021 2.987 .0b?7 10.20 0.00 9.15 162.6 0.0 145.9 .0120 .0307 .0002'1 24.7 0.0 "".2 O •• 'J. I ~-<. 2 
~o21 2.990 .0634 10.20 0.00 q.o=> 160. 9 0.0 142.8 .016~ .0451 .00060 2':1.5 o • 'J <:b. <: tJ • If Ij. \ i.7.4 
0021 2.'J!:!~ .06!9 9.85 0·00 8.9u 1S9.3 0.0 143.9 .00 4:' .011 4 .000C'f 1'-.8 0.0 13.~ l~·h '. I 1 '- • J 
.022 2.98'1 .06:'8 8.30 0.00 8.30 126.2 0.0 126.2 .009 4 .0456 .00034 20.6 0.0 t:u.b 21.; , • I r.1 • 7 
.OC~ 2.98'1 .0649 9.80 7.95 7.9=> 151.1 122.b 122.6 .019::' .1234 .00189 37.2 30.2 30.2 4-(~. ~ :3 J • J .:' 1." }!ultiple fla'{s. 
TABLE 29. 40 MIL TI-6AL-4V PARENT MATER:AL CONTROL TESTS 
5 T RES SIN T E 'J S I TY r A (. 1, r<;" ", ::, I - C; I 1« i ( : ~ C rl ) 
~PE:.C. DH4., INCH LOADS. KIPS STRE~SES. K$l FLAW SIZE. INCH P>-! I CO~REC7 rUN t. ':'...'r,""" t'" t r 1 '1 ,\, 
~, AR£A PI P2 P3 Sl S2 S3 A 2C At:lEA KI 1':2 r,3 '\.1 • c. 1'\3 
.045 2.994- .1347 22.25 0.00 20.40 165.1 0.0 1S1.4 .0103 .02Q4 .00024 24.3 0.0 22.3 o. (' l •• c.3.=:' 
.0 44 2.990 .1301 20.45 0.00 19.2~ 157.2 0.0 1't8.0 .0205 .0 597 .(1)0'16 32.3 0.0 JU.9 ~/T" r.., • 'I ~~.~ 
• 04~ 2.~93 .1341 20.~0 0.00 19.8~ 152.9 0.0 148.0 .0343 .0889 .0023':1 39.~ 0.0 3~.3 41"h I, .... "0.2 
.042 2.990 .1 250 20.::'5 0.00 19.05 164 • 4 0.0 1~2.4 .0085 .03~5 .00024 24.8 0.0 23.0 IJ • " r: • ~l ... 8 
.044 ~.':I92 .1331 20.40 0.00 18.o~ 153.2 0.0 141.0- .0234 .1225- .00225 40.1 0.03 7 d 43.4 ft·, .J"-I.t"'I 
'04(), 2.'0'90 .1199 17.30 17.12 15.3u 144.3 142.8 127.6 .030-' .1':176 .00476 44.7 44.3 3~.6 4. ....... ~~ 4"/ • , L.?U 






~PE:.l... DIM. , 
SPEC NO T w 
6011'" .06", 2.992 
6clhN .064 2.991 
60I7N .Ob:' t!..99tJ. 
60lHN .oo~ t!..Q94 
?003', .,065 2.(;9 4 
t .. 0 13~J .O\)~ 2.927 





0:J 4J: .00', 2.<"'.l4 
6 11 <:2 f-. .\Jo.:l 2.7~4 
~o41f:. .O~t:: c..Y94 
TABLE 30. 60 MIL TI-6AL-4V PARENT MATERIAL CONTROL TESTS 
STRESS I~TEN~:TY FA~ln~~. M ~, -<:;'J~ r (! JC ..... : 
!NCH LOAt)S. KIPS STRt::.S~ES. KSI FLAW SIZE. INCH PHI CORPECTluN Cl L..,.. ... _ ~ - ... ' .. : 
AReA PI P2 P3 51 S2 53 A ~c AREA K1 K2 1\3 "', ''''';: "\; , -
.1915 29.55 0.00 0.00 154.3 0.0 0.0 .0138 .0317 .00034 24.0 0.0 c.o (:':1.,.. " • II ) " . .; .1~05 29.dO 0.00 27.80 156. 4 0.0 14 5.9 .0131 .031',5 .00038 <'5.7 0.0 24.0 C ~ • , 'J .. , . " "? .. .,., 
.1'146 29.20 0.00 27.90 150.0 0.0 143.4 .030 4 .0b'lL.. .00166 34.h (l .0 :1 j • !J 3':.'.~ 1/. I ". . 01'170 t!.9.45 0.00 28.30 149.0 0.0 143.? • 0317 .O7l3 .00170 :<4.8 'J • 0 3":.:0 ~t.'- . , ,..J ... I"j .1'J4~ C8.S0 0.00 26.00 146. 4 c.o 133.6 .04bO 
.1°6 2 .0(132)''' 41.7 0.03,.,.1 "'"';.,.." , . ' ., ..... 4 
.1942 27.1:10 0.00 25.00 143.2 0.0 12~.!'< .Q4~.,j • 1 ~'t,,2 _00371 40 ...... O.U 3':1.3 .. " . , . ' -~ , . " 
.ll:lb6 2tl.1:l5 0.00 27.50 1':13.0 0·0 14':1.~ .0200 .0t>73 .000<"0 31.4 0.0 ,:':.9 ,.j.,.)e(' I .. t! ..: t • .., 
.HJ56 27.90 0.00 ~7.00 10;,0.3 0.0 145.5 .019d .0561 .000137 30.S o • \. 2l.1 .1., _I (' ..... .' 1 
-- I. ... 
.10::>6 27.30 0.00 25.60 147.1 0.0 137.9 .O31~ .12to .003111 41.6 0.0 .:l':l.~ '+ 0:., • I • ... 1 • ~ 
.1<j10 27.90 0.00 26.00 145.6 0.0 135.7 .0305 .12?6 .OC2<;i4 41.0 0.0 .;)1-j.2 <.3. ' 4 
.'-
.1!:!Cl6 2c.<jo 1<.1.70 1b.'10 121. 4 104.4 8 ...... H .04t:l6 .3429 .G130~ 4d.O 41.: 33.S :" I ~ ,10 ~, . .,j 1-10. ...... 






C = half of surface crack length, inches, 
stress intensity factors wLthout the plasticity correction were computed. These 
are printed as Kl, K2, and K3 for the respective stresses; 81, 82, and 83 under 
the heading "Phi Correction" Ln Tables 9 through 30. A similar formulation, 
K = 1. 1 0-/rr A/Q 
where 
Q 
8y = tensLle yield stress, kSi, 
was used to determine the stress LntensLty factors with the plasticity 
correction. The respective values are listed Ln Tables 9 through 30 under 
heading "Q Correction". A discussion of these results is contained in the 
section on "Data Interpretations". 
Graphical Presentations. The fundamental results of this portion 
of the program can be vividly illustrated by direct graphical displays of the 
raw data. These are presented and discussed in the following paragraphs. 
The critical flaw sizes for partial-through cracks in thLn sheet 
titanium in room temperature air and liquid nLtrogen are shown in Figures 
19 and 20 for parent and welded material respectively. As would be expected, 
gross fracture stress decreases wLth Lncreasing flaw area. Over this narrow 
range of flaw areas, the relationship between stress and flaw area LS basically 
linear. (Note: This is not contradictory to the general hyperbolic relationship 
between stress and flaw size; rather, it represents only a small segment of the 
general expressLon; hence is nearly lLnear.) In general, the cryogenic data 
have a steeper slope than the room temperature data both for parent and welded 
materLal. This indLcates that the materLal is more sensLtive to the presence 
of flaws in a cryogenic enVLronment. The fracture data for room temperature do 
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FIGURE 20. 
~
VARIATION OF GROSS FRACTURE STRESS WITH FLAW AREA ~R WELDED MATERIAl SPECIMENS 
TESTED IN ROOM TEMPERATURE AIR AND LIQUID NITROGEN ENVIRONMENTS 
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the cryogen1c data d1splay very dist1nct thickness effects for the 20- and 40-
mil !Mterial This obs,ervation brings forth two questions: "What 1S the fracture 
behavior of 63-mil matenal?" and "Is this effect due to thickness or metallurgical 
behavior at low temperatures?" It is also to be noted that the welded mater1al 
appears to be 20 to 30 percent more sensitive to a glven flaw size. 
The data of the flgures Just presented !My be used to evaluate the 
influence of the proof test on screen1ng flaw sizes. Table 31 glves a listing 
of the approximate minumum flaw sizes screened out by room temperature and 
cryogenic proof tests. 
The fracture data for aqueous, saline, and propellent environments are 
shown in Figure 21. No radical degradation is noted. 
The relative merits of room temperature and cryogenic proof testing 
are most dramatically illustrated 1n Figures 22 and 23 for parent and welded 
material, respectively. These plots present the ratio of gross fracture 
stress to tensile yield stress versus flaw area. For a given flaw size 1n both 
the 20- and 40-mi1 !Mterial, the cryogenic environment was a more severe test 
of the useful load capacity of the spec1men. In terms of a screening procedure, 
the cryogenic enviroment offers a finer grid for screening flaws. While the 
room temperature data for parent material fractured 1n air, as presented 1n 
Figures 19 and 20, do not exhibit a "clear cut" thickness effect, there does 
appear to be a secondary lnf1uence of thlckness. This is best illustrated by the 
non-dimensional plot of these data in Figure 24. The ratio of gross fracture 
stress to Yleld stress is plotted versus the ratio of flaw depth to sheet thickness. 
Fracture data for both normal and elongated flavls in the three sheet thicknesses 
of parent material are presented. In addition to the decrease in fracture strength 
wlth increasing flaw size (l.e., the downward slope to the right), there is also 
a vertlcal stacking of data by sheet thickness. Thus, with the normalization to 
thickness, the gross fracture stress decreases with increasing sheet thickness. 
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TABLE 31. APPROXIMATE MINIMUM FLAW SIZE SCREENED 
OUT BY PROOF TESTING 
F1 S . 2 aw ~ze2 ~n 
Proof Test Parent Material Welded Material 
Room Temperature-l40 ksi 
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FIGURE 21. VARIATION OF GROSS FRACTURE STRESS WITH 
FLAW AREA FOR PARENT AND WELDED MATERIAL 
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66 Welded Material 
0 20 mil Air 
• 20 m11 Cryogenic 
120 0 40 mil Air 
• 40 m11 Cryogen1c 6 63 m11 Air 
S yield air 
20 m1l 163.1 ksi 
40 mil 163.8 ksi 
63 mil 156.1 kS1 
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FIGURE 23. RATIO OF GROSS FRACTURE STRESS TO YIELD STRESS (AIR OR CRYOGENIC) 



















































0 20 mil normal flaw 
0 40 mil normal flaw 
6 63 ml.l normal flaw 
• 20 ml.l elongated flaw 
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FIGURE 24. RATIO OF GROSS FRACTURE STRESS TO AIR YIELD STRESS VERSUS 
RATIO OF FLAW DEPTH TO THICKNESS FOR PARENT MATERIAL 
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Furthermore, the elongated flm" shape emphasizes this effect even more 
Undoubtedly this effect ~s complex ~n Lts interaction; however, ~t correlates 
well with the qualitat~ve concepts of fracture mechan~cs. This particular 
aspect should be appra~sed more thoroughly ~n future research. 
The results of the four fracture tests on forged material are 
tabulated in Table 27 and plotted ~n F~gure 19 with the parent fracture data. 
From the extremely limited data obtained ~t appears that there are substant~al 
differences in the fracture behav~or of the sheet and forged product, as m~ght 
be expected. Even though this appears t~ be the case, the conclusions regarding 
the usefulness of cryogen~c proof testing would sti1l be valid. 
Data Interpretation. The observations and conjectures which can be 
made from the data presented in the "Test Results" section are discussed in 
the following sections. 
Critical Flaw Size. The relatively shallow slopes of the room 
temperature data shown in Figures 19, 20, 22, and 23 can be v~ewed from two 
perspectives. On one hand, modest var1ations 1n room temperature proof load cause 
considerable variation of the screen~ng grid size (i.e., min1mum size flaw rejected). 
On the other hand, increas~ng the d~fference between operating and proof load 
levels is a powerful lever for extending the tolerable growth of subcritical 
flaws. The steepness of the cryogen~c data indicate a more prec~se screening 
procedure. When the fracture stress is expressed as percent of tensile yield 
stress, the cryogenic fracture occurs below room temperature fracture for a 
g~ven size flaw. 
Thickness Effect. The steep and d~stinctly different slop~s of 
cryogenic fracture data for the two th~cknesses in the graphical displays indicates 
some form of th~ckness effect contrary to what might be expected This does 
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raise a question about the behavior of 63-mil material. A further study of 
this effect is recommended. 
Cryogenic Proof Test. Without exception, the fracture data derived 
in this program indicate that a cryogenic proof is more severe and preferable 
for the purpose of screening flaw sizes. Dependent on the design condition 
some variation in the proof level may be advisable. 
Fatigue Crack Propagation 
One of the more important ways in which a flaw can grow to critical 
size during testing and operating cycles is by fal:igue. In the case at hand, the 
fatigue behavior of the Ti-6Al-4V alloy was studied to ascertain if cracks which 
passed the nondestructive tests and were not screened in the proof test would 
propagate through the wall thickness or become critical during 400 operating 
cycles. A corollary question that was studied was what influence the initial 
proof cycle, whether air or cryogenic, would have on the subsequent crack 
growth during fatigue. Finally, the influence of environment on the fatigue 
crack growth was studied. 
Te.st Apparatu_s. The basic equipment used in the fatigue crack propagation 
studies was either a 20 kip or 50 kip electro-hydraulic servo-controlled fatigue test 
system. These units were used because the cyclic load-time relationship was not 
a simple sine function but rather a trapezoidal function. 
Accuracy of loading was + 1/2 percent. This extremely good accuracy 
was due to the use of a digital voltmeter to monitor the loads. A view of the 
specimen mounted in the 5U kip loading frame is shown in Figure 25. 
Environmental Tests. The environments used for the three areas of 
study were demineralized water, inhibited water, salt spray air, and Aerozine 50. 
The composition of these environments is given in Table 32. 
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39177 
FIGURE 25. THE SPECIMEN MOUNTED IN THE 50 KIP LOADING FRAME 
FOR THE FATIGUE CRACK PROPAGATION STUDY, 
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TABLE 32. COMPOSITION OF THE CHEMICAL ENVIRONMENTS 
Demineralized water 
Inhibited water 
Salt spray air 
Aerozine 50 
Standard deionized water from a still 
run through an ion exchange column. 
ph 5.5-5.75 
Distilled water inhibited with sodium 
dichromate. 
~ 500 ppm of sodium dichromate 
ph 4.45-4.55 
Distilled water used. 
3.5 percent NaCl 
ph 6.75-6.85 
(Gas Chromatograph Analysis) 
51.2 percent N2H4 
42.7 percent UDMH 
6.1 percent impurity 
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The envi ronmen ta 1 chamber for the deminera lized and inhibi ted wa ter 
consisted of a plexiglas container surrounding the specimen. The fluid was fed 
into the container by gravity feed. A view of the experimental setup for these 
tests is shown in Figure 26. The salt spray air chamber, shown in Figure 27, 
provided a fine spray of the 3.5 percent Nael solution into the plexiglas container. 
An air hose was connected to the inlet and the solution was sucked up the column 
and injected into a nozzle which provided the spray. The experimental setup for 
the Aerozine 50 tests is shown in Figure 28. The sma 11 teflon cylinder shown 
in the center of the figure contained the Aerozine 50. There was a sufficient 
amount of Aerozine 50 to submerge the initial crack and material in the vicinity 
of the crack. The teflon cylinder was encased in a stainless steel container and 
surrounded by water to prevent ignition of the Aerozine 50 upon fracture of 
the specimen. The Aerozine was pumped into the container using a nega tive 
pressure effect. 
These environmental chambers were used throughout the experimental 
program on the fatigue crack propagation, fracture, and sustained load studies. 
Test Procedure. The loading sequences used for the fatigue crack propagation 
studies are shown in Figure 29. In Figure 29a, the loading sequence for all 
specimens receiving air proof cycles is shown. The first proof cycle was applied 
to the specimen using the Data-Trak unit in the electronic console of the fatigue 
units. The loading rate was set at 30 ksi per minute and the load necessary to 
reach a proof stress of 140 ksi applied. After the 140 ksi level was reached, the 
load was held a t that level for 3 minutes. During this hold period a measurement 
of crack length was taken. After this period expired the load was gradually 
released. The second proof cycle was applied using a loading rate of 30 ksi per 
minute, and the maximum load was held for 30 minutes after which the load was 
released. A measurement of crack length was always taken at the beginni.ng of 
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FIGURE L~6, THE EXPERIMENTAL SETUP FOR THE DEMINERALIZED 
WATER AND INHIBITED WATER STUDIES, 
39176 
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FIGURE 27. THE EXPERIMENTAL SETUP FOR THE 











30 min. hold 
55 sec. hold 
5 sec. 
= 105 ksi 
time 
(a) Loading Sequence for All Tests Except Those Where 
a Cryogenic Proof Cycle was Applied 
3 min. hold 
30 min. hold 
140 ksi 
time 
(b) Loading Sequence Used for Those Specimens Which 
Received a Cryogenic Proof Cycle 
Repeated 400 cycle 
or to fa ilure 
Repeated 400 cycles 
or to failure 
FIGURE 29. WADING SEQUENCES USED FOR THE PROGRAMMED-FATIGUE-
CRACK PROPAGATION TESTS 
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the 3D-minute hold and another measurement near the end of the 3D-minute hold. 
After the two proof cycles were appl~ed in air, the Data-Trak unit ,~s changed 
to one that prov~ded the repeating pattern of the loading cycle shown in Figure 29a. 
As can be seen, the load was applied over a 5-second period to a level that 
provided a stress of 105 ksi. The maximum load was held for 55 seconds and then 
released. Th~s cycle was repeated 400 t~mes or to failure, whichever occurred 
f~rst. The stress values employed are those spec~fied for LEM tankage. Likewise, 
the 400 operat~ng cycles is the maximum spec1fied number of cycles expected of 
the spacecraft tankage from fabrication to end use. 
For those specimens that were tested in the env1ronments, the two 
proof cycles were always applied using 1nhibited water. 
Figure 29b shows the load1ng sequence used when the initial proof 
cycle was put on 1n the liquid nitrogen cryogenic environment. In testing, the 
specimen temperature was lowered to -320 F prior to the application of load. 
The loading rate used to apply the first proof cycle was 30 ksi per m~nute. 
The maximum stress achieved was 186 ksi. This value is approximately 0.8 times 
the cryogenic ultimate strength ~ndicated by NASA personnel as the des~gn value. 
The first proof cycle in liquid n1trogen was held at maximum load for 3 minutes. 
A crack length measurement was taken before and after the cryogenic proof 
cycle to ascerta1n if flaw growth occurred dur~ng the proof cycle. The second 
proof cycle was applied in a~r using the Data-Trak and the fatigue test1ng unit. 
It was held for 30 minutes. After the f1rst proof cycle, the loading sequence was 
the same as for the air proof tests. 
A brief description of the techniques used to measure the crack lengths 
is in order. For the air tests, a repl1cation procedure was always employed. 
This technique involved the applicat10n of acetone to the area of the crack and 
pressing a sheet of cellulose acetate on the specimen surface. In this manner, 
a replica of the crack was made. In all cases the replicas were made with the 
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maximum load applied to the specimen. This allowed more accurate determination 
of the crack length. The replicas then were measured to an accuracy of a 
thousandth of an inch using an optical comparator. For the envirommental tests 
the optical comparator was mounted on the machine as shown in Figures 26, 27, 
and 28. Viewing ports were always provided on the environmental chambers to 
permit viewing of the crack. 
Test Results. Presentation and analysis of the programmed fatigue-
crack propagation data are included in this section. Since the proof tests 
tend to screen flaws of a given size, a restatement of the interpretation 
of the fracture tests is made at th1s time. The results of the proof tests 
and the cyclic load tests will be measured and judged in terms of these statements. 
(1) The cryogenic proof stress of 186 ksi is a more severe 
test than is the air proof test at 140 ksi. Thus 
smaller flaws should be detected with the cryogenic 
test. 
(2) At room temperature, no gross thickness effect was observed 
in the fracture data and it appeared as though the fracture 
strength of HAZ material was less than that of the parent 
material. 
(3) At cryogenic temperature, a distinct thickness effect 
between 20- and 40-mil sheet was observed and there was 
little significant difference in fracture strength of 
HAZ material and that of the parent material. 
(4) Approximate flaw sizes estimated to be screened out by 
proof tests are as follows: 
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Flaw Size, in2 
Proof Test Parent Material Welded Material 
RT - 140 ksi 
20-, 40-, 63-m11 0.005 0.0035 
Cryogenic - 186 kS1 
20-mil o 001 0.0013 
40-mi1 0.003 0.003 
Data Presentation. All of the data obtained during th1s portion 
of the program are summarized 1n Tables 33 through 37. Tables 33, 34, and 
35 summarize the major events that occurred during the crack propagation test 
for the 0.020-, 0.040-, and 0.063-inch-thick material, respect1vely. The 
major occurrences included no flaw growth, flaw growth, failed in proof cycle, 
and breakthrough dur1ng cycling. Table 36 presents data on the crack growth 
that was observed during the two proof cycles. Table 37 presents the flaw 
size and the amount of growth that occurred during the fat1gue cyc11ng after 
the proof tests. These data will be amplified further in subsequent sections. 
Proof Test Results. The failure or non-failure of the flawed samples 
during the first or second proof test depends upon the size of the actual flaw 
under test. For the two flaw types and the three flaw depths in the three sheet 
thicknesses, the following nominal flaw sizes were tested: 
Flaw areal inch2 
Flaw typelt, inch t/4 t/2 3t/4 
(0.020 .0001 .0002 .0005 
.0003 .0008 0018 Notmal LOo040 
0.063 .0005 .001 .0042 
t020 .0001 .0003 .0010 Elongated .040 .0003 .001 .0052 
0.063 .0005 .0032 .0129 
TABLE 33. PROG~lED-FATIGUE-CRACK PROPAGATION TEST RESULTS FOR O.020-INCH-
THICK PARENT AND WELDED Ti-6Al-4V STA MATERIAL, AIR TESTS 
Flaw Depth, Flaw Type, Material, 
Spec:Lmen inch, Normal (N) or Parent (P) Cycles to Fracture 
Number f (thickness) Elongated (E) Welded (W) Breakthrough Occurrence 
2-20 t/4 N P 
2-55 " N P 
A8-5 " N W 
Al-3 " N W 
2-46 t/2 N P 
2-X " N P 
A7-l " N W 
A5-l " N W 
2-53 3t/4 N P 300 
2-9 " N P 
A2-l " N W 
A3-5 " N W 
2-11 t/4 E P 
2-7 " E P 
A7-5 " E W 
A6-l " E W 
2-17 t/2 E P 
2-14 " E P 
A7-4 " E W 
A10-2 " E W 
2-26 3t/4 E P Proof 1 
2-27 " E P " 
Al-2 " E W " 326 cycles 
A11-3 " E tv See Next Column 13-3/4 m:Ln. 
into Proof 2 
(a) NG no growth 
SG = slight growth 
G = growth 
BDC = breakthrough during cycling 
FDC failed during cyc1:Lng. 


























































TABLE 34. PROGRAMMED-FATIGUE-CRACK PROPAGATION TEST RESULTS FOR 
0.040-INCH-THICK PARENT AND WELDED Ti-6Al-4V STA MATERIAL 
Flaw Type, Mater~al, 
Normal (N) or Parent (P) Cycles to 
Elongated (E) Environment Welded (W) Breakthrough 
N Air P 
N " P 
N Cryogenic P 
N " P 
N Air W 
N " W 
N " P 
N " P 
N Cryogenic P 
N " P 
N Salt spray P 
N " P 
N Demineralized P 
water 
N " P 
N Inhibited water P 
N " P 
N Aerozine SO P 
N Air W 
N " W 
N Salt spray W 
N " W 
N Demineralized W 
water 
N " W 
N Inhibited water W 
N " W 
N Aerozine SO W 
N II W 
N Air P 
N II P 

































TABLE 34. (Continued) 
Flaw Depth, Flaw Type, Mater~a1, 
Specimen inch, Normal (N) or Parent (P) Cycles to Fracture 
Cornrnents(a) Number f (thickness) Elongated (E) Environment Welded 0-1) Breakthrough Occurrence 
4-90 3t/4 N Cryogenic P 390 BDC 
B22-S II N Air W G 
B8-3 II N II W G 
4-87 t/4 E II P NG 
4-89 II E II P G 
4-117 II E Cryogenic P NG 
4-112 " E " P G 
BlS-3 II E Air W NG 
B1S-2 " E " W G 
4-46 t/2 E " P G 
4-48 II E " P G 
4-42 " E Cryogenic P CD G N 
4-86 " E " P G 
4-10S II E Salt spray P G 
4-106 " E " P G 
4-SS II E Dem~nera1ized P G 
water 
4-110 II E " P G 
4-7 " E Inh~bited water P G 
4-10 " E " P G 
4-97 " E Aeroz~ne SO P G 
4-102 E II P G 
B18-3 E A~r W G 
Bl5-5 E " W G 
B23-2 E Salt spray W G 
Bl1-2 E " W G 
BIO-4 E Demineralized W G 
water 
BIO-3 " E " W G 
B16-2 II E Inhibited water W G 
-- (b) 
B8-5 " E " W See next column Proof 1 
Bl1-4 " E Aerozine 50 W G 
B16-3 II E " W G 
Flaw Depth, Flaw Type, 
Specimen inch, Normal (N) or 
Number f (thickness) Elongated (E) 
B-72 3t/4 E 
4-79 " E 
B18-4 " E 
B17-l " E 
4-15 " E 
4-98 " E 
(a) NG no growth 
G = growth 
BDC = breakthrough dur~ng cycling 
(b) Secondary flaw present. 
TABLE 34. (Continued) 
Mater~al, 
Parent (P) 


























































TABLE 35. PROGRAMMED-FATIGUE-CRACK PROPAGATION TEST RESULTS FOR 0.063-INCH-
THICK PARENT AND WELDED Ti-6Al-4V STA MATERIAL, AIR TESTS 
Flaw Depth, Flaw Type, Material, 
inch, Norma 1 (N) or Parent (P) Cycles to Fracture 
f (thickness) Elongated (E) \-lelded (W) Breakthrough Occurrence 
t/4 N P 
" N P 
" N W 
" N W 
t/2 N P 
" N P 
" N W 
" N W 
3t/4 N P 
" N P 290 
" N W See next column 6 min. ~nto 
Proof 2 
" N W See next column 1-1/2 mw. ~nto 
Proof 2 
t/4 E P 
II E P 
" E W 
II E W 
t/2 E P See next column 20 sec. into 
Proof 2 
II E P 
II E W See next column Proof 2 on loading 
II E W " 2-1/4 mw. ~nto 
Proof 1 
3t/4 E P " Proof 1 on loading 
" E P II Proof 1 on 10ad~ng 
" E W II Proof 1 on loading 
" E W " Proof 1 on loading 
(a) G = growth 
NG no grmllth 



















TAnLr 36. Ml::ASURED SURFACE CRACK LeNGTH GROIJT1! DURING nlE PROOF TESTS 
Init.<ll In1ti'1.1 Surface Surf1.cc Crack Surface Crack Surface Crack Surflcc Crack Tests 
H1.tCl"'lal, rlaw Thickness, Crack Length, Surface Crack Length, Start LenGth, End Clowth, Crowth, EnvironMent 
!lpccimcn Parent(P) Depth, .1..1., t. 2 ct. LenGth, Proof I, of Proof 2, of Proof 2, Proof 1, Proof 2, (Proor Cycle 1) 
l'llmlbcr Wcldcd(W) lnch inch l.nch l.nch lnch inch inch incn 
0,020 Inch Thick flaton ,1 
2-20 P t/4 N .021 .0137 0143 .0144 .0142 .0005 0 Air 
2-55 P .021 .0135 .0138 .OlJ5 .0134 a a 
.\3-5 W .022 .0130 .0130 .0130 .0130 0 0 
Al-3 W .021 .0130 .0135 .OlJ5 .0132 ",0 0 
2-'.6 P t/2 N 020 .0265 .0265 .0267 .0263 0 0 
2-X P .020 .0266 .0267 .0267 .0267 0 0 
,\1-1 II' .020 .0290 .0302 .0305 .0303 .0012 ",0 
.\5-1 II .020 0265 .0284 .0285 .0287 .0019 ",0 
2-9 P 3t/4 N .021 .01.35 .0440 .0441 .0446 .0005 .0005 
2-11 P .021 .0435 .0442 .0441 .041.2 .0006 ",0 
A~-l 1/ .021 .01,01 .0410 .0407 0 
AJ-5 1/ .020 .0393 .0403 .0400 .0405 .0006 .0004 
2-11 P t/4 E .021 .01l5 .0121 .0114 .0116 0 0 
2-7 P .021 .0113 .0114 .0111 0116 0 ",0 
.\7-5 II .021 .0113 .0114 .0119 .0115 a 0 
1.6-1 II' .020 .0101 .0108 .0103 .0103 .0007 0 
2-,7 p t/2 E .022 .01,47 .0449 .0/.50 .0454 .0002 .0004 
'" ... 
... - I I l' .020 .003 • 01035 .0434 .0434 0 0 
A7- .. II' .020 .0384 .0386 .0386 .0386 0 0 
,\10-2 II .020 .0401 .0402 .01,02 .M04 0 0 
2-U. P 3t/4 E .020 .0974 .0970 8.T. .0981 .OQ88 B.T. .0007 
2-27 p .021 .121.0 B.T. .1298 .... 1400 8.T. .0102 
AI-2 W .020 .1516 .1523 8.T. .1520 .1526 B.T. .0006 




into hold ) 
0.040 Inch Thick t'.ltcrl,1 
4-1, i! t/4 N .043 .02n .0293 .0297 .0297 0 0 
4-00 p .041 .0277 .02d7 .0287 .0287 .0010 0 
4-29 P .039 .0269 .0265 .0270 0 0 Cryo Proof 
al~·l \I .042 .0234 .0281 .0285 .0287 0 ... 0 Air 
UB-2 \I .042 .0274 .0276 .0281 .0277 ... 0 0 
4-02 P .044 .05$7 .0592 .0602 .0595 .0005 0 
4-20 P .043 .0558 .0574 .0575 .0576 .0016 0 Cryo ~.roof 
4-17 r .044 .0b13 .0623 .0621 .0626 .0010 Q 
* 4-33 l' .043 .0566 .0570 .0575 .0577 • 0004 II I.W • 
TAIlLI. ,,,, (Cont ""ulI .. d) 
In1. t1.al Initl.oll SurfacQ Surface Crack Surface Cra.ck SurC"lcc Crack SUl(lCC Crack Tco;ts 
i • .llc1.l.al Fl1w l'lu.ckncs8, Crack Lcn&tb, Sur face Crack Lc.nsth. lltart Length, End Growth. Clowlh. I:nVl.rnnmcnt 
S"ccl.r1cn &'''Llcnt(r) Depth, 0.1., t, 2 cl.. Len&th, Proof 1 of Ploof 2, of Proof 2, Proof 1 Proo( 2 (Proof Cyc.c 1) 
.lllml)cr WclJ~d (W) l.nch l.nch inch J.nch inch l.nch inch 1.11ch 
1_-3') 
" 
t/2 N .043 .0578 .05R2 • 0577 .0577 0 0 I W •
4-2'. P .Ol,!. • 0567 .0572 .0572 .0572 .0005 0 I.W • 
4-21 l' .0/.4 .0574 .0579 .0579 .0579 .0005 0 
4-70 ~ .0112 .0537 .0541 .0542 ,0005 
4-71 i' .Ql.2 .0544 .0544 .0541 .0545 0 0 
4-23 i' .042 .0505 .0505 .0504 .0504 0 0 
123- ... .. .040 .0531 .0547 .051,5 .0549 ,0016 0 Air 
1,2 /,_'. W .Q/,2 .0555 .0560 .0576 .0581 .0005 .0005 
1.22-2 II .042 .0549 .0548 .0547 .0551 0 0 I.W. 
n [1.- 3 II .0/.2 .0545 .0548 .0550 .0550 .0003 0 
04-2 .; .0/,3 .0555 .0558 .0557 0557 .. 0 0 
r.' 5-2 w .0/12 .0568 .0575 .OH8 .0577 .0007 0 
u'J-l W .041 .0550 .0551 .0550 .0550 0 0 
il14-J. W .042 .0588 .0615 .0618 .0620 .0027 .0005 
vu ... 5 W .041 .0599 .0597 .0601 0 
1.18-5 W .042 .0552 .0566 .0569 .0562 .0010 0 
4-100 ? 3t/4 N .041 .0800 .0792 .0798 .0797 0 0 Air 
1,-115 ? .01.3 .0847 .08H .0838 .0831 0 0 
4-12 i' .044 .0857 .1011 .1057 .1066 .0154 .0046 Cryo Proof ~ 
4-90 p .041 .0807 .03B4 .0932 .0946 .0077 .0048 
~22-5 W .042 .0618 .0826 .0826 .0854 .0008 .0028 Alr 
aB-3 II .0/.2 .0840 .0856 .0858 .0864 .0016 .0006 
4-R7 ? t/4 Z .041 .0368 .0365 .0365 .0365 0 0 
4-89 i' .042 .0405 .0407 .0411 .0406 0 0 
4-,17 p .0/,4 .0391 .03% .0/,00 .0395 .0005 0 Cryo Proof 
4-d2 p • 0/,4 .0392 .0396 .0398 .0396 .0004 0 .. 
J15-3 H .042 .0382 .0390 .0337 .0390 .0005 0 Air 
a15-2 W .043 .0380 .0379 .0379 .0380 0 0 
4-4(, P t/2 E .0/,4 .1160 .1167 .1167 .1174 .0007 .0007 
4-.S ? .044 .1.47 .1148 .U50 .1148 0 0 
1.~"t2 ? .0/.3 .1073 .1076 .1076 .1077 .0003 0 Cryo Proof 
4-36 p .0(,1 .0994 .1001 .0997 .1001 .0007 0 
4-lJ5 i' .0/.4 .1120 .1128 .1121 .llll ... • 0005 _000) 1.W • 
4-.06 l' .0'.4 .1225 .1234 .1234 .1234 .0009 0 
4-55 P .044 .1135 .1137 .lll5 .1135 0 0 
4-.I..L0 ~ .044 .1094 .1105 .1105 .1105 .0009 0 
4-7 p .0/,4 .lll7 .1137 .1137 •• 137 0 0 
4-10 P .0/.4 .1l69 .1164 .1164 .\l66 0 0 
4-97 ? .042 .1027 .1029 .1027 .1030 0 0 
4-102 l' .044 .1127 .1154 .1156 .lI58 .0027 0 
n,J-3 \I .042 .1028 .1019 .1023 .1017 0 0 Air 
;),5-5 W .042 .1020 .1018 .1018 .1022 0 0 
112J-2 .. .041 .0992 .0991 .0992 .0990 0 0 1.\(. 
illl-2 W .042 .1023 .1024 .1024 .1026 0 0 " 
TABLE 36. (Continued) 
Initial Initial Surface Surface Crack Surface Crack Surface Crack Surface Crack Tests 
II.:1ter131 flail Tblckncas. Crack Length. Surface Crack Lensth, Start: Lensth, End Growth, Cro\lth. tnvil.onmcnt 
51)~ClmCn P.lrent(P) Deptl., a1, t, 2 Cit Length, p'"OO£ 1. of Proof 2. of ProoC 2, Proof I, Proof 2. (Proof Cycle 1 
~h~ '!Jcr "cldcd{tl) inch inc.h l.nch inch l.nch inch inch lnch 
1l10-1• \I t/2 E • 041 .0998 .0998 .1015 .1010 0 0 1.\1 • 
UlO-J \I .041 .1000 .1000 .1000 .0998 0 0 
1110-2 \I .042 .1034 .1026 .102& .1026 0 0 
113-S \I .042 .1011 vOl.d 
111l-4 \I .042 .1014 .1015 .1012 0 0 
101,,-3 \I .042 .1020 .1018 .1012 .1012 0 0 
4-72 P 3t/4 & .041 .2115 Fracture Fracture .hr 
1.-79 P .043 .2330 Fracture Fracture 
4-15 P .042 .2185 Cryo Proof 
4-98 p .043 .2287 
n18-4 \I .042 .2136 Air 
0.063 Inch Thick Material 
f-7 p t/4 N .064 .0326 .0323 .0328 .0326 0 0 
(,-6 P .063 .0328 .0327 .0321 .0322 0 0 
G5-2 \I .064 .OJJ8 .0334 .0334 .0331 0 0 
C6-4 II .062 .0333 .0318 .0315 .0315 0 0 
6-9 P t/2 N .064 .0664 .0673 .0680 .0679 .0009 0 ~ (,-8 P .062 
C5-1 \1 .062 .0662 .0675 .0672 .0670 .0010 0 
Cl-5 \I .062 .0663 .0663 .0661 .0661 0 0 
(,-19 P 3t/4 N .065 .1000 .0987 .1001 • 48 a .0137 
(,-15 P .064 .1020 .1042 .1068 .1113 .0022 .0045 
Cll-l II .063 .1012 Fracture: Fra.cture 
6 mLn • 
C10-5 II • 063 .1020 Fracture Fracture 
1 .. 1n 20 lee: 
6-40 P t/4 & .062 .0516 .0518 .0520 0 
6-31 P .061 .0508 .0507 .0505 .0510 0 0 
Cll-S II .061 .0504 .0501 .0503 .0502 0 0 
(.3-3 II .062 .0510 .0508 .0504 .0512 0 0 
6-26 l' t/2 E .063 .1265 .1291 Fracture: .0028 Fr,cture 
(,-42 p .063 .1237 .1230 .1238 ,1248 0 .0010 
CJ-l II .062 .1193 Fracture Fro1.cture 
C4-4 II .064 .1234 Fracture Fracture 
2 min 15 lee: 
(,-24 P 3t/4 E .063 .3476 Fracture Fracture 
6-23 P .063 .3495 Fracture Fracture 
C',-5 II .06) .3669 Fra.c~urQ Fracture 
C4-2 W .063 .3466 Fracture Fracture 
.. I. W. - Inhibited Wolter 
TABLK 37. PROGRMIIIl:i) FATICUE CRACK l'ROl'ACATIo.'t TEST RESULTS 
Inltl.al Surface Comi"utcd InLtlal 
Initlal 71aW' ~lltcrlill Crllck Length Final Surhce Crack Depth Canputcd ell'lnbo 
S,lcc.t..IIlCn ;)cpth, (?) l'uent Thickness, After Proof Cycles Cnck Lenr.th After Proof Cycle. in Cr.ek Depth 
'\u. :.)(~r inch (W) Welded Enviroruncnt t. l.nch Z c10 inch 2 cf, inch ai. inch A a, inch Ccmnenta 
0.020 inch ~~teriBl 
2-20 t/4 N P A.r 021 .0142 .0057 0 
2-5') P 021 .0138 .0056 0 
,,3-') W .022 .0132 .0052 0 
.\I-J W 021 .0134 .0052 0 
2-41) t/2 N l' A.r .020 .0263 .0100 .0102 .0015 
:! ... ~ P .020 .0266 .0288 .0104 .0006 
0\7- L W 020 .0294 .Oll5 .0110 .0006 
A5-l W .020 .0286 .0110 .0101 .0009 
2-5 } It/4 N l' .022 .0446 .0523 .0114 B. T't: 300 cycle. 
:-J p .on .0442 .0500 .0112 .0023 
1\2- .. W .021 .0411 .0458 .0154 .0016 
.\}-S W .020 .0404 .0468 .0151 .0024 
2-1, t/4 E P .021 .01l8 .0118 .0049 0 
"" 2-7 P on .0116 .0116 .00'.8 0 CD 
\1-5 W .021 .0117 .01l7 .0048 0 
Au-L W .020 .0108 .0108 .0045 a 
2-11 t/2 E P .022 .0454 0487 .0105 .0016 
2-1+ l' .020 .0434 .0464 .0101 .00lS 
1.7- • .I .020 .0186 .0192 .0100 .000) 
0\10-2 W .020 .0385 .0425 .0100 .0020 
2-2:) It/4 E P 020 .0988 .1283 .0160* B T. Pro<'{ I, Did not £0 .. 1 
2-27 P .021 .1550 .2204 .0165* B. T. l'roof I, Did not f.i1 
... 1- Z W .020 .1539 .0185* --- Void-Secondary Fla" 
0\11-3 II .021 .1342 .0112* B. T. Proof I, Fractured 1'roo£ 2 
0 .. 040 inch H1tcrlal 
4-. c/4 N i' A.r .043 .0300 .0300 .0121 0 
4-uJ P .041 .0288 .0288 .0117 0 
p eryo Proof Vold 
4-29 i' Cryo 1'eoof .039 .0270 .0270 .0 .. 09 0 
:h2-1 II Air .042 .0265 .0292 .0106 .0001 
as-2 W .042 .0279 .0298 .0105 .0007 
'" 
t .. a'J Gl,Ze ;.t start of Proof Cycles. 
*" 
a. ~.- Irroka througll thl.ckneas 
TABLE 37. (Continued) 
Initial Surface COIIIputed Initial 
Inithl Flaw ~Ilterial Crack Len(;th Final Surface Cnck Depth Computed Chong" 
Sp .... cl.nlcn Depth. (1') Parent ** Thickness. After Proof Cycle. Crack LenJ;th After Proof Cycle. in Crack Depth 
NWI.bcr lnch (W) Welded Environment t, inch 2 ci' inch 2 Ct. inch ai. inch lJ. a. lnch COImlents 
o 040 inch Materl,l {Continued} 
4-64- t/2 N l' Air 01.2 0587 .0632 .0228 0018 
4"02 l' .044 .0589 .0636 .0228 0020 
1.-20 P Cryo Proof 043 .0576 .0628 0224 .0020 
'.-17 l' " .01.4 .0621 0697 021.2 00)0 
.-3l l' S5A .01.3 0577 0630 .0225 0020 
1.- j) P .Of.3 .0580 06108 .0226 .0026 
1._2 /• P D.W. • Of.4 .057f • .0615 .0223 .0016 
f.-21 l' 044 .0579 .0614 .0225 0013 
4-78 l' I w. 042 .05f.3 0573 .0211 .0012 
4-71 P 01.2 .0545 0575 0211 .0012 
f._23 l' Aero. SO • Of. 2 .0530 0582 .0203 .0020 
Ull-l t/Z N W A,r .040 .05l.7 0588 .0203 .0017 
1'24-4 W 042 0578 .0630 .0219 0020 
'" Il2.!-2 II 55A. ()!,2 0551 .0601 .0206 0019 .., 
~ lI.-3 II .042 .0550 .0593 .0206 .0016 
1,'.-7 W D W. .043 .0557 0601 .0209 .00l6 
1 ..2J-2 W 01.2 0581 •• 0693 .0218 .00',2 
1,1)_1 II I w. 041 .05~0 .0608 .0206 .0022 
IliA-l II • Of. 2 0620 .0662 .0232 .0016 
ll6-S II Aero. SO 041 .0542 0605 .0202 .0025 
~ln-5 W 042 .0547 .0619 .0220 .0017 
1,-100 3t/4 N P Air 0',1 .0316 .0923 .Oll8 .0041 
I.-US l' 043 OMl .0981 0327 .0055 
1.-12 P Cryo Proof .044 • 1066 1445 .... 0'.10 B. T., 210 cycle • 
' ... 90 l' " • 0'.1 .09/.(, .1207 ... 0368 B. T •• 390 cycle • 
~22-~ II Air 042 OS57 .1084 .0321 .0082 
IiJ-3 II .01,2 .0864 1041 .0324 .0068 
f.-87 tf4 E P Air .041 .0366 0366 .0090 0 
1.-89 P 042 .0406 0427 .0100 .0009 
4-117 l' Cryo Proof 044 .0400 .0400 0096 0 
1.-112 P " .044 0396 .0406 .0095 .0005 
n15-3 II AIr .042 .0388 .0388 .0093 0 
:lt5-2 II .043 .0377 .0390 .0092 .0006 
Inl.tL.1L rlolW ~1..1tcrl.al 
Sp'-~l.n • .:n u.::!;>tn, (?) Parent ** Thic.tncis. 
~ l .. r,bl.-r inc.-. (W) locl<.le<! Environment t. inch 
4_t~6 t/2 r: l' A,r 01.4 
1.-45 l' .01.4 
1.-1.2 l' Cryo ;,roof .1).'.) 
/._ ... (1 l' 01.1 
/1-1O~ l' SSA 044 
'._h1(' l' Of.5 
tt.j) l' D W. 01.4 
I.-lIO l' 01.4 
4-7 ? 1:.W. 045 
'.- .. 0 ? 044 
I._n ? Aero SO 042 
4-102 l' .01.4 
r,,,1-3 t/2 r: II A1r .01.2 
'15-5 W 042 
u2)-2 W SSA 041 
011-2 W 042 
~ •• O-4 W D.W. 01.1 
t)1.0_J W .0'.1 
nlG-2 W I.W. 01.2 
~1 .. 5 .I 01.2 
all 4 W Aero. SO .042 
&10-3 W .042 
1.-72 3t/4 & ? Alr 041 
4-79 l' .01.3 
4-15 l' Cryo. Proof .042 
4_% l' .. .042 
iho-4 W Air 01.2 
il17-1 W .043 
0-7 til, :.. p Air 064 
6-0 ? .0&3 
C:;-4: II .0<>4 
Co-'. II .062 
6 .. ' t/2 N l' .064 
6 .. ~1 P .062 
C5-. W .062 
* F.I. 1W S,l ... C i.t !It:trc OL ;:troaf Cycle •• 
'lOw ::: .1. - rnhi!atcu Wolter. 
ow. - Dcruncralizcd water'. 
SS,\ - S,lt-s;')raY-'llr • 
• kro. SO - Acronne SO. 
TAnL& 37. (Cont1nued) 
Initial Sur face Computed In1t1a1 
Crack LenGth Fl.nal Surface Crack Depth Compute& Ch,ng8 
After Proof Cycle. CraCK LenGtR After Proof Cycle. 1n Crack Depth 
2 cl,. inch 2 C (. inch ai, inch 1\ •• Inch Comncnta 
o 040 inch ~atcr"l (Continucdl 
.1174 .1269 .0222 0046 
.1148 .12)) .0218 .0038 
.1076 .1191 .0212 .0,157 
.1001 .1058 .0201 .0029 
.1144 .1226 .02U; .00'.2 
.l2Y. .1355 .0226 0060 
.11)5 .1207 .0217 0036 
.1106 .1140 .0215 .0017 
.11n .1212 .0219 .0041 
.1173 .1300 .0222 .0063 
.101.1 .1097 0190 .0034 
.1140 .1223 .02'.0 .0039 
.1024 .1090 .0211 .0032 
'" 
.1022 .1064 .0210 .0032 a 
.0995 .1045 .0207 .0025 
.1026 .1106 .0211 .001.0 
.0992 .1037 .0207 .0023 
0997 .1114 .0206 .0058 
.1026 .1088 .0212 .00ll 
Void - Secondary Crack 
.1015 .1104 .0212 .0042 
.1000 .1050 .0201 .0024 
.2115* .0270* Fractured, l'roof 1 on lO1dlnj; 
.2))0* .0273* Fractured. Proof 1 on lOlJ1ng 
.2186* .0271* Fractured, Cryo - Proof on lO1dln&, 
.2286* .027)* Fractured. Cry a - Froof on loading 
.2136* .02&1* Fractured, Proof 1 on lood~n& 
.2102· .0242· Fractured. Froof 1 on loading 
0.063 inch }htSrial 
.0326 .0152 .0140 .0012 
.0320 .0320 .0.37 0 
.ono .0370 0134 .001& 
.0317 .0358 0128 .001& 
.0679 .0768 .0291 .0039 
.0760 .1108 .0326 .0149 
.0674 .0776 .0273 .0041 
Sl1 .... clr~n 





































































TAnLE 37. (Continued) 
Inl.tl.,1 Surface 
Crack Length 
After Proof Cycle. 
2 "i •• nch 
Fin,l Sur face 
Crack Length 
2 cf, inch 
Canputed Imtlal 
Crack Depth 
After ?roof Cycle. 
al. inch 
o 063 inch Materi,1 (Contl.nued) 
0664 .0749 0268 
.1148 1787 .0/.96 
1265 .2052 .05/.4 
.1012* 'Fra.ctured 01.72* 
.1020* Fractured .01072 
.0520 0551 0182 
0510 .05)7 .0180 
.0501 .05U; .0179 
.0505 .0532 .0179 
.1265 .0llO 








in Crack Depth 









Lar;;c Dhnplr, No nrc"lkthrough 
DrOKe throurh. 290 C'yclcs 
Fractured, 6 mln. DC Proae 2 
FrRctured. 1 min. 20 eec. of Proof 
Frncturcd, rroof 2~ 20 sec. 
FrlJctut"'cd, Proof 1 on Lo,dlr1J; 
Fractured, rrn"r 1, 2 min 15 ecc. ... .. 
Frftctucc.d .. ,:coo( l_on T o"ullnG 
Fractured. Proof 1. on LOlllln::; 
Fractured. Proof 1, on Lo~uln& 
Fractured. Proof 1 on Load!n!; 
92 
On the basis of these values and those in the previous tabulat10n showing 
inspectab1e crack sizes (area) from the fracture tests, one can (after the fact) 
point toward certain flaws in the three sheets that would be expected to fail 
1n the first proof test. These include the following: (1) normal shaped flaws, 
0.063, 3t/4'/(; (2) elongated flaws, 0.020, 3t/4-J:; 0.040, 3t/4; 0.063, t/2~'(; 
0.063, 3t/4. The three sheet thickness/flaw depth combinations with the 
asterisk (*) are those where the indicated flaw area in the tabulation above are 
slightly less than the area required for fracture in the air or cryogenic test. 
In regard to the 0.063, t/2 combination, the ind1cated flaw area may exceed the 
cryogenic flaw size for the 0.063 inch sheet. No value was available for comparison 
since it had been agreed not to test that particular thickness 1n the fracture 
program. 
Although Tables 33-35 provide the detailed events and Table 36 
the surface flaw lengths after the various proof tests, Table 38 has been 
prepared that specifically lists the comparative information on flaw area 
before testing, and fracture occurrence (or not) on the first proof cycle for 
the five groups of specimens. From this table, it is seen that in each case 
where the flaw area at the start of Proof 1 was greater than the area from the 
fracture test, that failure actually occurred on the proof test for parent and 
welded material at air temperature and at cryogenic temperature. 
In two cases, flaws less than the area from the fracture test failed 
in the proof test, often after some time lapse at proof stress. In both cases 
only welded samples failed. So affected were 3t/4 N flaws and t/2 E flaws in 
0.063-inch sheet. This suggests that the initial flaws grew slowly under stress 
to a critical size causing fracture or that the approximations used in computing 
flaw area were not entirely va1id.-J~ 
-10': Flaw areas were computed assuming an elliptical crack front and that the relations 
between 2c and a were as shown in Figures 8-11. 
Specimen 
Number Flaw 
6-19 (P) 3t/4 N 
6-15 (P) " 
Cll-3 Ov) " 
C10-5 (W) " 
2-26 (P) 3t/4 E 
2-27 (P) " 
Al-2 (W) " 
All-3 (W) " 
4-72 (P) 3t/4 E 
4-79 (P) " 
B18-4 (W) " 
B17-1 (W) " 
4-15 (P) " 
4-98 (P) " 
TABLE 38. SUMMARY OF INITIAL FL,\U SIZES AND FRACTURE BEHAVIOR 
OF SELECTED SA}WLES GIVEN PROOF CYCLE ONE. 
Predicted Area for Flaw Area at 
Fracture at Proof Environment Start of Proof 1, 
Load, inch2 Proof 1 inch2 
0.063-inch-thick material 
.005 Air .00337 
.005 " .00351 
.0035 " .00326 
.0035 " .00328 
0.020-inch-thick material 
.005 Air .00124 
.005 " .00170 
.0035 " .00221 
.0035 " .00191 
0.040-~nch-thick mater~a1 
.005 Air .00649 
.005 " .00745 
.0035 " .00686 
.0035 " Void 
.0030 Cryogenic .00680 
.0030 " .00726 
Fracture 



















TABLE 38. (Continued) 
Predicted Area for Flaw Area at 
Specimen Fracture at Proof Environment Start of Proof 1, Fracture 
Number Flaw Load, inch2 Proof 1 inch2 on Proof 1 
0.063-inch-thick material 
6-26 (P) t/2 E .005 Air .00310 No 
6-42 (P) II .005 II .00301 No 
C3-1 (W) II .0035 II .00278 Yes 10 
C4-4 (W) II .0035 II .00302 Yes, A 
2 min. 15 sec. 
6-24 (P) 3t/4 E .005 Air .0131 Yes 
6-23 (P) II .005 II .0132 Yes 
C4-5 (W) II .0035 " .0134 Yes 
C4-2 (W) II .0035 " .0131 Yes 
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In the case of the 3t/4 E flaws in the 0.020-inch sheet, the flaws 
grew and broke through the thickness under proof stress without causing fracture. 
This behav~or is character~st~c of a more duct~le type, thin sheet failure. 
In a s~milar manner, the behavior of the various specimens during the 
second proof cycle can be assessed. In this case, Table 39 summarizes the flaw 
area at the start of the second cycle and the occurrence of fracture for those 
flaws that approached the critical size estimated from the fracture tests. Also 
shown in the table are the flaw areas after the second proof cycle. Included 
in this tabulation are all those specimens from Table 38 that did not fail 
in the first proof cycle. 
It is seen from the 0.063, 3t/4 N group, that neither parent material 
specimen failed, although flaw growth occurred to some size less than the 
critical size. The remaining welded specimen d~d fracture after some time at 
stress, even though the starting flaw size was slightly less than critical. 
The 0.020-inch-th~ck group with 3t/4 E flaws that had broken through 
during the first cycle, showed little growth on the second cycle except for 
one welded sample. This one broke as a through-the-thickness flaw after 13 
minutes, 45 seconds at proof load. Both of these examples suggest the welded 
material to be somewhat inferior to the parent material and further that the 
flaws close to the critical flaw size, may grow to critical size during the 
proof test. 
The t/2 E flaws in 0.063-inch sheet again ~nitially were less than 
the tritical area. One failed on the proof cycle, 20 seconds, after attaining 
load, the other showed essent~ally little flaw growth. 
Finally all 0.040-inch sheet specimens with 3t/4 N flaws had initial 
flaws at the start of the second proof cycle that were substantially less than 




6-19 (P) 3t/4 N 
6-15 (P) II 
Cl1-3 (W) II 
2-26 (P) 3t/4 E 
2-27 (P) II 
Al-2 (W) II 
Al1-3 (W) II 
6-26 (P) t/2 E 
6-42 (P) II 
4-100 (P) 3t/4 N 
4-115 (P) II 
B22-5 (W) II 
B8-3 (W) II 
4-12 (P) II 
4-90 (P) II 
TABLE 39. SUMMARY OF FIAW SIZES FOR 
SPECIMENS THAT RECEIVED THE SECOND PROOF CYCLE 
Predicted Area to Flaw Area at 
Fracture at Proof Environment Start of Proof 2, 
Load, inch2 Proof 2 inch2 
0.063-inch-thick material 
.005 Air .00333 
.005 II .00384 
.0035 II .00324 
0.020-inch-thick material 
.005 Al.r .00196* 
.005 II . 00272~~ 
.0035 II .003051: 
.0035 II .00292* 
0.063-inch-thick material 
.005 Air .00325 
.005 II .00302 
0.040-inch-thick material 
.005 Al.r .00194 
.005 II .00219 
.0035 II .00201 
.0035 II .00218 
.005 Air .00340 
(Cryo. on 
Proof 1) 




Based on through-the-thickness flaws. 
Flaw Area at 
End of Proof 2, Fracture 
inch2 on Proof 2 
.00440 No 
.00420 No 





13 min. 45 sec. 
\!) 
(J'\ 









Thus from these tests it agal.n appears that when flaws approach the 
crl.tl.cal Sl.ze, slow growth may occur at the proof loads and cause failure. How-
ever, flaws substantl.ally below the crl.tical size as estimated by the fracture 
tests, either dl.d not grow under the second air proof cycle or grew only slightly. 
Incidentally all other specl.mens ll.sted in Tables 33, 34, 35, and 36 
showed essentially no growth durl.ng the proof cycles Thl.s includes all specimens 
proof tested in inhibl.ted water. 
Fatigue Crack Propagation Results. Failure or non-failure of flawed 
samples during the 400 simula ted cyc les depends upon (1) the crack growth that 
occurred durl.ng both proof test cycles, (~) the crack growth that occurred 
during the Sl.mulated operating cycles, and (3) the flaw size that would cause failure 
at a gross stress level of 105 ksl.. It is of l.nterest to examine Item (3) first. 
From Figures J9 and 20 for parent and weld material respectl.vely the 
flaw areas of 0.0160 inch2 and 0.0080 inch2 are obtained by C'xtrapolatl.ng the 
straight lines to 105 ksi. It is recognized that this extrapolation may lead to 
some error; however, the above values represent approximate critl.cal flaw sizes 
at 105 ksi gross stresS. It is of interest also l.n thl.S connectl.on to show a 
listing of flaw areas that can be obtal.ned when a flaw has grown to just intersect 
the opposite sl.de of the sheet. This computed area would be the flaw area at 


















at breakthrough, sg. in. 
0.040-l.nch 0.U63-inch 
0.0031 0.0078 
o 0031 0.0078 
o 0031 0.0078r 
0.0033 0 0066 




With the exception of the two values followed by P, all values in the tabulation 
could apply to either welded or parent material. The two values (with p) are 
for parent material only since all welded samples failed during Proof 1 or 2. 
No values are listed for 3t/4 E flaws for any thickness since they would be 
detected in the proof tests. The remaining areas then can be compared with 
the parent material flaw S1ze (0.0160 inch) and weld material flaw S1ze (0.0080 inch) 
judged to be cr1tical for fracture at 105 ksi. 
This comparison suggests that certain combinations of flaw depth, flaw type, 
and sheet thickness could result in a flaw becoming a through crack before 
catastrophic fracture occurred. Whether this actually occurs or not depends upon 
the flaw size after proof testing and the rate of crack propagation. Examination 
of Tables 33, 34, and 35 will show how well the experimental results fit within 
this simple picture. It is seen in these tables that sometimes no growth occurred 
during the 400 simulated operating cycles, sometimes crack growth occurred but 
no failure or breakthrough, and sometimes the crack grew and became a through 
crack but did not cause failure. With the exception of Specimen AI-2 (Table 32) 
no specimen failed during cycling with the crack becoming a critical length or 
area. Actually Specimen AI-2 had two flaws in it, lower1ng its strength considerably. 
Thus these experiments suggest that the proof tests essentially screen 
out intolerably large flaws anQ that the simulated operating cycles may cause the 
formation of through cracks by crack propagat10n. This suggests a leak before 
break ph1losophy. 
It also suggests that the critical flaw sizes for through cracks be 
investigated as well as crack propagat10n of the through cracks. 
Table 40 lists pert1nent data on the four samples that propagated 
through the thickness. It is seen that all but one had flaw areas less than the 
breakthrough areas previously listed. Yet all areas grew by fatigue to a through 
crack. The fourth spec1men area suggests that it already was a through crack. 
It 1S suspected that its crack form was not elliptical. 
TABLE 40. FIAW AREA OF SPECIMENS THAT 
PROPAGATED THROUGH THE THICKNESS IN 400 CYCLES 
AT A STRESS OF 105 KSI. 
Ini tia 1 Flaw 
Area After Cycles 
Specimen Proof Cyc Ie Tes t Proof C~c Ie to 
Number Material Flaw Environment Environment inch Breakthrough 
2-53 .020" P 3t/4 N Air Air .00061 300 
4-12 .040" P 3t/4 N Cryogenic A1.r .00383 210 
4-90 .040" P 3t/4 N Cryogenic Air .00302 390 
6-15 .063" P 3t/4 N A1.r Air .0054* 290 
~'( Note: The ~easured crack length at the end of proof 2 was 0.1113 l.nch (Area .0042 
l.nch )/length measured dur1.ng the initial fat1.gue cycles was 0.1265 l.nch. Thus 




Table 41 presents the fat1gue-crack propagation data and flaw length 
after the two proof cycles (1nitial flaw length) for all tests. The crack 
propagat10n data was considered to have a linear relationship between crack 
length and cycles over the 400 cycle lifetime. This is a gross simplification 
S1nce it had been shown that a fourth degree curve could be made to fit the 
data. The simplification d1d permit one to roughly examine hmv crack propagation 
rate was influenced by a number of test variables. 
Values of average crack propagation rate and initial flaw size were 
taken from Table 41 and plotted on Figures 30, 31, and 32 for 0.020-inch-sheet, 
0.040-inch sheet and 0.063-inch sheet, respectively. Through the plotted points 
it was found on each graph that two curves could be drawn. One curve was for 
normal flaws, the other for elongated flaws. Examination of all 3 figures shows 
the following: 
(1) For equal initial surface crack length, the rate of crack 
propagation of normal flaws always was greater than that 
of elongated flaws. 
(2) There was no real difference in propagation rates for 
welded and parent material. 
(3) As the initial surface crack length increased, the rate 
of crack propagation also increased. 
(4) For initial crack sizes that were about equal, the crack 
propagation rate was greater in the 0.063-inch material 
than it was in the 0.040-inch material. 
Also plotted on Figure 31 are the data for tests in cryogenic fluid, 
inhibited water, deionized water, salt spray and Aeroz1ne 50. There is quite a 
scattering of data from these tests. The general result seems to be that the 
observed behavior is about that in air. 
Flaw Type, 
Th~ckness, Normal (N) or 

































TABLE 41. CRACK GROWTH RATE DATA FROM PROGRAMMED FATIGUE-
CRACK PROPAGATION TESTS 
Material, Initial F1a~~ 
Parent (P) Length, 
~'le1ded (\-1) Environment~~ 2 c., inch 
~ 
P A .014 
P A .0125 
W A .0132 
W A .0110 
P A .0260 
P A .044 
W A .029 
W A .0392 
P A .044 
P A 
W A .0408 
W A .1342 
P A 
P A .0386 
W A .0282 
W A .0377 
P Cryo 
P Cryo .0396 
P A .059 
P A .1161 
W A .0562 
I.;r A .1023 
P Cryo .0598 
P Cryo .1039 
P I.W. .0542 
W I.~.;r • .0585 
P I.W. .1151 
W I.W. .1026 
P D.~.;r • .0577 
W D.W. .0569 
P D.W. .1121 
W D.W. .0995 
Initial Flaw Average Crack 







































TABLE 41. (Continued) 
Flmv Type, Material, Initial Flaw Initial Flaw Average Crack 
Thickness, Norma 1 (N) or Parent (P) Length, Depth, Growth Rate, 
t, inch Elongated (E) Welded (W) Environment* 2 c., l.nch a., l.nch J..L l.n/cyc1e l. l. 
.040 N P S.S. .0577 t/2 15.5 
.040 N W S.S. .0555 11.75 
. 040 E P S.S • .1189 13.25 
.040 E W S.S. .1010 16.25 
.040 N P Aero .0530 13.0 
.040 N W Aero .0545 16.75 
.040 E P Aero .1095 17.25 
.040 E W Aero .1007 17.5 
.040 N P A .0825 3t/4 32.4 
.040 E P A II 
.040 N W A .0866 II 50.5 
.040 E W A .2110 II t-' 0 
.040 N P Cryo .1066 II 94.8 N 
.040 E P Cryo II 
.063 N P A .033 t/4 7.5 
.063 E P A .0515 II 7.25 
.063 N W A .0323 II 10.0 
.063 E W A .0503 II 4.5 
.063 N P A .075 t/2 37.5 
.063 E P A .1248 II 63.5 
.063 N W A .0669 II 22.3 
.063 E ~v A .1220 II 
.063 N P A .120 3t/4 176.3 
.063 E P A II 
.063 N W A II 
.063 E W A II 
'Ie A = air 
Cryo = cryogenic proof 
I.W. :;; inhibited water 
D.W. demineralized water 
S.S. = salt-spray air 
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Initial flaw length, 2e., ~neh 
~ 
FIGURE 30. AVERAGE CRACK PROPAGATION RATE DATA 


































Row Materia I Symbols for the indicated enVlrooment 
Type In Demln Salt Aero 
Normal Parent Air Cryo water water spray 50 
0 0 0 0 [7 0 
Normal Welded • • • • ~ • Elongated Parent 6 m <1> Ll (j) 
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Initial flow length, 2c l , Inch 










































Flaw Type Material 
110 0 Normal Parent 
~. Normal Welded 
100 6 Elongated Parent 












OL-__ ~ __ ~ ____ L-__ -L __ ~ ____ L-__ -L __ ~ ____ ~ __ -L ____ ~ __ ~ __ ~ __ _ 
0.010 0020 0030 0040 0.050 O.OGO 0.070 0.080 0090 0100 0110 0.120 0.130 
Initial flaw length, 2c , inch 
1 
FIGURE 32. AVERAGE CRACK PROPAGATION RATE 
DATA FOR O,063-INCH MATERIAL. 
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Analyt~cal Study of Crack Propagat~on. In an effort to determine if 
the crack propagat~on data could be described in terms of a general crack-
propagation equat~on, a computer program was developed to exam~ne the data ~n 
terms of the follow~ng equat~on forms: 
dt/dN Clf, (Liu) (4) 
d..e/dN C -tM 2 (Hoeppner, etal)(S) 
d..e/dN C KV 3 
(Paris) (6) 
where 
£ surface crack length 
K=l.lcr vrra/J 
i = elliptic integral 
a operating stress 
a = crack depth 
M, V, Cl , C2 , C3 = constants 
The paired values of surface crack length and number of cycles of 
propagation at the operating stress, i.e., the number of cycles following the 
proof cycles, were used as input data for the computer program. This computer 
program is presented in Appendix A for both the normal and elongated flaws. 
Basically, the following computations were conducted by the computer 
program: 
(1) Paired values of surface crack length and number of cycles 
of propagation were ~nput. 
(2) The surface crack length versus number of cycles of propagation 
was plotted for each spec~men. 
(3) The log of the surface crack length versus number of cycles 
of propagat~on was plotted. 
(4) The ~nput data were used to compute the best f~t fourth-order 
polynom~al equat~on to describe the data. 
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(5) The equation determlned ln Step 2 was differentlated and the 
crack- propaga tion ra te at 8 referenced surface crack lengths 
determlned. The reference crack lengths corresponded to 50 
cycle increments durlng the test. 
(6) The log of the crack-propagation rate versus log of the surface 
crack length was plotted. 




the 8 values of the referenced surface crack length. 
The value of K ,the maximum stress-intensity factor, was 
max 
computed for each of the reference crack lengths. 
Log K versus log of the crack-propagation rate was plotted. 
max 
The values of reference number of cycles, referenced surface 
crack length, K ,and the crack-propagation rate were output 
max 
in table form for all specimens. In addltion, the value of 
crack depth at the referenced surface crack length was output 
for the elongated flaws only. 
Typical computer plots are shown in Figures 33 and 34 of some of the 
results. The tabulated input and output data for all specimens which exhibited 
flaw growth during the fatigue cycllng are given in Appendix B. 
Examination of the resulting curves revealed the following: 
(1) The fourth-order polynomial equation provlded a very good fit 
for the experimental data points. (See Figure 33) 
(2) The log surface crack length versus cycles of propagation was 
not a linear plot for any of the data. Therefore, the 
equation of the form, d£/dN = C£, is not applicable. 
(3) The plots of the log surface crack-propagation rate versus log 
surface crack length also were not linear for any of the 
data. This lndicates that the equation of the form d£/dN cJ1 
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FIGURE 33. TYPICAL COMPUTER PLOT OF SURFACE CRACK LENGTH VERSUS CYCLES 
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FIGURE 34. TYPICAL COMPUTER PLOT OF LOG SURFACE CRACK LENGTH VERSUS 











(4) The log stress-~ntensity factor versus log surface crack 
propagation rate were not linear pl@ts. This ind~cates that 
V 
an equat~on of the form d£/dN = CK ~s not appl~cable. 
Since only the fourth-order polynomial equation provided a good fit 
to the data, it was dec~ded to treat the crack propaga~ion curves as l~near 
functions as described in the previous section. 
Growth in Flaw Depth Diagrams. To provide some better ~dea of the 
flaw severity after proof testing that can lead to fa~lure by breakthrough 
through cycling, Figures 35-37 have been prepared. Plotted on each of these 
figures (one for each sheet thickness) are the change in flaw depth from 400 
cycles of simulated operating stress as a function of the flaw depth after proof 
testing--both coord~nates expressed as a percentage of sheet th~ckness. 
The points on the graph are taken from the data listed ~n Table 36. 
The slanted line at the right is the boundary representing when the initial flaw 
has changed in depth to cause breakthrough. The dashed curves on each figure 
represent the approximate scatter of the data. 
The interpretation of these f~gures ~s as follows. If a given flaw 
after proof testing has a depth equal to 60 percent of sheet th~ckness (see 
Figure 36 for .the 0.040 inch sheet) it will be expected to grow during the 400 
simulated operat~ng cycles by about 5 to 10 percent t (the intersection of a 
vertical l~ne with the two dashed curves) to a depth of 65 to 70 percent of 
thickness. With such a curve then it should be possible to est~mate the size 
flaw depth that w~ll cause breakthrough dur~ng the simulated cycl~ng. These 
approximate minimum flaw depths when breakthrough may occur are indicated on each 
graph by the dotted vertical line on the right of the graph. These values are 
as follows: 
0.020-inch sheet 









































































Initial flaw depth after proof/thickness, percent 
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FIGURE 37_ ELA.W llEPTIi GROWIH FOR NORMAL FlAWS IN 63-MIL MATERIAL. 
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The amount of flaw growth that m1ght be expected for elongated flaws 
1S presented 1n Figure 38. As for the normal flaw data, the flaw depth and 
change 1n flaw depth were div1ded by the speC1men thickness to normalize the 
data. Also a box at the lower r1ght ident1f1es the flaw depths for which 
proof test failures are expected. It will be noted on F1gure 38 that data for all three 
thicknesses are presented and that no curves are drawn through the data. This 
was done because the 2c/a rat10 for the elongated flaws varies from 3 to 9 for the 
flaw depth variat1ons. This means that the t/4, t/2, and 3t/4 elongated flaws all 
have a slightly different shape, thus preventing the combination of the points 
to form a meaningful curve. For this reason only a qua11tative discussion of 
Figure 38 is permitted. 
The effect of the weld does not seem to be a detriment to the crack 
growth character1stics as shown before. The behav10r of the t/2 elongated flaw 
(50 percent) in the 63-mil mater1al is qU1te interesting in that one flaw failed 
at the proof load while the second (very slightly smaller) survived the proof 
tests and 400 cycles of propagation without fracture or breakthrough. This might 
be viewed as a very tentative ind1cation that elongated flaws (2c/a: 5) of a size 
necessary to grow through the th1ckness in 400 cycles may not survive the proof 
cycles. However, before any defin1te statement can be made, more elongated flaws 
must be exam1ned in this size range for each thickness. In addition, more work 
is necessary to adequately evaluate the effect of the 2c/a rat10 on flaw behavior. 
Fracture Stud1es. On the bas1s of early fractographic studies of the 
fatigue-crack propagation specimens, it was observed that crack pro~~gation was 
r~aGonably uniform around the periphery of the crack. Th1s 1S illustrated 1n 
Figure 39. On th1s bas1s area computat10ns were made assuming a uniformly 
propagat1ng ellipt1cal crack front. The fractograph1cally measured change 1n 
surface crack length versus the change 1n crack depth 1S shown in Figure 40 for 
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(a) Normal flaw 
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FIGURE 39. TYPICAL FLAW GROWTH MARKINGS FOR 
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Figure 40 shows the measured values and link denoting the 2c/a ratio 
found during the in~tial cracking of the normal flaws. ThEse lines were shown in 
Figures 8 to 11. Exam~nat~on of F~gure 40 ~ndicates that there ~s no appreciable 
change in the 2c/a ratio for the normal flaws during fatigue crack growth. The 
relationsh~ps between ~2c and ~a used to compute crack growth through the th~ckness 
for the fatigue specimens with normal flaws is tabulated below: 
~2c 
Material 
0.020 Parent 2.57 
0.040 Parent 2.57 
0.063 Parent 2.33 
0.020 Weld 2.67 
0.040 Weld 2.67 
0.063 Weld 2.47 
The fractographically increased change in surface crack length is plotted 
as the measured change in crack depth in Figure 40 for the elongated flaws. 
From Figure 40 it was found that the line ~~ = 2 shown provides a good fit of 
the data for all three thicknesses, parent and weld material. The relationship 
~ 
a = .il£ 2 was used to compute the crack growth through the thickness for all 
fatigue spec~mens containing elongated flaws. 
The assumption that the cracks maintained an elliptical crack front 
during the proof cycles and the following 400 cycles of fatigue is val~d for the 
majority of flaws studied. The few exceptions will now be discussed. 
The t/2 E flaw in the 0.063 ~nch th~ck parent mater~al tested in air was 
found to have a ra ther "squared off" crack front at the end of the fatigue crack 
propagation test. This is shown in Figure 41. Examination of F~gure 41 reveals 
several djst~nct regions of crack growth. The elliptical light colored region 
is the initial fat~gue crack area. The dark bond around the ~n~tial crack area 
represents the crack growth which occured during the proof cycles. The outer light 
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12X lC969 
FIGURE 41. VIEW OF A 63-MIL t/2 ELONGATED FLAW WHICH 
EXHIBITED A TENDENCY TO "SQUARE OFF", 
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colored bond represents the growth of the crack during 400 cycles of fatigue 
crack propaga t~on and the large dark region is that of fina I fracture. 
A second dev~at~on from the ell~ptical flaw shape was that of the 
3t/4 N flaw in the 0.040 ~nch thick parent material tested ~n air. Th~s is 
shown in Figure 42a. Aga~n the crack front tended to IIsquare offll slightly, 
thus resulting in a fla\-l area slightly larger than the calculated value. The 
same crack growth regions discussed ~n the previous paragraph were observed in 
Figure 42a. 
The 3t/4 N flaw in the 0.040 inch parent material g~ven a cryogenic 
proof cycle is shown in Figure 42b. This flaw shows a drastically different 
growth pattern than was observed for the same flaw size proof cycled ~n air. 
The difference in appearance between the air proof specimen shown in Figure 42a 
and the cryogenic proof spec~men shown in Figure 42b results from the large 
amount of flaw growth that occurred during the cryogenic proof cycle but which 
did not occur during the air proof cycle. The reg~ons of crack growth are 
shown schemat~ca1ly in Figure 43. 
The path of the crack growth during the cryogenic proof cycle is 
quite interesting in that the flaw was found to tunnel, i.e., to grow parallel to 
the w~dth of the sheet rather than to grow through the thickness. This pattern 
of growth results in a sizable ~ncrease ~n the crack area without fracture or break-
through occurring. The enlarged flaw can then propagate through the thickness 
during cyc]1ng at the operat~ng stress. Breakthrough dur~ng cycling did not 
occur for the a~r probfed specimens. Thus it appears that the cryogen~c proof 
cycle produced a flaw that was much more 11ke1y to break through the thickness 
during fatigue cycling. 
The final case of dev1at10n from the el11ptical flaw shape was that of 
the 3t/4 N flaw 1n the 0.063 inch thick parent material tested in air. The 
similarity of the 63-mi1 air proof specimen (3t/4 N flaw) shown in Figure 44 and 
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20X 20965 
(a) Air proof 
20X 26767 
(b) Cryo proof 
FIGURE 42. FLAW APPEARANCE OF 40-MIL SPECIMENS, 3t/4 NORMAL 
FLAWS, WHICH WERE GIVEN AN AIR PROOF TEST OR A 




A. Normal programmed-fatigue-crack propagation 
specimen fracture surface after testing. 
Region 1 - Initial fat~gue crack 
Region 2 - Growth during fatigue loading 
Region 3 - F~nal fracture at room 
temperature (after test) 
B. Cryogenic-proof-test specimen fracture 
surface after testing. 
Reg~on 1 - Initial fatigue crack 
Region 2 - Growth dur~ng cryogen~c proof 
test 
Region 3 - Growth during fatigue loading 
Region 4 - F~nal fracture at room 
temperature (after test) 
FIGURE 43. FRACTURE SURFACE APPEARANCE OF PROGRAHMED-
FATIGUE-CRACK PROPAGATION SPECIHENS AFTER 
TESTING, 40 MIL PARENT, 3t/4 N FLAW 
4 
12X 
FIGURE 44. 3t/4 NORMAL FLAW, 60-MIL, AIR TEST SPECIMEN SHOWING 






the 40-mi1 cryogenic proof speclmen (3t/4 N flaw) shown in Figure 42b is apparent. 
Here agaln the 3t/4 N flaw ln the 63-mi1 material exhlblted a tremendous amount 
of growth during the proof cycles. The f1awagaln tunneled and greatly increased 
the flaw area wlthout breaklng through or fracturlng. The resulting flaw did in 
one case propagate through the thickness durlng the subsequent cyc11ng at the 
operating stress. 
The simi1arlty between the 63-mi1 air proof and 40-mi1 cryogenlc proof 
specimen with 3t/4 N flaws suggests as)stated previously/that some further study 
of the proof load level and proof level hold time on the growth characteristics 
of subcritica1 flaws may be requlred. 
Data Interpretation. The results of the programmed fatigue tests 
have yielded conslderable information that is useful in considering the LEM 
tankage problems. The following observations can be stated: 
(1) In regard to proof tests, when flaws are greater than the 
critical size based upon the fracture tests, both cryogenic and 
air proof tests result in failure of the laboratory 
speclmens. 
(2) When the flaws are close to the critical size, sometlmes failure 
in proof testing occurs. 
(3) Of the two types of flaws, the elongated flaw appears more 
vulnerable ln the proof test, largerly because of the 
increased area of these flaws. 
(4) From the standpoint of fatigue damage, it would appear that 
flaws with a small 2c ratio (~ 2.5) are the more dangerous type 
a 
of flaw examlned. Such flaws will usually surVlve the proof 
cycles and may propagate through the thickness of the sheet 
in less than 400 cycles at the operating stress. In these 
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( 2c tests it appears that any flaw -- = 2.5) w1th a flaw depth 
a 
of approx1mate1y 0.8 t represents a likely source of tank 
leakage and should be inspected out. 
(5) The 3-m1nute cryogen1c proof test produced a large increase 
in S1ze of the 3t/4 normal flaws in the 40-mil mater1al but 
did not result in fracture. This size 1ncrease resulted in 
propagation of the flaw through the specimen th1ckness during 
the 400 cycles of operat1ng stress. The growth of the flaw 
during the cryogenic proof test 1ndicates that further work is 
needed to evaluate the effect of hold time and proof stress 
dur1ng the cryogen1c proof cycle on fracture strength and 
flaw growth character1st1cs. 
(6) The 3t/4 normal flaw 1n the 63-m1l material during the air 
proof tests exhibited the same type of flaw growth as was 
observed for the 40-mil cryogenic proof specimen with the 
3t/4 normal flaw. Again this increase in flaw S1ze occurring 
during the proof test d1d not result 1n fracture dur1ng the 
proof test, but did result 1n flaw breakthrough during the 
400 cycles of operat1ng stress. Thus it appears that the 
a1r proof tests may have the same effect on the 63-m1l and 
possible thicker material that the cryogen1c proof test 
used 1n this study had on the 40-m1l mater1al. For th1s 
reason further invest1gation 1nto the effect of a1r proof 
stress and hold time on the flaw growth character1stics of 63-
m1l and th1cker gage mater1al 1S recommended. 
(7) Under fat1gue at a maX1mum operating stress o[ 105 kS1, break-
through always occurred before the cr1tical flaw size necessary 
for fracture at the operat1ng stress was reached. This 
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ind1cates that leakage may occur before fracture if the tanks 
have survived a proof cycle. 
(8) The presence of enV1ronments such as inhibited water, demineralized 
water, salt-spray air, and Aeroz1ne 50 did not result in a 
measurable change in the amount of flaw growth observed in the 
400 cycles at the operating stress. 
(9) A given size flaw (1.e., t/2 normal, for example) w1ll propagate 
faster as the thickness increases. However, the ratio of flaw 
depth growth to thickness is approximately constant for the 
3 thicknesses studied. The 63-mil parent and weld material 
ratio do tend to be slightly higher than for the 20- or 40-mil 
materia Is. 
(10) No apparent difference in the flaw growth characteristics 
was observed between the parent and the weld material for 
any of the three thicknesses examined. Some difference was 
noted, however, in the flaw size which was eliminated during 
the proof test for the 63-mil material, the smaller size flaw 
being eliminated in the weld material. 
Sustained Load Behavior 
Because of the observation made by Naval Research Laboratories personnel 
a few years ago, a flurry of activity resulted regarding the poss1ble worthiness 
of titanium alloys. This observation concerned the ability of certain titanium 
alloys to sustain a load if a specimen contained a fatigue crack and was tested in 
the presence of certain environments other than air. Very often the degradation 
of the load-bearing ability of the particular alloy was a function of time under 
load. Plots of gross stress (or stress intensity factor) versus time at 
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load have been developed for a number of environmental exposures and var10US 
alloys. These curves allow an assessment of the ab1l1ty of the alloy to sustain 
a load in the presence of a given environment 
The various tankage employed 1n the 1M veh1cle w1ll see condit10ns 
under which it w1ll sustain a load for long per10ds of time. Consequently, 
it was necessary to evaluate the load bear1ng capab1lity of the Ti-6Al-4V 
alloy. The results of these studies are reported 1n this sect10n. A brief 
descr1ption of apparatus and procedure 1S followed by the presentat10n of results 
and interpretation. 
Appar~tus. The experimental apparatus used cons1sted of several 
creep machines which were modified to accommodate the large specimen employed 
throughout the program. 
E:{perimental Procedures. For each specimen, the stress employed was 
105 ksi. Thus, it was not intended that a plot of gross stress versus t1me 
be obtained but rather that the specimens be loaded to 105 kS1 and held for 
100 hours. If no failure occurred, the spec1men was removed from the mach1ne. 
The procedure consisted of load1ng and a11gn1ng the spec1men in 
a machine, applying the load to Y1eld a stress of 105 kS1, and taking a 
measurement of flaw length immed1ately after the load was applied. Crack 
length measurements were obta1ned at periodic 1ntervals throughout a test 
to ascerta1n if flaw growth was occurring. 
Exper1mental Results. The test results show that the t/2 flaws 1n 
the 0.040-inch thick parent and welded material d1d not exh1b1t flaw growth or 
fa1lure for 100 hours at a stress of 105 kS1 for the a1r, inhib1ted water, 
dem1neralized water, and Aerozine 50 tests. The spec1mens tested in salt-spray 
a1r did exh1bit slight flaw growth, generally less than 0.002 inch. This is 
1llustrated 1n Table 42, ,,,here flaw length at time under load is listed for 
the spec1mens tested in salt-spray a1r. 
TABLE 42. SUSTAINED LOAD RESULTS FOR THE 
SALT-SPRAY AIR TESTS 
Specimen No. 4-34 Specimen No. 4-67 Specimen No. B 3-3 
Normal tL7-Parent Normal t/2-Parent Normal t/2-Welded 
Length Length 
T1me at of Time at of Time at Length of 
Load, Crack, Load Crack, Load, Crack, 
hrs. inch hrs. 1nch hrs inch 
0 0.0542 0 0.0555 0 0.0585 
4.5 0.0545 5.1 0.0554 4.3 0.0587 
6.8 0.0542 21.9 0.0560 6.9 0.0589 
23.9 0.0550 26.5 0.0561 24.1 0.0585 
28 2 0.0551 29.1 0.0575 28.2 0.0586 
31.1 0.0550 46 1 0.0579 30.8 0.0585 
47.6 0.0564 50.5 0.0575 47.7 0.0585 
51.8 0.0564 70.3 0.0572 52.0 0.0585 
54.8 0.0562 74.3 0.0579 54.8 0.0584 
75.0 0.0564 94.0 o 0579 73.6 0.0587 
100.0 0.0566 100 0 0.0576 97.7 0.0586 
119.6 0.0566 120.0 0.0591 
Specimen No. B 14-2 
Normal t/2-Welded 
Length 






24.0 o 0549 
28.1 0.0547 
30 9 0.0542 
47 5 0.0542 r-I\.) 





TABLE 42. Cont. 
Specimen No.4-59 Specimen No 4-58 
E1ongated-tL2 Parent Elongated t/2 Parent 
Time at Length of Time at Length of 
load, Crack, load, Crack, 
hrs. inch hrs. inch 
a 0.0987 a 0.0940 
4.7 0.0982 5.4 0.0944 
7.1 0.0997 22.0 0.0941 
24.1 0.0997 26.5 0.0947 
28.4 0.0993 29.3 0.0950 I-' !\.) 
31.3 0.0993 46.0 0.0949 \0 
47.7 0.0993 50.7 0.0955 
52.1 0.0996 72.7 0.0955 
55.1 0.0996 74.5 0.0951 
75.4 0.0997 94.2 0.0955 
100.3 0.0999 100.0 0.0958 
120.0 0.0997 
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Interpretat~on. From the results of th~s sect~on of the program one 
can state that t/2 flaws that may escape detect~on dur~ng a proof test w~ll 
not cause fa~lure from flaw growth under a susta~ned load of 105 ksi for up 
to 100 hours. Exper~ence w~th f1a\v growth ~n t~tanium alloys exposed to 
van.ous env~ronmenta1 cond~ t~ons has ~nd~ca ted tha t fai lure usna 11;7 occurs 
w~thin the first 10 hours of load~ng. Consequently it appears that these 
results show that susta~ned load w~ll not be a problem in the five environments 
studied. If more severe flaws can be expected after proof test1ng and 1nspection 
some further study is adv1sab1e. 
Concluding Discussion 
This comprehensive experimental program has been carr1ed out 1n a 
relat1vely short per10d of time to provide data upon which to base a decision 
whether to use cryogenic proof test1ng of 1M tankage to eliminate smaller flaws. 
Several kinds of studies 1ncluding fracture tests, programmed fatigue tests and 
sustained load tests were conducted on s1mple laboratory coupons contain1ng 
a variety of flaws. The data from the fracture tests clearly show that 
smaller flaws can be elimina tei. by a cryogenic proof test when compared W1 th 
an a1r test. However, there is also some indicat10n that certa~n moderately 
severe flaws, that do not cause failure, do result in slow crack growth 1nternal1y 
(in the form of tunne11ng). Such growth may result 1n a more severe flaw for 
a subsequent proof cycle or dur1ng simulated operat1ng cycles. Th1s cond1t1on 
may be time dependent and was observed 1n cryogen1c proof testing and also has 
been observed 1n air proof testing. This behavior should be exam~ned in greater 
detail. 
Proof test1ng appears to e11m1nate elongated flaws to a greater extent 
than comparable depth normal flaws This probably results from the fact that 
the elongated flaw has larger area that may grow to a cr1tical S1ze for fracture 
to occur than has the normal flaw. 
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Also of interest is the facl~ that during simulated operating cycles 
the growth of the normal flaws (in terms of surface length) proceeds at a 
more rapid rate than does the growth of elongated flaws. This has led to the 
p"copagation of surface flaws to through l:ype flaws that would cause leaks in 
an 1M tank. As a matter of interesl: with the elimination of large elongated 
"-
flaws by proof tests it appears quite likely that all remainiu8 flaws, normal 
or elongated, can be expected to grow by the fatigue mechanism. Some of these 
will propagate through, and they may expect to be detected by leaks. It does 
not appear that any will grow to a large enough size to cause fracture before 
breakthrough. However, experiments to categorize the fracture strength of 
various length through cracks appear in order together with fatigue crack 
propagation under 105 ksi stress. Some through cracked samples should be 
included in a limited study of sustained load behavior at a stress of 105 ksi. 
The results and conclusions by rights certainly apply to flat sheet 
specimens and are useful guides for the 1M tankage. However, introduction of 
the cylindrieal surface of the tanks provides a different stress environment than 
can be characterized by thin sheet specimens. One difEerenc(~ is in the biaxia 1 
stress field in the tankage. Another is the panel curvature, and a third the 
bending stresses near the flaw extremities. It is not expected that these 
factors will negate conclusions from the sheet tests. Instead it is thought 
that the added stress components will reduce critical flaw sizes below those 
developed herein. Consequently examination of cylindrical shaped containers 
has been suggested in the recommendations for further studies. These in general 
would be sma 11 sca Ie models of 1M tankage. 
Other recommendations also have been made for what are considered 
useful experime.ntal studies. All of these have been summarized in one of the 
opening sections of the report. 
APPENDIX A 
COMPUTER PROGRAMS USED IN THE ANALYSIS OF 
PROGRAMMED FATIGUE CRACK PROPAGATION DATA. 
PROGRAM STRESS N USED FOR NORMAL FLAWS 


















































PROGRAM 'iTRESN ITNPUT.OUTPIIT,PLOT.TAPE99=PLnT.TAPF.~O=!NPUTI 
ARRAYS FOR PHTCLC 
r)lMENS!ON TWDCRI 1'1.61, AREFI 1<;.61. PHIl 15.6) 
TNPUT 
TwnC( 50,!,-). N( 5(1.6). S!C,MAX( 6), CO"l'>TI 6) 
~I?r ( 1,). C;PEC~ ( ~). IBLANK I 6) 














rAI CULaTEO A~R~YS 
ARPt.YS FOR REGl 
~!I 50), ATFMPI 5.5). YREG I ':10) 
LTFt-'PI 1"i), HIS). HSYGI 5) 
C; I "lo 
TEMPORARY ARRAye; FOR 
YTF'-1P( 300). YTEMPI 
ARRAYS FOR PLOTTING 
L2CRI 15,6) 
FINDING MAX A~n MIN 
100) 
YI SCI). YI 50). BCOI 
N. NREF. NREG. KMAX. L"2C. L2CR 
C;PfCN, RCD. CH~R. FTYPF" 
FUNC 
TRLANKI f,n;:'H I 
10), CHAR I 
nATA 
nATA 
NRFFI "0 •• 100 •• 1C;0 •• ~00.,250 •• 300 •• 3S0 •• 400.1 
"'RI 91 
TNPUT 
1 READ 100. FTYPE. KDFG. NC;PFC. IPRINT 
100 FORMAT 13AI0. ~IIO ) 
TF (FOF."n) 11'15.11'18 
, OC; CALL EXIT 
10~ 00 130 J=l.NC;PFC 
READ 110. SPEiNCJ), N2CIJ), T(J) • SIGMA}((J), CONSTIJJ 
I1n FORMAT 1 Ala, 110, 'EI0.0 1 
NlJ"1 :: N2CIJ) 
!:lEAD 120. 1 C Twnr(I.J), N(I.J) ). I=l.NUM 1 
120 F"O~MAT ( AEln.n ) 
130 rONTrNUE 
TF ( IPRTNT .FO. 0 GO TO ?20 
no 170 J=l.N~PFC 
IIJPl = N2CIJ)+1 
no ISO I=NPl.c;n 
N(y,J) = 0.0 
150 TWOCI!.J) = n.n 
170 rONTI NUE 
PRINT IBn, -TYPE. ( 1 tBLANKCJ). SPFCN(J) I. J=l,NSPEC ) 
18~ FORMAT ( 1~1. 44x.3A10. I. AX, A2, .SPFC "I ~. Aln. 
1 A?, -SPFC N -, AIO. A2 •• SPEC ~ D. Ala, A~. ~SP~C N •• 
2 Ala, 12, nSP~C N ~, Al0. I:::>. nC;PFC N •• Al0 ) 
PRINT 190. (I TRLANK(J). SIGMAXIJ) ), J=l,NSPEC ) 
lQn FORMAT 1 6X. A;:>. nSI~MAX •• Elo.3. A2 •• SIG~A. n, EIO.3. A?, 
1 .SIGMAX., FIO.3, A2, -C;IGMAX n, FIO.3, A? .SIGMAX ., 
2 EI0.3. A2, .C;IGUAX n, FIO.3 ) 
PRINT 200. I TRI ANK IJ). J=I.NSPFC 




















































00 219 1=1.50 
aRtNT 210. I I TWOCII,JI. Nlt,JI I, J21,NSP~C I 
illo ~ORMAT I RX, (,IE12.4.FIl.0.2Xl I 
?lq rONTINUE 
?20 ("ALL NAMPLT 
NX = 1 
IIIB = KOEr,+l 
no 235 1=\.50 
?3e; w(tl = 1. 
lIO = 2.0 
vO 2 2.0 
xAX = 8.1) 
VAX = 6.0 
L = 0 
~ET AXTS VARIARLES 
no 240 J=\.NSPFC 
("HARIJ) = J 
NUl1R = N?C I J I 
no 240 l=\tNUMR 
L = L+1 
XTEMPILl = Nlt.JI 
'40 vTEMPILI = TWO("II.JI 
?SO ("ALL SCALf (XTEMP.XAX.L,ll 
~ALL ~CALE (YTEMP.YAX.L.1I 
~ALL AXIq I XO. VO.24HCYCLES OF PROPAGATION. N.-24.B.Q.0.O. 
1 XTEMP IL+ 11. XTEMP IL+21 .01 
CALL AXI~ (Xo • vn.3?HSU~FAC~ CRACK LENGTH. 2C. INCHES. 32.6.0.90. 
1 .VTEMP(L+ll.YTEMPIL+?I.OI 
rALL SYMROL 14.0.0.5 •• 14.FTYPE.0.0.301 
TTYPE = -1 
tSw = 0 
'60 no 310 J=1.N~P~C 
NUMR = N?CIJI 
1)0 270 I=l.NlJMR 
xIII = NIY.J) 
'70 Y(tl = Twocn •. ll 
X(NUMR+ll = XTFMPIL+ll- XO~XTEMPIL+21 
y(NUMR+l) = VT~MPIL+\I- VO~YTfMPIL+21 
XINUMR+2) = XTEMPIL+2) 
YINUMR+2) = YT.MPIL+?) 
CALL LINF IX.Y.NIIMR,\.ITVPE.CHARIJI I 
tF I ISW .NE. (\ I G" TO 310 
C FINn BFST FIT rU~VF FO~ THTS SPECIMEN 
CALL REG1 (NX.~IR,FUNI",NUMR,W.V.X,NX ,ATEMP,LTEMP.8,YREG,SSD. 
1 ASlr..S,TEPRI 
TF t lERR .EO. 0 I roO TO ?Pn 
























































?1"i ~ORMAT 1 ~ ERRnR~. Ic;. ~ OCCURRfD DUPING REGRESSION ~. 2110 ) 
CALL EXIT 
?AO 1'10 2qO I=1.NllMQ 
';'90 TWOCII.J) = YRFGIIl 
no 300 I=1.NR 
vA = NREF 1 I) 
TWOCR 1 I. J) = R I 1) +8 I?) ~YA+R (1) ~YRi>i>2+R (4) nY81><>3+8 IS) I>Y8~~4 
100 n2CDNII.J) = R(2)+YB~1 2.0I>R(3)+3.0I>RI4)~YB+'.0.~(5)QYB.YP 
110 CONTTNUE 
IF ItSw .FO. 1) GO TO 140 
IF I YSw .EQ. 2) GO TO 400 
120 TTYPE :: 0 
TSW = 1 
no TO 260 
~ET UP FOR lrN~-POINT PLOT 
140 rAll PLOT 111.0.0.0.-3) 
l = 0 
TSW = 2 
PLOT LnG OF 2C VS N 
no 350 J=l.N~PFC 
NUMR = N2CIJ) 
1)0 350 I=l.NUf.1R 
,_ = l + 1 
VTEMP(Ll = ALOGI0( T\.jOCII.J) ) 
,50 TWOCII.J) = ~1()G101 TWOCITtJ) ) 
CALL SCALE IXT~MP.XAr.L'I) 
C4Ll SCALE IYTFMP,VAx,Ltl) 
rAlL AXI~ (XO.YO.?4HCYCLE~ OF PROPAGATTON, N,-?4.R.o,n.n. 
1 XTEMP(l+1).lCTEMPIL+?1.0) 
rAll AXle; 1 XO. yo.37HLOr. e;tJRFACf CRACK lENGTI-', 2C. INCHF.S. 17. 
1 6.0.90.0. YTE~IPCl +1) ,YTFMP(L+2) ,0) 
rAll SYMROl (4.0.0.<; •• 14.FTYPF.0.0.3~1 
TTYPF = 1 
r;0 TO 260 
400 CALL PLOT 111.D.0.0.-31 
CALCULATE A REFERENCE. PHI. ANn ~f.1AX 
"i00 no 510 J=1.N5PFC 
1'10 510 I=l.NR 
<:;10 AREFII.J) = Twncpll.JI/CONSTIJI 
CALL PHICLC I~R .NSPEC,TwOCR.AREF,PHTI 
no 520 J::l,N~P"C 
no 520 I=l.NR 
0;20 >(MAX(!.JI :: ~Ir,MAl(IJ)/PHllr.J1~SQRTI 3.14159I>AFlEFII.JI 1~1.1 
C ('AI CULATE LOG ;:2C RF:F AND 02eON 
nO 510 J=l.N~P"C 
no 530 I::1.NR 
'2CRIy.J) = ALOG101 TWOCR(Y.JI ) 
TF 1 n?CnNII.Jl .LE. 0.0 1 n?CDNlloJl:: .000'1001 






















































PLOT LOG ?C REF VS LOG O?CDN 
L = 0 
no 540 Jal.N~PFC 
nO 540 1=I.NR 
L = L+l 
~TFMP(LI = L?rRIT.Jl 
<;40 yTfMP(LI = LO?rlt.JI 
rALL SCALE (~TFMP.XA~.L.l1 
rALL SCALE (YTFMP.YA~.L.l) 
rALL AXl~ ( xo. YO.31\HLOG SURFACE CRACK LENGTH. ?C. I~CHES,-3~.-
1 8.0.0.0.XTE~P(L+1I.XTfMPIL+21 .01 
rALL A~l~ ( XO. YO.lnH • 10.6.0,90.0,YTFMP(L+l', 
1 YTEMP(L.2).nl 
CALL SYMROL 14.0.0.S •• 14,FTyoE,O.0.3I)I 
RCD!]I = 10HLOr. SIJRF~C 
RCO (2) = 10HF rRAct< DR 
PCD(3) = 10HOPAr,ATIO~1 
RCO(41 = lOHRATE. OI,C 
RCD(')l = 10Hl/nN. 
CALL SYMROL 1.7<;.?0 •• 14.ACO,90.0.4S1 
RCD(II = 10HMtCRn-INrH 
RCOl21 = 10HfS PFR cvr 
RCD(31 = lOHl~ 
CALL SYMROL (1.4.3.0 •• 14.RCO,90.0.221-
TTYPf = 1 
<;50 no 600 J=I.NSPFC 
no 560 1=1.NR 
'(T) = L?CR(Y.,I) 
c;60 YIII = Ln2CIT.,)) 
X(NR +11 = XTFMPIL+l1- XO~XTFMPIL+21 
V(NR +11 = VTF MO IL+11- YO~YTfMPIL+21 
x INA +21 = XTt:'MP IL+~I 
v(NR +21 = YTFMP(L+;:O) 
rALL LINE (X.Y,NQ 'l.ITYPE,CHAR(JI 
1\00 CONTINUE 
CALL PLOT ( 11.0.0.0.-3) 
no 67S J=1.NSPFC 
TF (XMODF(J.3) .FQ. 1) PRINT 660 
1\60 t:'ORMAT ( 1Hl1 
PRINT 670, SPECN('J). ( (TWOCRIY.JI. NREF(I) ,KI.1AX(I.JIt 
1 02C[)NII.JI I. I=l.NR 1 
"10 t:'ORMAT ( IHO. ?SX.~SPECIMEN NUM8FR o,AI0.1. 33x. 02CREFo. 1?X. 
1 °NRFFo. 12X. °KMAX~. lOx. O[)2C/~N •• I. (28'(, E12.4. 4X. 
2 EI2.4. 4X. FI2.~. 4X, fl?4. 4X I ) 
/'1~ CONTINUE 
PLOT L0G(02CON) VS LOGIKMAXI 
1. = 0 
no 710 J=l.N~PFC 
1')0 11 0 1=1.NR 
~90 KMAX(I.JI = ALnGI0( KMAXII,JI 1 







































"'''''''\'~I U, "11"" ... , 40. 'to.Il • 
L = L+l 
~TEMP/L) = Lo?rIT,J) 
710 vTEMPIL) ::: KMAXII.J) 
~ALL SCALf /XT-MP,XA~,L,l) 
t"ALL SCALF IYTFMP.YAlC,Ltll 
RCDIl) = 10H 
t"ALL AxI~ /X0.VO.ACD.-IO,8.0,0.o,XTE~P/l+l)'XTE~P/L+2) ,0) 
t"ALL AXle:: /XO.Vo.RCD. 10,6.0,ClO.O,YTFMPIL+1l ,YTEMPIL+2) .0) 
rALL SYMROL /4.0.0.5 •• 14,FTYP-,0.0.30) 
~CO / 1) ::: 1 OHLOe; ~TRfe::S 
fleOI?) ::: 10H !NTFNSITY 
QCD(3) ::: 10H FI\CTOq. K 
rALL SYMROL (.7s".o •• 14,~CD,9o.o,30) 
QCOI1) = lONK~T-S()RT(I 
QCD I?) ::: lOHNC.,) 
CALL SYMROL Il.4.4.0 •• 14,~CO,90.1).14) 
RCDIl) ::: loHLOr, e::LJRF4C 
RCOI?) ::: 10HF CRArK DR 
RCO(3) = 10HnpAGATIO~ 
RCD(4) ::: 10HPATE,02CI 
RCO(5) ::: 10HON 
rALL SYMfi0L /3.od .4, .14,8CO,I).0.42) 
RCO 111 ::: 1 OHM T rRCl- I NrH 
RCOI?) ::: 10HF~ PFR CYC 
RCDI,) ::: 10HLF 
rALL SYMRClL (4.0 •• 7S •• 14.RCO,o.0.22) 
nO 7,0 J:::l,NSPFC 
nO 720 l=l.NR 
lC I I) ::: LO?C IT. Jl 
720 YIIl = K4AXIT.J) 
xlNR +11 = XTFMP(L+ll-XO~XTFMP(L+2L 
YINR +1) = YTFMPIL+I)-YO*YTFMPIL+2) 
X (NR +21 ::: HFMP IL+?) 
Y INR +2) ::: YTF4P IL+?) 
730 rALL LINF IX.Y.NR .\,ITYPF.rHARIJI 
r.ALL PLOT 111.0,0.0.-3) 
r;0 TO 1 
F~JD 
PRO(,RAM--S-TRESECfNPUT-;-oufpur-;PLOf;TAPE99;PCOT. TAPE60';INPU-i)- -- -- -- ---
C ARRAyS FOR PHICLC _ _ __ _ 




DIMENSION TWOCI 50,6), NI 50,61, SIGMAXI 61, AO! 6) 
OIMEN!:>!ON ____ N?C I ___ 6LLSPEc.N L __ 61, _I BLANK L ____ 6), TWoeo L_61 _____ _ 
000003 DIMf-NSION FTYPEI 3). TI 6) 
000003 
C 
DIMENSIUN _ NPEFI A), D?CDNI 15,6), KMAXI 15,6), LD2C115,61 
CAL~ULATED ARRAYS 
_ C ARRAYS FOR RE('l ________ _ 












51 51. L2CRI 15,6) 
TEMPORARY ARRAYS FOR FINDlNG MAX AND MIN FOR PLOTS 
XTEMPI 3001, YTEMPI 300) 
ARRAyS FOR PLOTTING _ 
OIr~E:.NSION .q So). YI 50)' BCDI 10), CHARI 6) 
000003 REAL ____ N, NHEF. N~EG, KMAXL_LD2C'_ L2cR ______________________ _ 
000003 INTEGEH SPECN, BCD, CHAR, FTYPE 
000003 EX H .. RI'lAL. fUN!; _ _ _ __ 
000003 DATA IBLANK/ 6~2H I 
000003 
000003 
UATA _ NR~FI 50.,100 •• 150.,200.,250.,300 •• 350.,400./ 




000003 1 READ 100, FTYPE, KDEG, NSP~C, IPRINT 
000017 loa FOKMAT (3AlO, 3110 ) 
000017 IF (EOF,60) 105,108 
000022 105 ~ALL EXIT 
- -- ----- - -----------------
000023 108 DO 130 J=l,NSPEC 
000{)25 HEAD 110, SPECN(J), N2CIJ). T(J)- -- ,--SIGMAX.(,J), -AO (JI- ______ _ 
000042 110 FOKMAT (Ala, 110, 3EIO.0 I 
000042 NUM = N2C (J) ____________________________________________ _ 
000044 HEAD 1~0, I I Tv/CCIltJI, NII,JI I, I=l,NUM ) 
000065 120 FOKMAT I HEIO.O 1------------------------------------- ______ _ 
000065 TW0COIJI = TWOCI1,J) 
000071 130 CONTINUE 
000073 IF I IPKINT .EQ. 0) GO TO 220 
000074 DO 170 J=l,NSPEC 
000076 NPl = N2CIJ)+1 
000100 00 150 I:;NPI ,so --- -- ----- -- -------- ------______________ _ 
000101 NII,J) = 0.0 
000104 150 TWOClItJI = 0.0 - --- ---
000107 170 CONTINUE 
000112 PH!NT ltj~, FTYPE, I I IBLANKIJ), !'PECNI,J) I, -J=l,NSPEC -I - ----
000130 180 FOHMoH I IHl, 44)t.,3A10, It 6X, A2, itsPEC N .. , Ala, 
--- - 1 A2, ~SPEC N - it,- Ala, -A2,- .. C;PEC N - it, -Ala, A2, .. SPEC N - .. ,----- -_ - -
2 Ala. A2, "SPEC N it, AIo, A2, itSPEC N it, AlO ) 
000130 
000145 
- 000145 - -
PRINT 190, I I I~LANKIJ), ~IGMAX.IJ) ), J=l,NSPEC ) 
190 FOHMAT ( 6X, A2, ~~IGMAX it, E10.3, A2, ~SlGMAx ~,EIO.3, A2, 
1 ~~IGMAX *, ~10.3, A2, ~SIGMAX ~,EI0.3, At', *SIGMAX ~. 
2 EI0.3, A2, ~SlGMAX ~. EI0.3 ) 








































[OHMA L __ L13AL fL(A2 ,_"2C_" ,--1}.L-"N~,-8l1.L_.J __ _ 
00 219 1=1,50 
PRINT 210' 1_1 __ T\<jOCII,JL. N{~,JLJ'-J=I'NSPEC __ 1 
FORMAT I ax, 6(EI2.4,F6.0,2X) ) 
CONTINUE 
CALL NAMPLT 
PLOT POINT PLOTS 
NX = _1 _________________ _ 
Nfj = KDt:.G+l 
00 235 1;:;1,5o _________ _ 
235 W(I) = 1. 
SET AXIS VARIABLES 
XO = 2.0 
YO = 2.0 _ _____________________________________________________________________________ _ 
XAX = 8.0 
VAX -: 6.0 ________________________________________________________________________________ _ 
L = 0 
UO 240 J=l.NSP~C--­
CHAR(J) = J 
NUMR = N2C(J) 
UO 240 l=I,NUMR L = L+l _ _ _____________________________________________________________________________ _ 
XTEMP(L) = N(I,J) 
240_YTE:..HP(L) =-TWOC(l,J) 
250 CALL SCALE (XTEMP,XAX.L,l) 
CALL SCALE -IYTEJ-'f',YAX,L,1I- ___ -- --________________________ - - - ___ - - ____________ -
CALL AXI~ ( XO. YO.24HCYCLES OF PROPAGATION, N.-24.8.0,0.0. 
1 XTE~lP(L+ll .XTE~lP(L+21 ,0) - ------ ____ -- - -- - _ ___ - _______ - ________ _ 
CALL AXl~ (XO • YO,32H5URFACE CRACK LENGTH, 2C, INChES, 32.6.0,90. 
1 - - ,YTEMPIL-l) .YTE:..MP(L+21 .0) ---- --------- -----------------------
)00305 CALL 5YMtiOL (4.0,O.5 •• 14.FTYPE.0.0,30) 
)00311 ITYPE = -1 - - ----- - - ------
)00312 ISw = 0 
)00313 260 00 310 J:l,NSPEC-
)00315 NUMR = N2CIJ) 
)00317 ----- 00 270 1=1 ,NUM~ -- --------
)00320 X(l) = N(I,J) 
)00324 -270 Y I I) = TWOC I I,J) --- -- - -- ----------- ---- ------------ -------- ----- -- ---- ------
)00330 X(NUMR+1) = XTEMP(L+1)- XO~XTEMP(L+2) 
)00334 - -- -YlNUMR+ll = YTEMP(L+ll- YOIiYTEMP(L+2)-------------- ----------------------------- -- - -----
)00340 X(~UMR+2) = XTEMPIL+2) 
)00341-------- Y (NUMK+2)- = -YTEMP (L+2)--
)00343 CALL L~NE (X,Y,NUMR.1.1TYPE'CHAR(J) 
)00341 ---- -- - --IF ( ISW .NE. 0) GO TO 310-- - -- --------------------- - -- - ------ - ------ ----
C FINU BEST FIT CURVE FOR ThIS SPECIMEN 
)00350----- ---CALL - REGl I NX, N8, FUNC, NUMn, w, Y. X, NX --,A TEMP. L TFMP, 8 t-YREG. SSD. ------- - ------
1 dSIG,S,IERR) 































































PRINT 275t-~IERR. __ l, J_ ___ _ ________ _ _ _ _______ _ 
FORMAT 1 0 ERRORo, IS, Q OCCURRED DURING REGRESSION 0, 2110 ) 
CALL EAIT 
DO 290 I=l,NUMR 
fWOC (l ,J) = YRI:.G (1) 
00 300 !=l,NR 
YB = N~t.F (II _ _______________ __ _ ____ _ _ _ ______ _ 
TWUCR(l,J) = B(II+BI21~YB+BI3IOYBoo2+BI4IoYBoo3+RI5)oYBo04 
U?CDNI1,JI = B(2)+YB o l 2.0 obI31+3.0 0 8141°Y8+4.0 o RI5)oYBoYB I 
CONTINUt 
IF 11Sw .EQ. 1 I bO TO 340- ________________ _ 
IF IISW .EQ. 2) GO TO 400 
ITYr'E = 0 
ISw = 1 
uO TO coO 
SET UP FOR LINE-POINT PLOT 
CALL PLOT_Ill.O,Q.0,-31 
L = 0 
ISw = 2 
PLOT LOG OF 2C_ VS N _______________________________________ _ 
DO 3511 J=l ,NSPEC _______________ _ 
NUI~R = N2C (Jl 
00 350 I=1,NUMR 
L= L+1 
YTi::MP I L) = ALOGI0 I - TWOC ( I, J) I ---_________________________________ _ 
TWO~(I,JI = ALOGI01 TWOCII,J) I 
CALL SCALE IXTEMP,XAX,L,-l)-- __ 
CALL SCALE IYTEMP,YAX,Lq) 
CALL AAIS IXO,YO,24HCYCLE~ OF-PROPAGATIONt-N,-24,8.0,0.0, 
1 XTt.t~PIL+ll ,XTtMP(L+2) ,0) 
CALL AAIS ( XO, VO,37HLOG SURFACE CRACK LENGTH. 2C, INCHES. 37, 
1 6.0,'10.0, YTEMP(L+lI ,YTEr~PIL+21 ,0) 
CALL SYMtlOL 14.0,0.5 •• 14.FTYPE.0-.0.301-------- ----- -
I TYPE = 1 
bO TO 260 
CALL ~LUT 111.0,0.0,-3) 
CALCULATt A REfERENCE, PHI. AND KMAX 
500 DO 510 J=I,NSPEC 
110 ~10 l=l,NR 
OLT~C = TwOCR(I,JI-TWOCO(J) 
DLTA = DLT2C/2. 
510 ARt:F(I,J) = AOIJ1+DLTA 
CALL PrllCLC - INH .NSPEC, TWOCR.AREFdHI).--- ------ ----------- -- -----
00 520 J=l.~SPEC 
00 S20 I=l.NR 
520 KMAX(I'J) = SIGMAXIJ1/PHIII'J)OSQRTI 3.141590 AREFII,J) )01.1 
CALCULAT£ LOG 2C REF AND D2CDN 
00 530 J=l.N~PEC 




000653 ___ _ 
000663 




_ _L2CR(l,JL_=_-ALOGIOL TWOCRtl,JLJ ___________ - ____ - ______ --_________ - --------
IF ( UcCDN(I,J) .LI:::. 0.0) D2CDN(I,J):: .0000001 
:J3 ILL02C(I,J) = ALOGIOl 02CDNIl,--Jl L _____________ ~ ______________________________________ _ 
________ PLO L L.QG 2C _REF __ VS _LOG _D2CON ____________________ _ 



































uo 540 J=l,NSPEC 
DO :'40 l=l.Nf~ 
L = L.l 
XTEMP(LJ = L2CR[1,Jl 
540 YTE~lP(L) = LD2C(!.J) 
CALL SCALE.. O<TEMfl.'(flX,I.,lL _________________________________________ _ 
CALL SCALE (YTE-MP, Y AX. L. 1) 
CALL AqS ( xo. YO.36IiL.OG ~URFACE CRACILLENGTH. _2e, INCHES,-36, 
1 s.o.0.0.XTEMflIL+1).XTf_MPIL+2) ,0) 
CALL AXIS I XO. yU,10H , 10.6,0.~0.0.yTEMPIL+l). 
1 YTEHP(L+2) ,0) 
CAL.L Sy~lf::lOL I'+.O.O.!J •• 14 .. FTy.PE-, 0 ,0.30) __________________________ _ 
tlCLlIll ;; lOHLOG 'lUkFAC 
dCl) (2) = lOHE. CRAC!'; PR ____ _ 
8C()13) ;; lOHOPAGATION 
BCU(4) ;; lOHRATE. u(2c ________ _ 
8CUISJ ;; lOH)/ON. 
CALL SHldOL I. 75,2.0 •• l4.eCD_,90.0 .45>-__ _ __ __________________ _ _________ _ 
SCUll) = lOHMICRO-IrKH 
BCU (2) = lOHES PI:.R CYC __ _ _ __ __ _ _ ________ _ 
BCLl(3) = 10HLE 
CALL SYMf;lUL (1.4,;3.0 •• 14.BCD.90.0,22L ___________ _ 
!TYPE = 1 
!J50 00 600 J=l.NSPEC-__ 
DO 560 I=l.NR 
XII) :: L2CP(I.J) 
!J60 yell = LDcCII.J) 
-----,---
X(NR +1) = xTEMP(L+1}~-xOIlXTEMPIL+2~-- ------------------ --------------- ------ -------
Y(NR +1) = YT~M~(L+l)- Yo*YTEMP(L+2) 
- -x (NR - +2) -=--XTEMfl IL+21---------------, 
Y INR +2) = YH:.MP IL+2) 
CALL LINE - (X, Y.NH ,1, ITYPE'CHAR IJ) )------ ------------ ----------- --- -- ------ ---- -
600 CONTINUE 
CALL PLUT (11.0.0.0'·3)------ - -- -----------------------------
LlO 675 J=l.NSPI:.C 
001064 660 
IF (XMOUF IJ,3) .£1..1.- 1-)-PRINT-660--------- -----
FOHMAT ( lHl) 
001064 PRINT 670, SPECN(J). (-I -TWOCR(I,J)-~- NREF(Ih- AREFII,J,. -KMAX(l,J)- ------
1 .D~C()N(I,J», I=l,NR ) 
001117 670 FORMAT ( IHO, 25X-,iOSPECIMEN NUMBER - ~,A10tl,-33X, -o2CREF~, 12X. - - ------
1 oNREFo, I2X. °AREF*,12X,oKMAX*,10X,·02C/DN*'/' (28~'E12.4'4X, 
- ---- 2 E12.4, 4X, E12.4, 4x,.-E12.4, 4X,- E12.4--) )--------- ---- ------------
001117 675 CONTINUE 





PLOT LOGI02CDN) VS LOGIKMAX) 
L = 0 
00 710 J::1 ,NSPEC------------------------ - ----- ------------ - -
001117 
2 £12.*. 4X. EI2.4. 4X,. 1:.12.4, 4X, EI2.4-) -) -- - - - ---
67':) CONTINUE 
c 












































L = 0 
uO no J~l,NSPEC--- ------------------------------ ------
DO 110 l=l.NR ___ _ _ 
6QO KMAX(I,J) = ALOGI0! KMAX(ltJ) 
L = L .. l 
XTEMP(L) = LD2C(I,J) 
710 YTEMP(L) = KMAX(I,J) 
CALL SCALE (XTEM~,XAX.L,I) 
CALL SCALF.: (HEMP, VAX. Lt 11-------------- ______________ _ 
HCU(ll = 10H 
CALL AXI~ IXO.YO.HCD.-IO.B,O.0.O,XTEMP(L"1),XTF.MPIL"2),O) 
CALL Axh IXO.YO.dLD. 10.6.0,90.0,YTEMP(L+ll ,YTEt.1P(L"2) to) 
CALL SYM80L (4.0,0.5,.14tFTYPE'O.0,30) 
HCUll) = 10HLOG ~TKI:.~S 
8CU(2) = 10H INTEN~ITY 
HC!)(3) = 10H FACTUK, ~ 
CALL SYMHUL (.75,J.0 •• 14.BCU,90.o.30) 
BCU(l) = lOHKSI-SQRT(I 
8CIJ(2) = 10HNCH) 
CALL SYMbOL (1.4.4.0 •• 14,BCU.90.0.14) 
BCU(l) = lOHLOu SUHFAC 
HCU(2) = lOHI:. CRACK PR 
BCU(3) = lOHOPAGATION 
dCU(4) = 10HRATE.U2C/ 
HCIJ (5) = loHDN _ _ 
CALL SYMBOL 13.0.1.4,.14'BCD.0.O,42) 
SCUll! = 10HMICRO-INCH ______ _ 
8CO(?) = lUHES PEM CYc 
HCU(3) = 10HLE 
CALL SYMBOL (4.0,.75 •• 14.BCD,0.0,22) 
DO 730 J=l,NSPI:.C _________________________________________ _ 
uO 720 I=l,NR 
XIII = L02C(I,J) 
72U VII) = KMAX(I.J) 
XINk +11 = XTI:.MPIL+ll-XO*XTEMP(L .. 2L____ _ _________________ _ 
y(NR .. 1) = yTEMPIL+l)-yo~yTEMP(L .. 2) 
X(NR +2) = XTEMP(L+2l - ____________________________________ _ 
Y(NH +2) = YTEMP(L+2) 
730 CALL LIN~ (X,Y,NH .1.lTYPE.CHAR(J)_)~ ____ __ 
CALL PLOT (11.0.0.0,-3) 







TABULATED COMPUTER INPUT AND RESULTS FOR PROGRAMMED 
FATIGUE CRACK PROPAGATION DATA 
.020 INCH NORMAL FLAW SPEC N 2_20 T/4 SPEC N 2-X T/2 SPEC N 2_46 T/2 SPEC N 2-53 3T/4 SPEC N 2-9 3T/4 Sl(,f-IAX O·lOSE·Ob S!GMAX 0.10SE+06 5Il>MAX 0·105E+06 SIGMAX 0.10SE+06 SIGMAX 0.10SE·06 
2C N 2C N 2C N 2C N 2C N 0.1420E_Ol a 0.2660E_01 0 0.2630E_01 0 0.4460E_01 a 0.4420E-Ol 0 0.14:'OE-01 100 o .c700E-0 1 40 0.267Qt.-01 35 0.4520E-Ol 20 0.4450E-01 20 O. 14dOE-01 20u 0.2720E-Ol eO 0.27()0r:.-01 60 0.45F,OE-Ol 40 0.4520t.-01 40 0.1500E_ul Jou 0.c7cOE_01 120 u.2760E_01 90 0.46 10E_01 60 0.4S40E_Ol 60 
0.15 1OE-Ol 400 0.2/,:>OE-Ol 160 0.2820t.-01 120 0'4610E-01 80 0.4620t.-Ol "0 0 a.n70E_al .:!OO u.2820E-01 140 0.4620E-a1 100 0.4630E-Ol 110 
0 o .e770E-0 1 el.o 0.2860E-01 190 0.4bHOE-Ol 120 0.4620E-0! 130 0 0.2ltlOE-01 ?AO 0.28 3OE-01 220 0'4800E-01 bo 0.4670t-01 1:'0 0 o.du OE_01 e90 0.28')1)1".-01 260 0.4790E-Ol 180 0.4oBOE._Ol 170 
0 0.cdlOE-01 330 o .293 I) t. - 0 1 300 0.4830E-01 200 0.4770E.-o! 190 0 0.2U o Ot::-01 370 0.2900f.-01 330 0.4930E-Ol 2 4 0 0.47BOt-01 215 
0 O.2d80E_01 400 0.2910E_01 300 0.49r-,OE-01 260 0.4880t-01 2 4 0 0 0 0.2960E-Ol 3YO 0.5000E-01 21::l0 0.48!}0E.-al 27:, 
0 0 0.30001:.-01 400 0.S070E-01 300 0.4/:lyOt-01 305 
u a 0 0.5070E-01 320 0.49:'oE-01 330 0 a 0 0'5090E-01 345 0.4<l60E.-01 3:'5 
0 0 0 0.5150E-01 360 0.49001:.-01 375 
u a a 0.5230E-01 3')0 0.4':160t.-01 3':J0 
0 a a 0.5280E-01 400 0.SGOOt.-01 400 0 0 0 0 0 
iJ 0 0 0 0 u 0 0 0 0 
u a a 0 0 t;j 0 a 0 0 0 I 
U 0 0 a 0 ~ 
u 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 a 0 
u a 0 a a a 0 0 0 a () 0 a a 0 
u a a a 0 a 0 0 a 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
a 0 0 0 0 0 a a a 0 0 0 0 a 0 () a a a a 
u a a a a 0 a a a 0 0 a a a 0 0 a 0 a 0 0 a 0 a a 0 a 0 0 0 0 0 a a a 
0 a 0 a 0 0 0 a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 a 0 a 
SPECIMEN NUMBER 2-20 T/4 
~CREF NREF KMAX 02CIDN 
0.1434E-Ol 0.5000E+02 0.1091E+05 0.3083E-05 
0.14~OE-01 1.0000E+02 0.1097£+05 0.3250E-05 
0.1 466E-01 0.1S00E+03 0.1103£+05 0.3042£-05 
0.14tlOE_Ol 0.2000E+03 0.1l0tlE+05 0.2S83E_05 
0.14'11E-01 0.2S00E+03 0.1112E+05 0.2000E-05 
0.1~00E-01 0.30001:.+03 0.1116E+05 0014171:.-05 
0.1506E-01 0.3500E+03 0.1118E+05 0.9Stl3E-06 
0.1~10E-01 0.4000E+03 0.1119£+0:' 0.7S00£-06 
SPECIM£N NUMl;ER 2-X T/2 
2CREF NREF KMAX 02C/ON 
0.2701E-01 0.SOOOE+02 0.1497E+OS 0.6364E-05 
0.d27E-01 1.0000E·02 0.1504E+05 0.4211£-05 
0.2744E-Ol 0.1500E+03 0.1509E.+05 0.2894£-05 
0.C758E_01 0.2000E.03 0.1512E+05 0.2S60E-05 
0.27721:.-01 0.25 00E+03 0.15161:.+05 0·33591:.-0S 
0.2793E_01 0.3000E+03 0.1522E+05 0.S436E-OS 
0.2tl29E-01 0.3500E+03 O.1532E+0~ 0.8941£-05 
0.2tltl5E-01 0.4000E+03 0.15 47E+05 o .1402E-04 
SPECIMEN NUMI3ER 2-46 TIc! 
2CREF NREF KMAX 02C/DN 
0.2720E_Ol 0.5000E+02 0.1502E+05 0.1614E_04 b:j 
0.27tl6E-01 1.0000E+02 0.1520E+05 0.1043t:-04 I N 0.2tl27E-01 0.IS00E+03 0.1531E+05 0.6 10 11:.-05 
0.2 tl5 OE_01 0.2000E+03 0.153tlE+OS 0.3513E_05 
0.2tlb6E.-01 0.2500E+03 0.1542£+0 5 0.3012£-05 
0.2884E-01 0.3000E+03 0.IS47E.+05 0.4946E-OS 
0.2920E-01 0.3S00E+03 0.1556E+05 0.9664E-05 
0.2'1tl6E-01 0.4000E+03 0.157 41:.+05 0.17S11:.-04 
SPECIMEN NUMl::lER 2-53 3T/4 
2CREF NREF KMAX 02C/ON 
O.4~63E-01 O.5000E+02 o.1946E+05 O.1829E-04 
o.4658E-01 1.0000E+02 o.1966E+05 O.1936E-04 
o .4-1=l4E-O 1 O.1S00E+03 O.1986E+05 O.1913t.-04 
O.4848E-Ol O.2000E+03 O.200SE+05 O.1847E-04 
O.4'i4OE-Ol O.2500E+03 O.2024E.+OS O.1824E.-04 
O.!J033E-Ol 0.3000E+03 o.2043E+OS 0.1930t.-04 
O.5136E_Ol 0.3500E+03 O.2064E+O~ O.2251E-04 
O.5c!b3E-Ol O.4000E+03 O.2089E+0~ O.2873E-04 
SPECIMt:.N NUM8ER 2-9 3T/4 
2CREF I~REF KMAX 02C/ON 
O.4~21E-Ol O.SOOOE+02 O.1937E+OS 0.1789E.-04 
O.4bO~E-Ol 1.OOOOE+02 O.195SE+05 O.163SE-04 
O.4686E-Ol O.1500E+03 o.1972E+O~ O.158YE-04 0:1 
I O.4765E-Ol O.2000E:+03 O.19SeE+o5 O.1563E-04 Vol O.4tl41E-Ol O.2S00E+03 O.2004E+05 O.146YE-04 
O.4Y09E-Ol O.3000E·03 0.201BE+OS 0.1219E-04 
O.49!J9E_Ol O.3500E.03 O.20~8E+OS O.7245E_OS 
O.4':11bE-Ol O.4000E+OJ 0.2032E.+05 1.0000E-07 
WELD 0.020 AIR TEST. N FLAW 
SPEC N A8-5 Tl4N SPEC N A7-1 T/2N SPEC N A5-1 T/2N SPEC N A2-1 3T14N SPEC N A3-5 3T/4N 
SIGMAX 0.105E+06 SIGMAX 0.105E·06 SIGMAX 0.105E+06 SIGMAX 0.105E·06 SIGMAX 0.105E+06 
2C N 2C N 2C N 2C N 2C N 
0.1320E-Ol 2 0.2940E-01 5 0.2860E-01 10 0.4110E-01 20 0.4040E-01 10 
0.13~OE-Ol 50 0.2940E-01 25 0.2880E-Ol 35 0.4170E-01 65 0.4080E-Ol 30 
0.13BOF.-Ol 100 0.29 /.OE-Ol 50 0.2940E-Ol 70 0.4200E-01 115 0.4090E-Ol 50 
0.1380E-Ol 180 0.2940£-01 75 O. 2(HOE-O 1 100 0.4210E-01 140 0.4130E-01 75 
0.1380E-Ol 205 0.2940E-01 110 0.2980E-Ol 125 0.4240E-Ol 165 0.4180E-Ol 125 
0.1380E-01 230 0.2940E-Ol 150 0.3010E-01 1~0 0.4(>40E-01 190 0.4330E-01 200 
0.1390E-01 260 0.2940£-01 175 0.3020£-01 175 0.42'lOE-01 215 0.4350E-01 225 
0.1390£-01 ~90 0.29'50£-01 200 0.3040E-Ol 200 0.4310E-Ol 240 0.4440E-Ol 250 
0.1400£-01 315 0.2900£-01 225 0.3040£-01 225 o .4390E-01 265 0.4460E-01 275 
0.1410£-01 345 0.2~60e:-Ol 250 0.3060£-01 250 0.4390E-Ol 290 0.4480E-01 300 
0.1410E-Ol 375 0.3000£-01 275 0.3070E-01 275 0.4440E-01 315 0.4540E-01 325 
0.}420E-Ol 400 0.3100£-01 300 0.3090E-01 300 0.4480E-01 345 0.4570E-Ol 350 
O. 0 0.3150E-Ol 350 0.3100E-Ol 325 0.4520E-01 370 0.4580E-Ol 375 
O. 0 o oJ 150£-0 1 375 0.3100£-01 350 o .45tiOE-01 400 0.4680E-01 400 
O. 0 0.3150E-U1 400 0.3100E-01 375 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 o. 0 0.3100E-01 400 o. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
il. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 t:tI 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 1 
.po. O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
-------- - - -- --O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
SPECIMEN NUMBER A8-S T/4N 
2CREF NREF KMAX 02C/ON 
0.1351E .. Ol 0.5000E+02 0.1055f.. .. 05 0.5116E-05 
0.131)9E-Ol 0.100OE+03 0.1062E+05 0.2340E-05 
0.13171::-01 0.1500E+03 0.1005E+05 0.1053E-0!':J 
0.13H1E-01 0.2000E+03 0.1066E+05 0.8454E-06 
o .13U7E-0 1 0.2500E+03 0.1068E+05 0.1300E-05 
0.1395E-01 0.3000E+03 001072E+05 0.2025E-05 
0.1407E-01 0.3500E+03 0.1076E+05 0.25'J3E-05 
0.1420E-Ol 0.4000E+03 001081E+05 0.2598E-05 
SPECIMEN NUI~BER A7-1 T/2N 
2CREF NREF KMAX 02C/ON 
0.2':1SZE-01 0.5000E+02 001559E"05 0.1000E-06 
0.293HE-Ol 0.1000E+03 0.1555E+05 0.1000E-06 
0.292bE-01 0.1500E+03 0.1552E+05 0.1000E-06 
0.29<+lE-01 0.2000E+03 0.15~6E"05 0.6628E-05 
0.2'J92E-01 0.2500E+03 0.1569E+05 0.1319E-0'+ 
003067E-01 0.3000E+03 0.1~84E+05 0.1576E-04 
0.3137E-01 0.3500E·03 0.1007E+05 0.101)5E-04 
0.315<+E-01 0.4000E .. 03 0.1611E+05 0.1000E-06 
5PECTMEN NUMBER AS-1 T/2N 
c'CRE:.F NREF KMAX 02C/ON 
0.2911F-Ol 0.5000E+02 0.15 I.9E+05 0.121>0E-04 
0.2965E-Ol 0.1000E+03 0.1562E+05 0.8774E-05 
0.3004E-01 0.1500E .. 03 0.1573E+05 0.67"6E-05 OJ I 0.3035E-01 0.2000E+03 0.15ElIE+05 0.571}8E-05 \JI 
0.3062E-01 0.2500E+03 0.1588E+05 0.5146E-05 
0.30H5E-01 0.3000E+03 0.1594E+05 0.4045E-05 
0.3101E-Ol 0.3500E+03 0.1598E+05 0.1742E-05 
0.3100E-01 0.4000E+03 0.1597E+05 0.1000E-06 
SPECIMEN NUMBER A2-1 3T/4N 
2CREF NREF KMAX D2C/DN 
O.4l48E-Ol O.SOOOE+02 O.1848E+OS O.939SE-OS 
0.4181E-Ol 0.100OE+03 O.18S7E+OS O.6992E-OS 
O.4223E-Ol O.lSOOE+03 O.186SE+OS O.80llE-OS 
0.4270E-01 O.2000E+03 O.187SE+OS O.1097E-04 
O.4334E-Ol O.2S00E+03 O.1889E+OS O.1438E-04 
O.4412E-Ol O.3000E+03 O.1906E+OS O.1677E-04 
O.44-HE-Ol O.3S00E+03 O.19~4E+OS 0.16bSE-04 
O.4S72E-Ol O.4000E+03 o ol940E+ OS O.12S3E-04 
SPECIMEN NUMBER A3-S 3T/4N 
2CI1EF NREF KMAX D2C/DN 
O.4087E-Ol O.SOOOE+02 O.l834E+OS O.11S3E-04 
O.41~7E-Ol O.lOOOE+01 0.18~OE+OS 0.1603E-04 
0.4?42F-Ol O.1~OOE+03 Ool869E+OS O.174BE-04 
O.4329F.:-Ol O.2000E+03 O.18Bt!E+OS O.170BE-04 t;;d I 
O.4412E-Ol O.2S00E+OJ O.1906E+OS O.1600E-04 0\ 
O.4490E-Ol O.3000E+03 O.1923E+OS O.lS45E-04 
O.4Sb9E-Ol O.3S00E+03 O.1940E+OS O.1662E-04 
O.46blE-Ol O.4000E+03 O.19SQE+05 O.2068E-04 
<;PEe N ;'-14 T/2 r: SPFC N ;'-17 TI2 0.020 E 
INCH ELONGATED FLAW 
S I G~1 to X 0.105E+06 SIGMAX 0.105E+06 
2C N 2c N 
0.4340F-Ol 0 0.4540F-01 0 
0.4340;:--01 20 0.4'310F-01 3 
0.43'i0r:-Ol 40 0.4500F-01 ?O 
0.43F,(H'-01 60 0.45:'0-:-1)1 40 
O.441()F-Ol flO 0.4610F-01 '10 SPEC I MEN NIIMBER 2-14 Tn E 0.4410F-Ol 100 n.4~t:lOF-01 120 2CRI:F NREF AREF Kr-l .. X D2C/DN 
0 ..... 430F-01 120 0.4630F-01 160 0.4362F-01 0.5000E+02 0.1031E-Ol 0.1741E+OS 0.7036E-05 
0.4410;;-01 140 0.4670F-01 200 0.4402E-Ol 001000E+03 0.10S1E-Ol 0.1753E+05 0.8558E-05 
0 ..... 1..1..0;;-01 160 0.4680F-01 230 0.4444F-01 0.1500E+03 0.1072E-01 0.1766E+05 0.7Q77E-05 
0.4470>'"-01 lAO 0.46%F-01 2AO 0.4481F-Ol O.2000E+o3 Ool090E-Ol 0.1717E+OS 0.65S0E-OS 
0.G.470F-01 200 n.4760F-Ol 310 0.4S10F-01 0.2"00E+OJ 0.1105E-Ol 0.1786E+05 0.553"£-05 
0.4500F-01 220 n.4770F---01 340 0.4539F-Ol 0.3000E+03 0.1119E-Ol 0.1795E+05 0.6189E-05 
0.4500 F-01 240 o.4850E-01 370 0.4577F-Ol 0.3500E+03 0.1139E-Ol 0.1806E+05 0.9770E-05 
o • I. 5 4 0 ::- - 0 1 2,,0 n.4870F-01 400 0.4643E-01 0.4000E+03 0.1172E-Ol O.1825E+05 0.1753£-04 0.4540 F -Ol 2,,(l 11 • 0 
0 ..... 530.-01 3no o. 0 SPEC I MEr,) NlJM8ER 2-17 T/2 E 0 ..... 550F-01 320 o. 0 2CRFF NREF AREF KMAX 02C/DN 
0.4550=--01 340 r) • 0 0.4557F-01 0.5000E+02 0.1038E-Ol 0.1762E+05 0.7b66E-05 O.4~A(I;::-01 3,,0 o. 0 0.4592F-01 0.1000F+03 0.1056E-01 0.1774E+05 0.6628£-05 0.46301;"-01 380 O. 0 O.4624E-01 0.1500E+03 0.1072E-Ol 0.1783E+05 0.6176E-05 
0.4640F-Ol 400 (l • 0 ('I.4655E-Ol 0.2000E+03 Ool088E-Ol Ool793E+05 0.6510E-05 
O. 0 o. 0 0.46911:-01 0.2500E+03 0.1105E-Ol 0.1804E·05 O.7831E-05 
O. Ii O. 0 O.4735E-01 0.3000E+03 o .1128E-Ol O.1817E·05 001034E-04 
o • 0 o. 0 0.47961:-01 0.3500E+03 0.1158E-Ol O.1835E·05 o .1423E-04 t:::J O. 0 n. 0 0.4880E-Ol O.4000E·03 O.1200E-Ol O.1860E·05 O.l972E-04 I 
--.I O. 0 o. 0 
O. 0 o • 0 
O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 n. 0 
O. 0 o. 0 
O. 0 (') . 0 
O. 0 o. 0 
O. 0 o. 0 
O. 0 () . 0 
O. 0 a. 0 
O. 0 n. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 
o. 0 O. 0 
o. 0 o. 0 
O. 0 n. 0 
O. 0 o. 0 
O. 0 o. 0 
O. 0 o. 0 
O. 0 o. 0 
O. 0 o. 0 
o. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 
o. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 
0.020 INCH WELD TEST. E FLAW SPEC N :'1-4 T/2E 'SPE.C N A10-2 TI2E 
5 IG'H .. .; O.10"it:+06 SIG~~AX 0.105E+06 
2C tJ 2C N 
0.VhOE-01 0 0.3980E-01 0 
0.3870F.-01 22 0.39801:-01 50 
0.lBdGE-01 40 0.3980E-01 100 
O. 3tHjOF-0 1 65 O.39BOF-01 125 
0.1890[-01 90 0.4080E-01 1:'0 SPECIMEN NUMBER A7-4 T/2E 
003WlOf--01 12<; 0.4200E-01 175 2CREF NREF AREF KMAX D2C/DN 0.3h90£-01 175 0.4240E-01 225 0.3879E-01 0.5000E+02 0.1019E-Ol 0.1684E+05 0.2552E-05 
O. ]',t)OE-Ol 200 0.4280F-01 250 0.3889E-01 0.1000[+03 0.1024E-01 0.1687E+05 o .1408E-05 0.,Q1OE-Ol 225 0.4280E-Ol 300 0.3894E-01 0.1500E+03 001027E-01 0.1689E+05 0.1021E-05 
0.3910E-Ol 2~0 0.42130E-Ol 350 0.3899E-01 0.2000E+03 0.1030E-01 0.1690E+05 0.1085E-05 
0.'910F.-01 3?O 0.4320E-01 400 0.3905E-01 0.2500E+03 0.1033E-Ol 0.1692E+0~ 0.1291E-05 
0.3920E-01 3:,':1 O. 0 0.3912F-01 0.3000E+03 0.1036E-01 0.1694E+05 0.1331E-05 
.).1920E-Ol 400 O. 0 0.3918E-01 0.3500E+03 0.1039E-01 0.1696E"05 0.8957E-06 
O. 0 O. 0 0.3920E-Ol 0.4000F.+03 0.1040E-01 0.1696E+05 0.1000E-06 
O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 SPECtMEN NUMBER A10-2 T/2E 
O. 0 O. 0 2CREF NREF AREF KMAX D2C/DN 
O. 0 O. 0 0.3928E-Ol 0.5000E+02 0.9941E.-02 0.1680E-05 0.2208E-05 
O. 0 O. 0 0.3988F-01 0.1000E+03 0.1024E-01 0.1699E,,05 0.1911E-04 
O. 0 o. 0 0.4097E-01 0.1500E+03 Ool01!lE-01 0.1731E"05 0.2254E-04 O. 0 O. 0 0.4199E-01 0.2000E-03 0.1130E-01 0.1761E+05 0.1745E-04 
O. 0 o. I) 0.42661'"-01 0.2500E+03 0.1163E-01 0.1780E+05 0.87!l9E-05 
O. 0 o. 0 0.4290E-01 0.3000E+03 0.117~E-01 0.1787E+0:' 0.1499E-05 b:J O. 0 O. 0 0.42911:-01 0.3500E+03 0.1116E-01 0.1787E"05 0.5337E-06 I 
O. 0 o. 0 0.4314E .. 01 0.4000E+03 0.1187E-01 0.1794E+05 0.1084E-04 OJ 
O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 I). 0 
O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 
o. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 o. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 o. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 
o. 0 O. 0 
o. 0 o. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 o. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 
.040 INCH NORMAL FLAW SPEC N 4-62 T/2 SPEC III 4-64 T/2 SPEC N 4-100 3T/4 SPEC N 4-115 3T 14 
SlGMAX 0.105[+06 SIGMAX 0.105E+06 SIGMAX 0.10SE+06 SIGMAX 0.10SE+06 
2C N 2C N 2C N 2C N 
0.5880E-01 0 0.S870E-01 a 0.8130E-01 0 0.8360E-01 0 
0'5880E-Ol 20 0.!:l<J90E-Ol 30 0.816 0E- 01 20 0.8410E-01 10 
0.~890t:-01 40 0.!:l'170E-01 50 0.8200E-01 40 0.8600E-01 !:l0 
0.~950t:-Ol 70 0.!:l990E-01 80 0.82401:.-01 60 0.8690E-Ol 70 
o ':'9'10E-0l 90 0.6020E-01 100 0.835 0t:-Ol 80 0.876 0E-01 90 
U.6000E-Ol 110 0.6060E_Ol 130 0.H420E-01 105 0.8800E-Ol 110 O.6010t::-01 130 0.6U90E-ol 155 0.8490t.:-Ol 120 0.8900E-Ol 130 
U'6100E-Ol I!:lO 0.6100E-01 190 0.8530 1:.-01 137 0.9020E-Ol 150 0.61 60E_01 180 0.61 9 OE_Ol ~20 0.85HOE-Ol 160 0.9100E-Ol 170 
0.6200E-Ul 210 0.6120E-Ol 240 0.86,+oE-Ol 180 0·9120E-Ol 19 0 0.6190t:-Ol 240 0.6170E-Ol 270 0.87101:.-01 200 0.9190E-Ol 210 
u.61'10E-Ol 270 0.6~10E-Ol 290 0.H7'10E-01 230 0.9270E-01 2 30 0.0260E-01 300 0.1;)230E-01 310 0.8930t::-01 260 0.9360E-01 250 0.6280E_01 330 0.6dOE_01 330 0.89!:lOE_01 290 0.9390E-Ol 270 0.6320E-U1 360 0.0~'+OE-01 350 0.89701:'.:-01 305 0.9390E-Ol 29 0 
0'6360E-Ol 380 0.6 280E-Ol 370 0.89801:.-01 325 0.9490E-Ol 3 10 0.6350E-Ol 400 0.6J30E-01 390 0.9140E-01 3~5 0.9630E-01 330 
0 0.6320E-01 <too 0.92301:'.:-01 375 0.9710E-01 350 
0 0 0.92401:'.:-01 390 0.9740E-01 370 
0 0 0.9230£-01 400 0.9800E-Ol 390 
0 0 0 0.9810E-Ol <tOO 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
t;d 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 \0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 









0. 0 3/2(-01 










SPEC I ~lt.N NUMtlER 
ct-REF 
0.HC40E-(;1 
O. fj.l':i3t-O 1 
O.H:>()jE:.-Ol 



































































































































WELl) 0.040 AIR TEST. N FLAW SPEC N 812-1 T/4N SPI:C N AB-2 T/4N SPEC N 923-1 T/2N SPEC N 824-4 T/2N SPEC N 822-5T3/4N SPEC N 1;8-3 3T/4N 
SIG'-IAX 0.105E·06 SIGMAX 0.105E·06 SIGMAX 0.10:'E+06 S I G'~AX 00105E+06 SIGMAX 0.105E"06 SlGr~AX 0.105("'06 
2C N 2C N 2C N 2C N 2C N 2C N O.?~<)OE-Ol 10 0.2790[-01 5 0.5470E-Ol 2 0.5780E-Ol 10 0.8570£-01 2 0.6640£-0} 0 
0.2840E-01 SO 0.2830[-01 SO 0.5470E-01 20 0.5790E-01 55 0.8550E-01 '. a 0.8730E-01 20 0.28501:-01 125 0.2840E-Ol 100 0.5500E-01 40 0.5800E-Ol 100 0.8750E-01 70 0.SUOOE-01 35 
0.?8'iOE-01 ~OO 0.?H9I)E-Ol 150 0.5490E-01 60 0.,)910E-01 125 0.9050E-Ol 100 0.8':130~-01 50 
0.?'l70f-01 275 0.2940[-01 cOO 0.5500t:-Ol 80 0.5960E-01 150 0.9210E-01 130 0.&9401:-01 65 
0.2fl90E-01 3~t) 0.2920E-01 250 0.5560E-Ol 105 0.5980E-01 175 0.94 itOE-01 160 0.9140[-01 8S 
0.2920E-01 '+00 0.2940[-01 300 0.5580E-01 130 0.60~OE-Ol 200 0.9650[-01 190 0.9140[-01 100 
o. 0 0.2970E-01 350 0.5b20E-01 160 0.5970E-01 225 0.9650E-01 220 0.9230E-Ol 115 
o. 0 0.2980E-01 400 0.5680E-Ol 215 0.6080E-01 250 0.9820E-01 2"15 0.Q3~0!:-01 130 o. 0 o. 0 0.56901:-01 250 0.6000E-Ol 275 001012E"'00 250 o.'Uba:;:-Ol 1/,5 
O. I) o. 0 0.5710F.-01 c!70 0.6030E-01 300 0.1020E·OO 280 0.9490::::-01 175 O. ') o. 0 0.57~0E:.-01 e90 0.b120E-01 325 001035E·CO 310 0.9550E-01 1'10 O. 0 o. 0 0.~770E-Ol 310 0.6260E-01 350 001061E"00 3'.0 o .9':;'JOE-Ol 20~, 
O. .) O. 0 0.5820E:.~01 340 0.6JOOE-01 375 0.1063E-00 370 0.9750E-01 2 ,~ 
- , O. I) O. 0 0.5B40E-01 3.,0 O.6jOOE-01 ~OO 0.~084E"OO 400 O.97QC[-Cl 25,1 
O. 0 o. 0 0.5t.i40E-01 3HO O. 0 O. 0 0.98..)OE-01 290 O. 0 o. 0 0.5B80E-01 400 O. 0 O. 0 0.9')20E-01 2 Q 5 O. 0 o. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 o • 49 /, 0 E - 0 1 310 
O. 0 o. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O.lOOt-l+CO 335 O. 0 o. 0 o. 0 O. 0 o. 0 0.1009E·00 35C O. n o. 0 O. 0 O. 0 o. 0 001017E-00 J/,5 
o. a o. 0 O. 0 O. 0 o. 0 0.10<:':1("00 300 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 o. 0 O. 0 001041EoOO 400 
O. 0 o. 0 O. 0 o. 0 O. 0 O. 0 b:I I O. 0 o. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 t-' 
O. 0 O. 0 o. a O. 0 o. 0 o. 0 t-' O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 o. \l o. 0 o. 0 O. 0 o. 0 O. 0 o. 0 O. 0 o. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 o. 0 o. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
o. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 o. 0 o. 0 O. 0 o. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 o. 0 o. 0 o. 0 O. 0 O. 0 o. 0 o. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 o. 0 O. 0 O. 0 o. 0 O. 0 o. 0 O. 0 O. 0 o. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 o. 0 O. 0 O. 0 o. 0 o. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 o. 0 o. 0 o. 0 o. 0 o. 0 O. a O. 0 O. 0 o. 0 O. 0 o. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 o. 0 o. 0 o. 0 o. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 o. 0 O. 0 o. 0 O. 0 o. 0 o. 0 o. 0 O. 0 o. 0 o. 0 o. 0 o. 0 o. 0 o. a o. a O. 0 o. 0 o. 0 O. 0 o. 0 o. 0 O. 0 o. 0 O. 0 o. 0 O. 0 O. 0 o. 0 O. 0 O. 0 o. 0 o. 0 o. 0 o. 0 o. 0 o. 0 O. 0 O. 0 o. 0 o. 0 o. 0 o. 0 O. 0 o. 0 O. 0 O. 0 o. 0 o. 0 o • 0 O. 0 o. 0 O. 0 o. 0 o. 0 
SPECIMEN NUMI:.iER 812-1 T/4N 
2CREF NREF KMAX 02C/ON 
0.2!:!43E-Ol 0.5000E·02 0.1530E+05 0.1000E-06 
0.2843E-Ol 0.1000E+03 0.1530E+05 0.6004E-06 
0.28'+8E-Ol 0.1~00E+03 0.1531E"05 0.1156E-05 
0.2855£-01 0.2000E+03 0.1533E.+05 0.1431E-05 
0.2863£-01 0.2500E+03 0.1535E+05 0.1810E-05 
0.2873E-01 0.3000E+03 0.153I:lE·05 0.2681E-05 
O.~f191E-01 0.35nOE·03 0.1543E+05 0.4430E-05 
0.~920E-01 0.4000E·03 0.1550E+05 0.7441E-05 
SPE.C I ~1EN NUMB!::R 88-2 T/4N 
2CHEF NPEF KMAX 02C/ON 
0.2819£-01 0.5000E+02 0.15c3E+05 0.6Q58E-05 
0.~8":l6E-Ol 0.1000E+03 0.1533E+05 0.1380E-05 
0.2890f-01 0.1500E·03 0.15'+3E+05 0.6271E-05 
0.2917E-01 0.2000(+03 0.1550E+05 0.4463E-05 
0.?93'5F-Ol 0.2500(+03 0.1555E+05 0.2790E-0~ 
0.2947E-01 0.3000E.03 0.1558E+05 0.2085E-05 
0.2 Q ":l9E-01 0.3500E+03 0.1561E+05 0.3183E-05 
0.2983E-01 0.4000E+03 0.1567E+05 0.6915E-05 
C;PECIMEN NUM8ER A23-1 T/2N 
2CREF NREF KMAX 02C/ON 
O:l 0.'54<.14E-01 0.5000E·02 0.2127E+05 0.8045E-05 I 
0.'5542£-01 0.1000£+03 0.2136E+05 0.1053E-04 t-" 
0.5597E-Ol 0.1500£+03 0.2147E+05 0.1128E-04 N 
0.5653£-01 0.2000E+03 0.2157£+05 0.1104E-04 
0.5 r07F.-Ol 0.2500E+03 0.2160E"05 0.1056£-04 
().5760E-Ol 0.3000E+03 0.2n8E·05 0.1059E-04 
O. "tH '5E-0 1 0.3500E+03 0.21118E+05 0.1189E-04 
0.5882E-01 0.4000E+03 0.2201E+05 0.1519E-04 
SPI::C It-lr_N NUo'';llI::H B24~4 T/2N 
2C;lEr NREF KMAX D2C/DN 
O.S813E-01 0.5000E·02 0.2188E·05 0.1294E-04 
o .5'l77E-O 1 0.1000E+03 0.2200E+05 0.1249E-04 
0.5936[-01 0.1500E·03 0.2211E·05 0.1071E-04 
0.0.;98:'E-Ol 0.2000E·03 0.2220E+05 0.9295E-05 
O.b I1 3?E-Ol 0.2500E·03 0.2228E·05 0.9965E-05 
0.6091E-Ol 0.3000E·03 0.2239E·05 0.1443E-04 
O.hld5E-Ol 0.3500E+03 0.2257[+05 0.2441E-04 
O.&347F-Ol 0.4000E·03 0.2286E+05 0.4160E-04 
SPECIMEr. NUMBER 622-5T3/4N 
2CREF NREF K~IAX D2C/DN 
O.H6tl7E-01 0.5000E+02 0.2674E+05 0.4789E-04 
O.I1'J7SE-O) 0.1000E+03 0.2718E·05 0.6517E-04 
0.Q320E-01 0.1500E+03 0.2710E+05 0.1129E-04 
0.llS75E-Ol 0.2000E·03 0.2822E .. 05 0.6964E-04 
o.:OOlE"OO 0.2500E+03 0.2871E+05 0.6359E-04 
0.lJ31E+00 0.3000E-+03 0.2913E+05 0.5656E-0'+ 
0.10:'''E'''.)0 0.3500E+03 0.29!J1E+05 0.519<'E-04 
0.1084f+00 0.4000E-+03 0.2987E"05 0.5307E-04-
SPECIMtN NU~mER 88-3 3T14N 
ZCREf NREF KMAX D2C/DN 
0.88<15E-01 0.5000E+02 0.2706E·05 0.5341E-04 
0.,11:'9E-01 0.1000E+03 0.2746E"05 0.5101E-04 t;d 
'1. 'J1'77t:-0 1 0.1500[·03 0.27BIE+05 0.4397E-04 I 
O.'J'::>'PE-Ol 0.2000E+03 0.2811E"05 0.3612E-04 I-' UJ 
0.'Jr64E-01 0.2500E"03 0.2835E"05 0.3129E-04 
0.q921E-01 0.3000E+03 0.2858E·05 0.3330E-04 
0.1011E"00 0.3500E+03 0.2886E"05 0.4598E-04 
0.10'+1[+00 0.4000E+03 0.2927E+05 0.7316E-04 
0.040 IN. CRyO-PROOF, N FLAW 
SPEC N 4-20 TI2N SPEC N 4-11 T/2N SPEC N 4-12 3T/4N SPEC N 4-90 3T/4N 
SIGr'A '( ll.10~t::+06 SIGMAX Ool05E.06 SIGMAX 0.105E·06 SIGMAX 0.10SE·06 
2C N 2C N 2C N 2C N 
0.':>7f.OE-01 4 0.6210E-Ol 0 Ool066E."OO 2 0.9460E-01 S 
U.5790E-Ol 25 0.6220£-01 25 Ool09bE"+00 ?S 0.9630E-Ol 25 
0."'901'"-01 ~o 0.6250E-Ol 50 0.1153E·00 50 0.9820E-01 45 
O.')tl~OE-Ol 7<5 0.6470E-Ol 7S 0.118~E".00 75 0.1008E·00 65 
0.SH80F-01 100 0.6~00E-01 105 0.1205E·00 95 0.1028E.00 85 
0.'>d90E-01 125 0.6~30E-01 125 0.1220E+00 115 0.1028E+00 105 
0.')990E-01 150 0.6~c30E-01 150 0.1234E+OO 13:' 0.10~6E+00 125 
0.(,020E-Ol 190 0.6:'00E-Ol 175 0.1252E+00 155 0.10~6E+00 145 
0.60,)OE-Ol cOO 0.6740F.-Ol 200 0.1269E+00 185 0.1070E.+00 165 
0.60ROE-Ol 22'i 0.6770E-Ol 225 0.1289E+OO 200 0.1086[+00 185 
0.6130£-01 250 0.6760E-Ol 250 0.1306E·OO 220 0.1094E+OO 2!5 
0'''170E-Ol c75 0.6c330£-01 275 0.1330E."00 240 0.1106E+00 230 
0.6170E-Ol 300 0.6850E-01 300 0.1343E+00 260 0.1127E.+00 270 
O. 6,~20E-O 1 32:' 0.68~UE-Ol 325 0.1362E+00 280 0.1152E+00 305 
0 .... 2301:-01 350 0.6860E-Ol 350 0.1390E"00 310 0.1173E+00 340 
ll.62AOE-01 375 0.6910E-Ol 375 0.1401E+00 325 0.11~OE+00 375 
0.£>280E-Ol 400 0.6970E-Ol 400 0.1417E+00 335 0.1192E+00 390 
O. 0 O. 0 0.1419E~00 37~ 0.1207E+00 400 
O. 0 O. 0 0.1436E+OO 38~ O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 0.1445E.+OO 400 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 tP 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 I 
..... O. (\ O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 ~ 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 





O.5 11 b2E-Ol 
0.':'047t:-01 
O.h123E-01 
O. h1 d'3f-:-01 
0.62'+0<::-0\ 
0.62boF-01 










SPEC p:u, NlH~I:!ER 
2CPEF 
,J • 1 1 4'1 t .. 0 0 
o • 1 2 I) bE:" 0 0 
() • 1 ;; " 9 f: .. 0 0 
'}. 12 >j9i:." 0 I) 
..... 133 t,F+.)0 
) .t3IJuc"+00 
1).142U::-+,)0 
0.1 .. )8::+00 






























































































































0.O4() I '~CI1 !::(.ONG.HErl FLA'tI AIR 
Sr'rC II) .. -tH T/,+ f.. SPE:..C N 4-89 T I'. E ~PEC \j 4-48 T/? ~. ~fJEC tJ 4-46 Tn I' 
S1"Ml\X 1).10')r.+'Jb ':>IGMAi- 0.1Q:'E+O'> Sl\:lr~AX O.ll)'jF+Ob SIG~lAX 0.10'>F+/)1i 
?C '10 2C rJ 2C N ?C N 
,'.3of,Ot:-Jl ,l C.4 u t>OE.-01 0 o ol14tl'::·OO u \) • 1 ) 74 F + I) (1 l' 
0.1f,{llr_ 1Jl ~O O.,+040f.-u1 hI) 0.114;/~+OO ... 0 O.ll'<OF.OO 25 
U.3hHOf..- ll l 220 CJ ... ll,0~-lJ1 1(1) O.1160E+OO 40 o • 1 1;' 1 ~. + 0 0 :,IJ 
U •• nLlo .. -IJ! "'] 0 o .'.luOE-Ol liiJ U.116:J1:,+()O ~O O.ll'ir,F+OO 7" 
,I • j 7 1 n r - 1,1 1 j.,u o ... loOt"-Ol ~ .. Il O.1171t:+1J0 ~O O.llo..l~r+O(l '7(' 
'1037101:.-01 "G\l (I.4~1Uf-Gr 30 I' O.11tl~:::·110 1(11) I) • I? '1"3" + 0 0 1 ~c 
U. I) 0.4('601'"-01 Jt 0 O.11-l"L+OO 1~0 0.1/'17'=-+/J11 14 r, 
tJ • u 0.,+,,uOf-C1 400 Ool1cioF+OO )4(1 O.li::P':+(oO 110 
IJ • U O. ,) O.ll·IIE·OO 170 tJ.l?JS ... ·OO !-I" 
,I • IJ O. 0 0.11-10[-')0 1M:' O.12-'1f- -00 2~o1 
rJ • 0 O. I) o. 1 ~ I) 1 r:-> 0 0 200 G·ll'~l""+OO) ?4(1 
u. I) () . 0 1l.1?llol:,+OO 210 ().ll~o.;':.+OO ~'>C, 
IJ • U O. U O.l~u~~ .'JO 2'j0 O.l?l'+f:+OO 2d0 
u. 0 O. I) u .1?IJ';/C./J0 no I) • I?" 3 ".: + 0 0 300 
0) • 0 O. (1 u.l?O~t:.OO 2"0 0.1<'<",);:+01) 3i::fl 
,) . J 0. 0 0.1216t:+OO 310 1).12,OF+UO 3'+0 
" . 
I) o. 0 O.l?bc+110 3 ~(J O.l~"q~-OtJ j'>O 
oj. U o. 0 O.l?24"::·OO 3:'0 1l.1?';4··00 3",(1 
I) • I) O. 0 O.1?26C+OO 37(1 l).12..,';1"~+(10 4.) 0 
I) • 11 O. 0 Ool?.:lllE·OO 3 ~o (1. 
" ttl I) • u I). 0 O.1?33t;.+OO 41\0 0. 0 I 
O. 0 \I. 0 0. 0 O. I) t-' 0\ J. 0 O. 0 \I • 0 O. (1 
j. 0 O. 0 O. 0 o. 0 
O. 0 o. 0 O. I) O. 0 
O. IJ O. 0 o. I) O. iI 
I) • () O. 0 II • 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 0. 0 IJ. U 
J. 0 o. 0 0. (/ O. ~ 
0. IJ O. 0 O. /J O. lJ 
I) • I) O. 
° 
O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. n o. 0 
I) • 0 O. 0 O. u O. I) 
O. I) O. 0 O. lJ O. (I 
O. I) o. c o. () O. n 
O. 0 O. 0 U. f) O. C 
O. 0 O. 0 O. II l) • f) 
O. \I o. 0 O. 0 .) . 0 
I). () O. 0 0. 0 U. (1 
U. 0 Ii. 0 O. (, o. (I 
O. 0 O. 0 O. fJ O. C 
U. I) O. 0 1.1. I) O. (I 
0. U O. 0 O. I) O. 0 
0, I) O. 0 U. 0 O. rJ 
O. Il O. 0 U. I) O. 0 
O. u O. 0 O. 0 O. Ii 
0. f) O. G O. (J O. v 
I). I) O. 0 O. 0 I). 0 
O. \l O. 0 O. 
° 
O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 o. I) U. (' 
C;PEG l~Ir..N NIJMtlEH ,+-1:<7 T/4 [ 
2LREF Nrlr ~- ARt:F I<MAJI l)('CI UI~ 
o db61Jc.-O 1 0.50001::+02 1).~:'4t">f.-u2 0.15<'11:"'0'" 0.7'13h~-OO 
0.30f1F.-ul 1).1000r+0.:l 1).':;'-:JS4=:-02 0.15911:+0':; t).liCjI"'L-OI 
O. l07 <'E-o 1 0.1500[+03 o .H<Jl)ut.-02 0015'-12t:":1"; G.':' "c .. !-, ... -Db 
0 • ..1o/7L-Ol O.20UOt:+Oj O.Cl~t35t.-U2 0.1S4.:lL+O"' (,.1
"
'(--0 ..... 
O.ji.)(17r_-01 u.2SuO€+l)J ().rlbJ4-.:.-a2 0.1C,'-,7::.+;:"> C.~33Mt..-0' 
\1. joc,'Jr -01 0.30U()t+o3 o .~f)ljl)f-__ ~? o • ](, 1')] ~ .. I "' IJ .t':..(.,\...2~-0""., 
O.J{10L-OJ O.35(1U~"0..1 o .fl (4"L-1j2 1l.1t>OI,t- +')..., " • 1 .:l /J (L - 'J '::> 
O.31l0E-01 o • 4 0 0 C t + I) 3 (\." 1"';IE-O? 0.16(\'':. ... Oc.. 0.:('e()I~-)t'l 
C;PEG ItkN N'II"itl~_R ... -H9 T/ .. ~-
cCHt.F !mE"" A'<'=.F '<1'1A ~ L\l'C/U\ 
o .'H,')1C-Ol 0.":iOOot.+(.2 11. q~":l-{t.-o2 1).1 f:t'-,,,i:.+ or.., jl • ...,:J~o,._-tlb 
O. '.0061:-0 1 O.lOUOE+03 0.10U.:lt.-Ul o • 1 ,,';I '-i ~_ • (J ~ lJ .4~f..'\;r- -O~ 
0.4U",0t--01 o .lSUOF +C.:l 0.101"::.-01 0.17 0 K~ + G I, o. -(4Q ... ':,_IJ':t 
0.41..1«E-Ol O.?OOUr:"'(l3 ().1('':SlE-01 u.H?lI:+IJ'S O.r-dn'"-O:' 
O. 'd "4::.-0 1 1).?~OOr+O.:l n.106?t.-01 C.17J::>t.." .... o • '-11 /.jl- -! .. :-.. 
a • 4cc7F ~O 1 ().:;'lllOF.n~ n. 10 k.:ll:.-,\ J 0.1 74r)l:.+ 0':> (J • t 7 (r: -_ - II '-
0 ... 2':>9t:-01 o. ~500t: + OJ 11.1U"Gt:-'l1 O.17~7t+Gc.. I) ." ,7 (r_ - t: ':-
O. 4e"yt:-O 1 o • '. 0 0 0 t • 0 .:l 0.11')':>>:'-01 Ool7AH_+o'-- l'. lv 0 0':.-1, t> 
SPEC I,~::r~ NUI·It-ll:4 4_t,H Tic ~ 
.:: .. ~~_F 'Jf<f F /lHt.~ K~AY u",C/.;I' 
c::J O.llo4r_+OO o. ':l 0 V !J~ • () l' n.?J3nl:::-(\1 O. ?-Il ')t-+ US 11. __ '44<:.-04 I 
u.ll-/'JF.oo 11.1000F_+u3 n .?I.(J4t -0 1 O.? r4~"_+(J·J C.('tll::-lJ4 I-' 
--.J o • 1 1 oJ 11 ~_ .0 () o • 1 :> ,J 0 ~ + 0 ~ (\.?461':.-ol 0.?7r?E:"'C"> o • ? 0 ,J (' c_ - (' i> 
O.1l..;9E+Ofl o • i' 0 'J 0 r. + C:;. o.?Si)ht.-(ll O.?-("'lt+O<' (,.!r1'+"_-lJ4 
O.l'::OH'_+OiJ il.)~(jOE+u3 n. ':>:,44r_-0 1 0.?b07t.+00; o • .1. " -.. ., c.. - ( I L 
0.1e14fO+OO O. 3ilUO"_+U~ (\.?"'~Or_-01 Q.ct>?l't.+':S {I • 1 -+ y (-' :. - C 4 
0.1<::22\:+011 U.3C,OO~+')-' (\. "'-'c' 11: -fl 1 O.?[,3;'t.+ i):> tJ.!t::,:..~-rI4 
O.lcJ3!:.+OO O.4000F+O~ 1).?h7:-':-111 ') .'?t.bl~+O~ () ·.:''':''J~-04 
.,PEG lt~t.t. NUMtH'-~ '+-46 T/2 I:. 
c:CREF NHEF A 1-(\:. F ~rtA " U2L/LJj\I 
0.l1tl51:::+00 0.50lJOE+0? O. ?3CI4 c.-0 1 O.nl~c.+05 ('.<'<'lCr-0 4 
0.11'151:+00 O.lOOlJt:+u-, 11.13S H:-O 1 0.?739'-+0 .... n • .:: II Hi ~-0 4 
O.lcJ'Jt: .. OO O.l5uOb+u.:l O.';>411t-01 0.?7A3i+O'" O,"?~-'L-04 
O.ldFlE+OO O.C'OJOE+OJ ('.?"rH.-al 0.;,>7 4 4::+U5 fJ' <':J~L.L-u'> 
0.1'::321::+00 o .25JOE+O:1 n.2,:>3ht.-Ol O.2~nt-_+(j5 G • I hI" L - V I> 
0.lc45t.+00 O.30uOt. ... n3 1).?t.10::'-01 O. ?f1<+ ft..· 'J" ,).2'\ 7 ,:>,- -\J " 
O.l'::bO=.+OO \J. 3500f "(Jj n. 26-1 ':;11:-0 1 o • :?!' 7 S t- .. (J C; o • c ~ ') .~ r - 0 £, 
0.1'::1lt.+00 1l.I'OOOE ... O-, n.;-7Jjt-Ol O. 2b'1-/ t..+ 1)'0 n.lt'Hr-U'+ 









o .111;OE-0 1 16C; 
0.lA •• OF-01 180 
O.lHI)OE-Ol 205 
0.3HI)OF-01 230 
O. "\>-.&OE-O 1 <'55 
O.lHov'-Ol ~dO 
0.3~oOE-01 305 
O. 3BHOF-0 1 136 
O • .,quOE-Ol 3,0 



































0.040 INCH WELD TE~T, ~ FLAW 
SPEC N 818-3 T/2E SPEC N Hl~-5 T/2E 
SIGMAX 0.105E+06 SIGMAX 0.105E+06 
2C N 2C N 
0.1024F+00 10 0.1022E.00 0 
0.1028E+00 30 0.1022E+00 20 
0.1035E+00 50 0.1022E+00 40 
0.10J'E+00 75 0.1022E+00 60 
0.1048E-00 100 0.1023E'00 80 
O.1049F'00 125 0.1027E+00 110 
0.1055E+00 ISO 0.1027E+00 140 
0.1057E'OO 175 0.1030E+00 1':10 
O.10~9E'OO 225 0.1031~·00 220 
0.1059F-00 250 0.1043E+00 250 
0.1061F+00 275 0.10S1E+00 280 
0.1070f'00 300 0.1067~+00 340 
O.1078E+00 325 0.10HOE-00 370 
0.1082E+00 350 0.lOH4E+00 400 
0.1090E+00 375 O. 0 
0.1090E+00 400 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 
o. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. (I 
O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 
SPECIMEN NUMBER 815-2 T/4E 
2CHEF Nf.!EF AREF KMAX 02C/ON 
0.3785E-01 0.5000E+02 0.9414E-02 0.1645E+05 0.4510E-OS 
0.3H07E-01 0.1000E+03 0.9S!:!7E-02 0.1652E+05 0.445QE-05 
0.3828E-01 0.1500["03 0.9692[-02 0.1659E+05 0.3868E-05 
O.3H46E-01 0.2000E+03 0.9779E-02 0.1664E+05 0.3096E-0o; 
0.3!:!60F.-01 0.2500F+03 0.9849E-02 0.1669E+05 0.2501f-,15 
O.3~H2E-Ot 0.3000E+03 0.9909E-02 0.1672E+0~ 0.2443E-05 
0.3f:l86F-01 0.3500l"03 0.9978F-02 0.1677E"05 o .3279E-05 
O.1~07E-01 0.4000E+03 0.1008E-01 0.1683E+05 0.5370E-OS 
,)PECIMEN NUMBER B18-3 T/2E 
2CREF NREF AREF KMAX 02C/ON 
0.1035F+00 0.5000E·02 0.2106E-01 0.2573E·05 0.2678[-04 
0.10'+5E+00 0.1000E+03 0.2157E-01 0.2596E·05 0.1515E-04 
0.1052E·OO 0.1500E+03 0.2188E-01 0.2610E·05 001019E-04 
0.10S6F"00 0.2000E+03 0.2212E-01 0.2621E·05 0.1021f-04 
0.10b2E+00 0.2500E+03 0.2241E-01 0.2634E+05 0.13:'1E-04 
0.11)70E+00 0.3000E+03 0.22811-:-01 0.2652E"05 0.18'+OE-04 
0.1081E·OO 0.3500E·03 0.2333E-01 0.2674:::+05 0.2320E-04 
001093E+OO 0.4000E+03 0.2396E-01 0.2701E+05 0.2620E-04 
SPECIMlN NUMBER B1S-S T/2E 
2CREF NREF AREF KMAX 02C/ON 
0.1023E+00 0.SOOOE+02 0.2047E-01 0.2546E·OS o .165/_E-OS 
0.10~4E"00 O.1000E+03 0.2049E-01 0.2547E·05 0.1352E-0o; 
0.1026E+00 0.1500E+03 0.2059E-01 0.2551[+05 0.7136E-05 to 0.1032E+OO 0.2000E+03 0.2088E-01 0.2565E+05 0.159 QE-04 I 
0.1042F.·OO 0.2500E·03 0.2139E-01 0.2588[+05 0.2488[-04 I-' \0 0.1056E+00 0.3000E·03 0.2210E-01 0.2620E·05 0.3079E-04 
0.1072E·OO 0.3500E·03 0.2280[-01 0.2655E+05 0.3070E-04 
0.1085E·OO 0.4000E+03 0.2356E-01 0.2684E+OS 0.2159E-04 
0.040 IN. on'O-PROOF, E FLAW 
sPt:c N 4-112 T/4E SPEC N 4-42 TI2E SPEC N 4-86 T/2E 
SIGI>1AX O.105F::+06 SIGMAX 0.105E+06 SIGMAX 0.105E+06 
2C N 2C N 2C N 
0.3%OE-Ol 4 0.1076E+00 5 0.100H:."00 4 
0.3960E-Ol 25 0.1077E+00 25 0.1004f ... 00 25 
0.3Y90E-01 50 0.1098E·OO 50 0.1005t. ... 00 50 
0.4000~-01 7<; 0.1116E+00 75 0.1012E+00 75 
0.4000E-01 100 o 01116E+00 100 0.1019E"'00 100 
0.4010E-Ol 125 0.1124E"'00 125 0.1021E"'00 125 
fJ.401lJE-01 150 0.11~5E+00 1<;0 0.1023E"'00 150 
0.4D20E-01 175 0.1126F·00 175 0.10~3E"'00 175 
o ... O;>OF::-Ol 200 0.1143E·00 200 0.10~8E+OO 200 
0.4040F-Ol as 0.1143F+OO 225 0.1031E"'00 225 
0.4040E-01 2sn 0.114'E+OO 250 0.1032E+00 250 
O.40hOF-01 ns 0.11~1F+OO 275 0.1035E+OO ~-'5 
0.40(-'OE-01 301) O.l1~HE·OO 300 0.1035E+OO 300 
0.41)60E-01 325 0.1162F ... 00 325 0.1045E"00 325 
0.40/iOE-01 3"<; 0.1107E.00 3~0 0.1045E+00 350 
0.40hOE:-01 400 0.1175£.00 375 0.1048E+00 37!J 
O. 0 0.1191£·00 400 0.1058E·00 .. 00 
O. 0 o. 0 o. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
o. 0 o. 0 O. 0 
o. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
o. 0 O. 0 o. 0 O;l I O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 N 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
o. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
o. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
o. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
o. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
o. 0 o. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 o. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 o. 0 o. 0 
D. 0 O. 0 o. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 o. 0 
O. 0 o. 0 o. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 o. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 o. 0 
o. 0 o. 0 o. 0 
o. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 o. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 o. 0 O. 0 
D. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
u. 0 o. 0 O. 0 
LINE NO.71A3332802 
RROR NUMHER 0078 
ALL ED FROM I~PUTC 














































0.2500E+03 0.10 4 1E-Ol 
0.3000E"03 0.10 4 9E-01 






















ILLEGAL DATA IN FIELD" FORMAT 




























































OEMTNERALIlEO WATER N FLAW 
sPeC N 4-fl2 TI? C;PFC III 4-04 Tn <;PEC N '4-24 T/2 N SPEC N 4-21 T/2 N 
SIG~~x O.loSE"nf> SII,MAX 0.10:'E+n6 SIr,'~AX 0.105E+Ob SIGMAX 0.105E+06 
~r N 2c N 2C N 2C N 
0.<;RI10F-Ol 0 o .<;H70F-01 0 O.';740F.-Ol 3 0.5190E-Ol 10 O.<;tlAOF-nl <'0 0.c;990F-01 10 0.5A30E-Ol 20 0.5810F-Ol 30 
0.'i>l90F-01 40 O. <;970F-0 1 .. 0 0.58101:-01 40 0.S810E-Ol 50 0.<;9o:;OF-01 10 0.5990F-Ol A.O 0.'i8bOE-01 f:l0 O.5H40E-01 10 
O.'i~qOI'"-OI 90 n.~020F-01 100 0.5Bf:l'JE-Ol 130 0.5H:'IlE-01 90 
O.~OOO""-Ol 110 n.f>060F-01 110 0.'l910E-Ol 110 0.587UI'.:-01 110 
0.<.010F-{11 110 o e/iO~OF-O 1 l'i5 U.'i9l11f-Ol 130 0.:'870f-Ol 130 
O.~100""-Ol 1<;0 O.f>lOOF-Ol 1~0 1l.<;9<'OF-Ol 150 O.'lB~Of-.-Ol 150 
o .<.l~OF-O 1 1130 0.1i190""-01 220 0.'i'i3IJE-01 110 o • 58t:lllE-0 1 180 
O.~?OOF-Ol 210 O •• q20F-0 1 240 0.C,940E-Ol 190 0.5B/jUE-01 210 0.AI40F-01 240 O.hl rOF-Ol 270 0.<;960E-Ol 210 0.58/jOE-01 240 
0,"190""-01 210 0.F,210F-Ol 2QO 0.'i960,,-01 240 O.'iS/jOE-Ol 210 0 • .,2f..OF-Ol 30n 0.A230F-01 310 o .1i00 Of-:-Ol 270 0.5A70E-Ol 300 
0.';2>'10"'-01 310 n.F,270E-01 330 a.ADOOE-Ol 300 0.59bOf.:-01 330 
O.';J?OF-Ol 3f>O 0."'2'+0""-01 3<;0 0.1)1011E-Ol 330 O.bOOOE-Ol 360 
0.';31i0~·-01 380 n.h2!:lOF-01 370 0.flI40E-01 3f:l0 0.fl140E-01 400 
0."3<;0'=-01 400 0.6330F-Ol 390 0.fl150E-01 380 O. 0 
O. 
" 
0.h320F-01 400 O.1)1S0E-Ol 400 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 o. 0 
O. 0 n. 0 O. 0 o. 0 
o. 0 o. 0 o. 0 o. a 
O. 0 o. 0 O. 0 o. 0 
O. I) o. 0 o. 0 o. a OJ o. 0 O. 0 o. 0 O. 0 I 
0. 0 o. 0 O. 0 o. a N N 0. 0 O. 0 o. 0 o. 0 
o. 0 o. a o. 0 o. 0 
o. 0 Il. 0 o. a o. 0 
u. n O. 0 o. 0 o. a 
o. 0 o. a o. 0 o. 0 
o. I) o. 0 O. 0 o. a 
o. 0 Il. 0 O. 0 o. 0 o. 0 n. 0 o. 0 o. 0 
Q. 0 O. 0 o. 0 o. 0 
o. 0 o. 0 o. 0 o. 0 
o. 0 o. 0 o. 0 o. 0 
O. 0 o. 0 o. 0 o. 0 
o. 0 n. 0 O. 0 o. 0 
O. I) O. 0 o. 0 o. 0 
0. 0 o. 0 O. 0 o. 0 
O. 0 o. 0 o. 0 O. 0 
o. n n. 0 O. 0 o. 0 
O. I) O. 0 O. 0 o. 0 
o. 0 n. n o. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 o. 0 o. 0 o. 0 
o. 0 o. 0 o. 0 o. 0 
o. 0 n. 0 o. 0 o. 0 
O. 0 o. 0 o. 0 o. 0 
o. 0 n. 0 o. 0 O. 0 





























































































































































DEMINERALIZED WATER wELD. N 
SPtC N fH-2 T/2N SPEC N 82~-2 TI2N SPEC N 823-1 T/2N SPEC N 824-4 TICN 
SIG'1AX O.lO~E+O" S!C;MAX 0.105E+06 SIGMAX 00105E+06 SIG/oIAX 0.105E+06 
2C N 2C N 2C N 2C N 
0.<;:>70E-Ill 0 o.<;1!10E-01 5 0.5470E-01 2 0.5780E-01 10 
1l.r,~70E-Ol 30 0.5850E-01 40 0.5470E-01 20 0.5790E-01 55 
0.,:)'j40E-Ol <;0 1}'51l50E-01 90 0.5500E-Ol 40 0.5860E-01 loa 
O.<;o]OE-Ol 7S 0.~!150E-Ol 110 0.5490E-Ol 60 0.5910E-Ol 125 
o .S':) lOE-01 12<; 0.5910E-01 140 0.5500E-Ol 80 0.5900E-Ol 150 
o.,).,JOE-OI 150 0.6010E-01 170 0.5560E-01 loS 0.59tiOE-01 175 
O.S.,30E-Ol 17S O.o~OOE-Ol 200 0.5580E-01 130 0.6020E-Ol 200 
u • '> I, 'I) E - () 1 ~O() 0.6200E-Ol 220 0.5620E-Ol 160 0.~970E-01 225 
0.'>710E-Ol as 0.b3~OE-01 ('40 0.5680E-01 215 O.bOtiOE-OI 250 
0.5 frOE-Ol c~o 0.63'JOE-01 270 0.~6C)OE-01 250 0.60UOE-01 275 
'J." tJ 1 0 E - 01 275 0.6430E-01 2QO 0.5710E-Ol 270 0.6030E-01 300 
IJ.5dI!OF-OI 300 O.6S40E-01 310 0.5750E-01 290 0.6120E-01 325 
0.'">,''10'''-01 J?'> 0.6610E-01 340 0.5770E-01 JI0 0.b260E-01 350 
0.5 4 .. OE-Ol J~S 0.6730E.-01 370 0.5H20E-01 340 0.6300E-01 375 
D.s'nOE-ol 3130 0.69JOE-Ol 400 0.5840E-Ol 360 0.0300E-01 400 
a • A I) 1 0 E - 0 1 400 O. 0 0.5840E-01 380 O. 0 
o. (I O. 0 0.58~()E-01 400 O. 0 
O. 0 o. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. a o. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 o. a O. 0 O. a 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
o. 0 o. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
o. 0 O. a o. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 o. 0 O. 0 O. 0 b::I O. 0 o. 0 o. a o. 0 I 
N O. 0 n. 0 O. a O. 0 .p-
o. 0 o. 0 IT. a O. 0 
O. 0 O. a o. 0 O. 0 
o. 0 O. 0 O. a O. a 
O. 0 o. a O. a o. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. a O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 o. 0 o. a O. a 
o. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 o. 0 O. 0 
o • 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
o • 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
() . 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
o. 0 O. 0 O. a o. 0 
o. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
o. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
o. 0 O. 0 o. 0 O. 0 
o. 0 o. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
o. I) O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
u. 0 o. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
o. 0 o. 0 o. 0 O. 0 
u. (') o. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
II • I) o. 0 o. 0 o. 0 






























































































































































INHIBITED WATER TEST N FLAw SPEC N 4-62 T/2 C;PFC N 4-64 TI2 SPEC N 4-71 T/2 N SPEC N 4-713 T/2 N 
SIGI~AX 0.10SE·0f) SIr,MAl( O.loSE·O/) SIG~IAX 0.10~t:+06 SIGMAX 0.10SE·06 
i:!r N 2r N cC N 2C N 
0.,,880F-Ol 0 0.5870F-Ol 0 0.5420E-01 0 0.54301':-01 2 
0.<;!lAOF-01 20 0.S9'JOF-01 30 0.54201':-01 40 0.5430E-01 20 
O.<;HQOF-Ol 40 0.5970F-Ol SO 0.<; .. 201':-01 80 0.S43IJE-Ol 80 
0.<;4<;OF-01 70 0.5990F-Ol AO 0.5420F.-Ol 120 O.5430F-ol 120 
0.<;940F-01 "0 o.hOcOF-Ol 100 0.5420F-Ol 160 0.~430F-01 150 
0.hOOOF-01 110 0.(,060F-Ol 130 0.S4('OE-01 200 0.5430E-Ol 180 
O.IiOlOF-lll 110 0.('0'10F-01 l'iS 0.5~10,,=-Ol 240 0.54301':-01 210 
U.1i10U'-:-0} 1'i0 0.hl00F-Ol 1QO O.C;S/)Ot:-Ol 280 0.54301-"-01 240 
O./..}IiIl--01 1HO 0.hl'10F-01 220 0.5A20E-01 320 0.543UE-01 ':'70 
O.Ii~OUC"-Ol 210 n.(,\20F-01 ?4.0 0.5700E-01 360 0.S4~OF-Ol 300 
0.Al o 0F-01 2 .. 0 n.AlfOF-01 270 0.57801':-01 400 0.5570F.-01 330 
0."}ClOF-01 27n 0.f>210F-01 290 O. 0 O.ShOOE-Ol 365 
0.n2hO--Ol 300 n.I,?JOF-01 310 o. 0 0.S730E-01 400 
0.n?~IIF-01 330 0.1i;)70F-01 110 O. 0 O. 0 
0."3?OF-01 j,.,O n.f,240F-01 350 O. 0 O. 0 
0."31,0--01 3HO 0.('280F-01 370 O. 0 o. a 
0.1i3<;0C"-01 400 0.1i330F-0\ 340 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 0.t,320F-01 400 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 n. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 o. 0 O. 0 O. 0 0;1 I o. 0 n. 0 O. 0 O. 0 N 
O. n o. 0 O. 0 O. 0 a-
O. 0 O. (} O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 0 .. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 n. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 o. 0 O. 0 o. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 n. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 o. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 o. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 0. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 /). 0 o. 0 O. 0 
o. 0 I). 0 O. 0 o. 0 
o. 0 o. 0 o. 0 o. 0 
O. 0 o. 0 o. 0 o. 0 
o. 0 o. 0 o. 0 o. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 o. 0 
o. 0 o. 0 o. 0 O. 0 
O. I) n. 0 o. 0 o. 0 
o. 0 o. 0 O. 0 O. a 
o. 0 n. 0 o. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 o. 0 O. 0 
o. 0 o. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
o. 0 I). 0 O. 0 O. 0 
o. 0 II. 0 O. 0 O. 0 













n • .,3-'2~-01 
5Pl::CTMI::N NIJI-'HER 
2CRI'"F 












































































































































SPEC N 89-1 TI2N SPEC N B1 4-1 
INHIBITED WATER WELD TEST N 
T/2N SPEC N B23-1 T/2N SPEC N B24-4 T/2N 
SIGr~AX 0.10')1:+06 SIGMAX 0.105E·06 SIGMAX 0.105E·06 SIGMAX 00105E·06 
2C N 2C N 2C N 2C N 
0.C:;'500E-01 0 0.6200E-01 0 0.5470E-01 2 0.5780E-01 10 
0.S500£-01 20 0.fl220E-01 30 0.5 /.70E-01 20 0.5790£-01 55 
0.')500E-Ol 40 0.6220£-01 ~O 0.5500E-01 40 0.5tlOOE-01 100 
0.')490£-01 60 0.6220E-01 100 0.5490E-Ol 60 0.5910E-01 125 
0.'ih40E-Ol 90 0.6UOE-01 150 0.5500E-01 80 0.5900£-01 150 
0.c:;790£-01 125 0.6220£-01 200 0.5560E-01 105 0.~9BOE-01 175 
O.senOE-Ol 160 0.6220E-01 250 0.~580E-01 130 0.6020£-01 200 
0.')tl30E-01 190 0.62201:-01 215 0.5620E-01 160 0.5970E-01 225 
0.,)830E-01 220 0.6320f-01 300 0.~61:l0E-01 ?15 0.60tlOE-01 250 
0.SH70£-Ol c~o 0.64tlOE-01 325 0.5690£-01 250 0.6000£-01 275 
0.5-1bOE-01 ~40 IJ • (, 5 60 £ - 01 335 0.5710E-01 270 0.6030£-01 300 
O.S-1,+Of-Ol Jl'> 0.0570E-01 350 0.5750E~01 290 0.6120E-01 325 
O.('OlvE-Ol 340 0.65130E-01 375 0.5770E-Ol 310 0.6260E-01 350 
0.('050E-01 Jfl5 O.flb20£-01 400 0.5820E-Ol 340 0.6300£-01 375 
0.1)0"0£-01 i,OO o. 0 0.5840E..-01 360 0.6300£-01 400 
O. 0 O. 0 0.5840E-Ol 380 O. 0 
O. I) o. 0 0.5880E-01 400 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 o. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
o. 0 o. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
CO O. 0 o. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
N (I. 0 o. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
1 O. 0 o. 0 O. 0 O. 0 1'0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. (I O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 o. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 o. 0 o. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 o. 0 o. 0 
O. 0 o. 0 O. 0 o. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 o. 0 o. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 o. 0 o. 0 
o. 0 o. 0 O. 0 o. 0 
O. (1 O. 0 O. 0 o. 0 
o. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
o. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
o. 0 O. 0 o. 0 o. 0 
o. 0 o. 0 o. 0 O. 0 
o. 0 o. 0 o. 0 o. 0 
o. 0 o. 0 o. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 o. 0 O. 0 
o. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 o. 0 O. 0 o. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 o. 0 o. 0 
O. 0 o. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 o. 0 o. 0 

























SPEC I ~'EN NUI~BER 
2CREF 
O. 5,.94f-0 1 
0."~42F-01 
































































































































SALT SPQAY AIR TEST N FLAW 
c;PtC N 4-62 TI? SPI'"C N 4-64 Tn C;PEC N 4-33 T/2 N SPEC N 4-39 TI2 N 
C;IG'41\,l( 0.lo')E+06 srr,MAX Ool05E+'ln SIGI>lAX oolO:;E:.+06 SIGMAX 0.105E+06 
?C N 2r 'II 2C N 2C N 
0.<.,A8U'-01 0 0.&:;8701'"-01 0 0.5710E-01 0 0.5770F:-01 0 
o.c;d"O~-Ol 20 0.&:;990F-01 30 0.5770E-01 10 0.5!:10UE-Ol 20 
O."1"I40F.:-Ol 40 0.59701'"-01 c;1) 0.<;7 ")E-Ol 40 0.')!:l00r::-01 40 
U.C;9C;0'-01 70 n.<;990F-01 '10 0.59o,OE-01 70 0.5800E-01 60 
0.C,9401'"-UI 4n ". f,0201'"-0 1 100 0.F,(l40E-01 100 0.,)810E-Ol 1i0 
O.f,OOOF-OI 110 o.f,060~-01 130 0.(,040F-Ol 130 0.<;S20F.-Ol lao 
O.~OJOr::-OI 130 n.h!JY()I"'-Ol 1<;5 0.n170E-Ol 170 O.blJOF:-OI 140 
1).{"101]"-01 lc;o n.AIOOF-OJ 190 0.(,1TOF-01 210 O.F,lfOr::-OI 160 
0 .... 1{.,01"'-01 lA!J O.AI9UI'"-OI 2?0 0 • ., lfiUE-U 1 240 0.hlYOF:-01 190 
u. ~.?OO~-O 1 210 n.Q20F-01 240 O.(,1>'OE-Ol 270 O. (,270~:-0 1 ao 
O.~19I)F-01 2{_0 0.1',1701'"-01 270 0.F,200F-01 300 O. 6320f-:-O 1 250 
.) • I, 1 4 () ~ - 0 1 270 O.AnOF:-Ol 290 0.6230F-01 320 O.6310F.-Ol 2AO 
O.~2~0"-01 300 n.,,2301'"-01 310 0.ri290F-01 340 O.6340F-Ul 310 
O.<'')ilOI''-OI 3)1) n.~?701'"-01 3)0 0."'2901:.-01 360 0.63dO~-Ol 335 
O.;'3:;>OF-OI 3.;() n.f.2401'"-01 350 0.hJOOF.-01 3~0 0.64bOE-OI 3(,0 
O.I,3AOF-Ol .3MO 1)."2801'"-01 370 0.1)300E-01 400 0.6470E-Ol 380 
o .qC;QF-Ol 400 n.I;330F-01 3Qo O. 0 0.64HOF.:-Ol 400 
o. 0 n.I;320F-01 400 O. 0 O. 0 
0. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
lJ • 0 n. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 n. 0 O. 0 O. 0 to 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 I LV O. (J O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 0 
I) • 0 O. 0 U. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 n. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. I) O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 n. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. n o. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 n. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 n. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 () . 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 I). 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
0. 0 n. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 n. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 n. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 n. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. () O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 





Sfl"-C T '~EN NIJMBER 
?CRF'F 
O. S'ol 1310"-0 1 
0.C:;Y'oI4F'-01 
0 • .,0133"--01 
rJ.l',] 00"--01 
0.";>15 .... -01 
0.h?55"--01 
















































































































































SALT-SPRAY-AIR wELD TEST, N 
SPEC N 822-2 T12N SPEC N R14-3 T12N SPEC N R23-1 1I2N SPEC N Bl4-4 T/2N 
SIG'-1AX 0.105;:+06 SIGM4X 0.105E+06 SIGMAX o.105E+06 SIGMAX 0.105E+06 
?C N 2C N 2C N 2C N 
0.5510E-01 0 0.5:;00[-01 10 0.5470E-01 2 0.5780E-01 10 
0.S510E-Ol 30 0.5520E-01 35 0.5470E-01 20 0.5790E-01 55 
0.<;510E-01 70 O. r,!:,jOE-O 1 60 0.5500E-Ol 40 0.5860E-01 100 
0.S':li.OE-01 100 0.5570E-01 85 0.54~OE-01 60 0.5910E-01 125 
O.SSI)O~-Ol 150 0.5':>70F-01 110 0.':>500(-01 8U 0.5960E-01 150 
0.S5HOE-01 180 o .5570E-Ol 135 0.5560[-01 105 0.59tlOE-01 175 
0.5~tlOE-01 210 O. 5':>"/OE-0 1 160 0.55!:lOE-Ol 130 0.b020E-01 200 
U.')1)00E-01 2'.0 0.5"70E-Ol \90 0.5620E-01 160 0.S970E-01 225 
0.,)f:l90E-01 290 O.S~70E-01 220 0.':>6tlOE-01 215 0.60eUE-Ol 250 
O.STOOl-Ol 320 o .5S"/Ot:-01 250 0.5690E-01 250 0.6000~-01 275 
0.')130E-01 350 (1.5710E-01 285 0.S710E-Ol 270 0.6030E-Ol 300 
0.'1870E-01 380 0.5730E-01 305 0.5750E-Ol 290 0.6120E-01 325 
0.6010E-01 .. 00 0.5730r-Ol 3"30 0.5770[-01 310 0.6260E-01 350 
o. (l 0.5H30E-Ol 355 0.51320E-Ol 340 0.6300E-01 375 
o. 0 0.S870F::-Ol 375 0.58 .. 0E.-01 360 0.63UOE.-01 400 
o. 0 0.5930E-Ol 400 0.5840E-01 380 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 0.5880E-01 400 O. 0 
o. 0 o. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 o. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 o. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
o. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
o. 0 O. 0 o. 0 O. 0 
N O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
C") o • 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 I 
I'Q O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 o. 0 o. 0 
O. 0 o. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
o. 0 O. 0 o. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 o. 0 O. 0 o. 0 
O. 0 o. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 o. 0 
o. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 o. 0 o. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 o. 0 o. 0 
o. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 o. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 o. 0 O. a o. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 0 .. 0 
O. 0 o. 0 o. a O. 0 
O. 0 o. 0 o. 0 o. 0 
o. 0 O. 0 O. 0 o. 0 
o. 0 o. 0 O. 0 o. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 o. 0 O. 0 





























































































































































SPEC N 810-4 TI2E SPEC N BI0-] 
WELD DEMINERALIZED WArER. E 
T/2E SPEC N B16-3 T/2E SPEC N B15-5 T/2E 
C;lG'~AX 0.105E+06 SIGMAX 0.10~E+06 SIGMAX O.105E+06 SIGMAX 0.105E+06 
2C N 2C N 2C N 2C N 
0.CJ')20E-Ol 0 O. 9970f-0 1 6 0.1024E+00 10 0.1022E+00 0 
0.CJY20E-Ol 50 0.1007E+00 30 0.1028E+00 30 0.10aE+00 20 
0.9CJ20E-Ol 100 0.1025E+00 55 0.103~E+OO 50 0.1022E+OO 40 
0.9920E-01 150 O.l025E"00 80 0.1035E+OO 75 0.1022E+00 60 
O.9'lZOF.-01 200 0.1030E+00 100 O.104!:1E"'00 100 0.1023E·OO 80 
0.99401'.:-01 21~ 0.10J8E+00 140 0.1049f.+00 125 0.1027E+00 110 
0.QCJ'JOE-01 240 0.10JCJ'+00 180 0.10551:+00 150 0.1027E .. 00 140 
O. 9'190E-0 1 270 0.1043E"00 220 0.1057E+00 175 0.1030E+00 190 
0.10031:+00 0300 0.1054E+00 260 0.10:'9E"00 22~ 0.1031E+00 220 
0.1003E+00 32, 0.10!:l'lE·OO 300 0.1059E"00 2:'0 0.10 4 3E+00 250 
0.10Q8E·00 350 0.1091E"00 325 0.1061E+00 27:' 0.10:'1E+00 280 
0.}010E+00 37<; 0.1092E+00 350 0.1070E+00 300 0.1067E+00 340 
0.1017E+00 400 Ool09RE+OO 370 0.107HE+OO 325 0.1080E+00 370 
O. 0 0.111'+E·OO 400 0.1082E+00 350 0.10tl 4 E+00 400 
a. 0 o. 0 0.1090E"00 375 O. 0 
o. 0 o. 0 0.1090E"00 400 o • 0 
o. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
o. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
o. 0 o. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
o. 0 o. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
o. 0 o. 0 o. 0 o. 0 
o. 0 o. 0 O. 0 o. 0 
O. 0 o. 0 O. 0 o. 0 t:x:l O. 0 o. 0 O. 0 o. 0 • O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 o. 0 w 
"'" o. 0 o. 0 O. 0 o. 0 
O. 0 o. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 o. 0 O. 0 o. 0 
O. 0 o. 0 o. 0 o. 0 
O. 0 o. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 o. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 o. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 o. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
o. 0 O. 0 o. 0 o. 0 
o. 0 o. 0 O. 0 o. 0 
O. 0 o. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
o. 0 o. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 o. 0 o. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 o. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
o. 0 o. 0 o. 0 o. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 o. 0 
o. 0 O. 0 O. 0 o. 0 
O. 0 o. 0 o. 0 o. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 o. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
o. 0 O. 0 O. 0 o. 0 
O. 0 o. 0 O. 0 o. 0 
O. 0 o. 0 O. 0 o. 0 
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SPEC N 810-4 T/2E SPEC N 810-1 
wELD DEMINeRALIZED WAIER. E 
T/2E SPEc N 918-3 T/2E SPEC N 915-5 T/2E 
SIG'~AX 0.10SF.+06 SIGMAX 00105E+06 SIGMAX 0.105E+06 SIG~AX 0.105E+06 
2C N 2C N 2C N 2C N 
O.<lnOE-Ol 0 0.9970F-Ol 6 0.10241:+00 10 0.102cE+00 0 
0.9nOE-01 50 0.1007E+00 30 0.1028E+00 30 0.10CZE+00 20 
0.'l<J20E-01 100 0.102'1E·00 55 0.103::>(+00 50 0.1022(+00 40 
0.9<)20(-01 150 001025E+00 80 0.1035E+00 75 0.1022("00 60 
0.'l<)?OE-01 200 0.1030F+00 100 0.104HE+00 100 0.1023E+00 80 
O.<J'Jl>O~-Ol 21~ 0.103HE+00 140 0.1049("00 125 0.1027E+00 110 
0.'lll501:':-01 240 0.103QF+OO 180 0.1055f-:+00 150 0.1027E+00 140 
0.<)990E-01 270 0.1043E+00 220 0.1057E+00 175 0.1030E+00 190 
0.1003-:+00 300 0.1054E+00 260 0.1059E+00 225 0.1031E+00 220 
0.100310+00 32<; 0.10e'JE+00 300 0.105YE+00 25U 0.1043E+00 250 
0010081:+00 350 0.1091E+00 325 0.1061E+00 27~ 0.10~lE+00 280 
0010101:':+QO 37') 0.10921:':+00 350 0.107UE+00 300 0.1067E+00 340 
001 01710+ 00 400 0.1098E·00 370 0.1078E+00 325 0.1080E·00 370 
O. 0 0.111'010·00 400 0.1082E+00 350 0.10U4E+00 400 
O. 0 O. 0 0.1090(+00 375 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 0.1090E+OO 400 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
o. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 o. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
J. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 I). 0 O. 0 O. 0 
v. 0 o. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 o. 0 O. 0 
o. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 tx:l O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 I 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 W 0'\ O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
o. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 o. 0 O. 0 
o. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
o. 0 O. 0 o. 0 o. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 o. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
o. 0 O. 0 o. 0 O. 0 
o. 0 O. 0 O. 0 o. 0 
O. 0 o. 0 o. 0 o. 0 
o. 0 o. 0 o. 0 o. 0 
o. 0 o. 0 O. 0 o. 0 
o. 0 o. 0 o. 0 o. 0 
o. 0 O. 0 o. 0 o. 0 
O. 0 o. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 o. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 o. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 o. 0 
o. 0 O. 0 o. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 o. 0 O. 0 o. 0 
O. 0 o. 0 O. 0 O. 0 

































































































































































































IIIIhI8ITElJ WArEK E FLAw 
,>Ptc t\' 4-7 T/2 E SPEC N 4-10 T/? ~ C;Pt.C N 4-4d TI2 Eo SPEC N 4-46 T/2 E 
SIGM,lX 0.10~f"Gh SIbMAX 0010::,E+06 Slbr-IAX 0.10~E+06 5 I G'~AX 001 OSt. + I)':> 
2(' N 2C N 2C I~ 2C N 
0.113U":+00 0 0.1173E+00 10 0.114",E+UO 0 0.117'+/-_+00 0 
C .11 JO~-+u'J 10 (l.1176F+00 40 0.114'1t:+00 cO U.lltjO~"OO 2S 
O.JI30"·00 30 0.117I)f+OO hO u.llbUi'.:+uO 4U O.lltllt.+OO :)0 
\J.II:;G~"OO 70 O.llleE+UO tiO O.ll"~'E+OO 60 0.11blJl:."OO 70 
0.113GF+l/0 '-10 0011 11bE+OO lao U.llTlE+OU eo Uoll'l::'C:+OO "2 0.1130"+('0 110 O.lcu61O+00 120 O.llhcr.+()O 100 0.12Ujt.+00 IcO 
O. 1 I .. (J t:: + I) IJ 130 0.lclI7F:+OO 140 O.IJtht.+OO 120 0.lcu7o:."00 1,+0 
O.1141F+UO ISO 0.lcU1F:+00 IbO u.l11:10t.+00 140 Ool21~t:+00 170 
U.l1"'.1"+OU 170 0.lcI3F.:+00 11'1::' 001 1'1 If-_+ 00 1/0 0.121~E"OO 1'15 
O.ll~I+~+()O lYO 0.lcI71:+00 200 0.11"16E+OU IriS 0.1cc1t:+uO c20 
0.11hhF+01l 210 0.li.::2f+UO 220 u.12f)lE+uO cOO 0.12.HE+OO 240 
U.117bF:+()0 cJO (l.lcc''iF+OO ~40 0.12()tJE+00 230 O.lcj~I:-+OO cbO ().1171f:.+00 C:lU O.lcj<)E+uO 2bO O.lcObf:.+OO 2::,U Oolcj4t:+OO c~o 
0.117hb+{J0 c70 o oJ ~~ lE+UO 300 O.12u':IE+CO no 0.12'dE+OO 300 
O.1171;F+OU c'>o O.lc:'SF+OO 320 O.120':lE+uO 2':10 0.12::'':1\:+00 j20 
O.IIl)ht+Cv jlt., 0.12:':'f+\.I0 340 0.1216E+00 310 0.12hOE+00 j4Q 
O.ll"H+oo 340 O.lc6~)E+uo 3bO 0.121':lt.+OO j30 Uol2::''7t.+OO j60 
0.11 4 7'-.00 36(1 fJ.lc/YF:+uo 3JjO o .12c"E+00 3:'0 (J.I~b"'E+OO 3dO 
U.ll<.Ji"t+(IO j!:l5 O.1<'h2E+OO 3Qo 0.122t>r_+OO 370 O.lcb-:lE+OO 400 
O.lclct:+OO 400 O.lJOOE+OO 400 0.1230E+OO 390 o. a 
o. 0 o. 0 0.1233t.+00 400 o. a 
O. 0 O. 0 u. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 t:P o. 0 O. 0 O. a O. a I 
w O. 0 o. 0 U. 0 O. 0 00 U. 0 O. 0 o. a o. 0 
O. 0 O. 1I O. 0 U. U 
u. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
o. a o. 0 O. 0 o. a 
o. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. a 
O. 0 o. 0 u. 0 O. a 
o. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
u. 0 O. a O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. a o. 0 
U. 0 O. a o. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 o. a O. 0 o. a O. 0 O. a O. 0 
u. a O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 o. 0 o. a O. a 
o. 0 o. a o. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. CI O. a 
o. 0 0. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 o. a o. a 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 0. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 0. _ 0 O. 
----- ---
-
0 __ O. a 
o. 0 (] . 0 o. 0 O. 0 
o. a i) • I) o. 0 
-
O. 0 
O. (1 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 __ 
-
v. a o. a 










SPEC IM(rJ N'J'~bER 
t'LR':.F 
0.117~".:+u() 
























































i) ... 000~+03 



























































































































WELD INHIBITED WATEH TEST, E. 
SPEC N 816-2 f/2E SPEC N 818-3 TI2E SPEC N B1~-5 T/2E 
SIGI.14'< 0.1051:+06 SIGMAX 0.105E+06 SIGMAX 0.105E+06 
2C N 2C N 2C N 
0.1026'::+00 0 0.1024E+00 10 0.1022E+00 0 
O.lO27€+00 10 0.1028EoOO 30 0.1022Eo(lO 20 
0.10;:>9[+00 25 0.103SE'000 ":i0 0.1022E+00 40 
0.1031E+00 50 0.1035E+00 7~ 0.1022E-00 60 
O.llllcE+OO '10 0.1048E+00 100 0.1023E+00 80 
0.1038E+OO lIn 0.1049E-00 125 0.1027E+00 110 
0.1043E+00 150 0.1055E+00 150 001027E'00 140 
0.10 1.5F+00 170 0.10571"-00 175 001030E+00 190 
0.\048E+00 190 0.1059E+00 225 0.1031E+00 220 
0.1048E·00 210 0.10:;9E·00 250 001043E+OO 250 
0.1048E+00 230 0.1061E·00 275 0.10~1E-00 280 
0.lOS4E"00 c~O 0.1070£,00 300 0.1067E+00 340 
0.lOS8E+00 27<; 001078E+00 3?5 0.1080E+00 370 
O.loSaF'+Oo 300 O.10Cl2E+00 350 0.1084E+00 400 
O.lO..,1 F ·OO 320 0.1090E"00 375 O. 0 
O.1{)~6E+OO 345 0.1090E+00 400 O. 0 
O.107cE+00 370 O. 0 O. 0 
O.lnME-OO 390 O. 0 O. 0 
0.10'lBE+OO 400 O. 0 O. 0 
o. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
o. 0 O. 0 o. 0 
O. 0 o. 0 O. 0 OJ I O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 ~ 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
o. 0 o. 0 o. 0 
u. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
Q. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
o. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
o. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 o. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
SPECIMEN NUMBER 816-2 TI2E 
2CREF NREF AREF KMAX D2C/ON 
0.1003OE+00 0.5000(+02 0.2058E-01 0.2553E+05 0.1030E-04 
0.1036E+00 0.1000E+03 0.2090E-01 0.2563[+05 0.1384[-04 
0.1043E·00 0.1500E+03 0.2123E-01 0.251:33E·05 0.1238E-04 
0.1048E+00 0.2000E+03 0.21~IE-01 0.2590E,,05 0.9541E-05 
0.1053E+00 0."500["03 0.2I73E-Ol 0.2606E+05 0.8918[-05 
0.1058E"00 0.3000E+03 0.2200E-01 0.2618t:+05 O.1'.12E-04 
0.10onE:"00 0.35001:+03 0.22:;1E-01 0.2641[+05 0.2876[-04 
0.10891:+00 0.4000E+Oo3 0.23:'5E-01 0.268bE+05 0.5043E-04 
SPECI"1EN NUt-1BER B18-3 T/2E 
2CR[F NREF AREF KMAX 02C/ON 
0.10035E+00 0.5000E+02 0.2106E-01 0.2573E+05 0.2678E-04 
0.1045E+00 001000E .. 03 0.2157E-01 0.2596E+05 0.1515[-04 
0.1052E+00 0.1500E+03 0.218BE-01 0.2610E+05 0.1019£-04 
0.1056F.:+00 0.2000E"03 0.221~E-01 0.2621E+05 001021 E-O" 
0.1002E+00 0.2500E+03 0.22'>1E-01 0.263 1'E+05 O.13~~E-IJ" 
0.10701:+00 0.3000E+03 0.22tHE-01 0.2652E+05 0.1840E-04 
0.1081E+00 0.3500[+03 0.2333E-01 0.2674E+0:' 0.232r.[-04 
0.1093F.:+00 0.400IJE+03 0.23%E-01 0.2701[+05 0.2620f-04 
SPECIMF.:N NUMBER B15-5 T/2E 
2CR[F NREF AREF KMAX 02C/O~ 
0.1023E+00 0.5000E"02 0.2047[-01 0.2546E+05 0.16:'4E-05 
0.1024E+OO 0.1000[+03 0.204qE-01 0.2547E+05 0013:'2[-05 
0.1026[+00 0.1500E+03 0.20:,qE:.-Ol 0.2551["05 O.7136~-05 o;l 
0.1032[<-00 O.2QOOE+03 0.20tH'E-Ol 0.2565E"0:' 0.1599E-04 I 
0.1042E+00 0.2500E+03 0.2139E-01 0.2588E+05 0.2 4 88E-04 .p-.... 
0.1056E"OO 0.3000E+03 0.2210~-01 0.2620E<-05 0.3079E-04 
0.10721::+00 0.3500E·03 0.228RE-01 0.265~E+05 0.3070E-04 
0.1085E+OO 0.4000E+03 0.2350E-01 0.2684E<-0~ 0.2159E-04 
'I4LT ~pC(/\y AtH TE<;T E FLAW 
St-tC I~ .. -!ObT/2 £ SPEC N 4-10'5 TI?r -;P!:.C N 4-48 TI? r '>Pf( N 4-4(, T/2 ~ 
S!GMAX 0.10~t."u6 !>IG .... AX O.105~+O" .;;! I>/-,A)' O.lO!::lF+06 'i I (,1-,,\ X 0.10")'::+01-
21.: 
" 
2C I~ 2C '. ;;:C r~ J.I?", .. t:",)O 0 O.!h4f:+OO 1'" U.114lit+OO ol O.1174~+U0 0 (,.1:> .. 01-_ .. 00 <'0 O.lhOE+OO 4~ lJ.~l"'Jr:+()O ::>1) 0.I1RU':-"C" d~ 
U.I2':l~t-+(,U 4~ O.11o"t::+OO 7u o • 11 00 t:- + 0 u "'0 lJ • 1 1 '-II" .. II 0 5r, 
v.l.?,,>:;r +[,f) t>u n.llb:'t-+OO 1 C I) O·\lh~c-+OO he n·ll~""',.:-+r,n Tr 
u.l?,,?-+uu ,..,(J O.Llr1t.+OO 13fl tJ.11-f7~=+()O PO 11.11 ... '-,:+"0 ~r.. 
IJ.I?bC)~ .. {,O IlJu 0.11H2r:+oo 10;0 O.]'I1C:!:.+OO 100 t'.l?ll~~"(,() 12(1 
u.l?t-J':I"""ufl 1 ~ I) u. ilt'1t.+OO 1 ~., .) • ~ I 114:. + 0 0 1 -= ,) ,) • 1 <' I' I : • (f IJ 14 0 Q.l"rSr+U'J 140 o .ll':ll't. .. 00 ??O 1l.11h6c.+Oll lifO O.l<'1?;:+r;O [7 n 
lJ • 1 ? 7 f-,!: .. IJ 0 1"" O.llY>Jt:..OtJ 2:>,) O.!14It+OO 171) v.l?l:..o .. (11) l-}~ 
IJ.l~/4~+f)IJ I'll) O.I~O"3t. .. OO ~'lr. uolI"ut. .. OO l"S 1).l~?l..;+no 2c0 
f).12"~'~+00 c.) 0 O.1C:U~\t.+OO 310 II.J?Olt:+O(1 ?OJ 0.12l~-·IlLl 240 
v.13JOr ... UO ~cO u.!cl'>_+OO j40 U.J?(bt+Ou ~10 I, • I c- L.,.- "l'll <,oC 
U • 1 j ,) 0 t ... u U 240 O.12c~·+on j 70 O.)"ubt.+OI) "'0 n.l?l·f.oOOO lee, 
u.111)4/:+uU <' t") O.lccf1E+OO "00 O.L't''.Jt:.+UO ,) 10 C'.Io::'·d, +00 301) 
O.13(),)~ .. vU c ... u O. () tJ 01 " (1 ':I t. .. 0 0 ?()() f). ] 2'- '"1~ .. ,1 U 3d, 
fI.1JIOE"OO ";00 o • 0 o • , " J t> i: .. ') C 310 ".1 ;>1'0 L1l- ... G () 3,+U 
v.llDuF+vo JJ~ O. I) u.l?J':JE ... co 31( ().~~~(Jt='.{)0 -. t) r, 
u.l.!r'1t+oo J7U o. 0 I) ol2.-'4t+ (,I] 3 'C, t • J " 0; Q ~- • (1 () :::,,1(1 
u.13:l1~-"'('O .J'}O O. 0 1l.1?r'ot.+CO 371) O.l<'''<.,~+Of) 4U(l 
lJ.13'Jt,t. .. uO 4UU o. 0 U.l?30t. ... OO J<,O ,I. (I 
ri. 0 O. (, O.l?Ut·OO 401) o. lJ 
0. a O. 0 a. 0 t, • ') 
,1. tJ O. I) 'J. 0 0. f) t:O 
v. C O. n O. 0 u. (' I 
~ u. u O. (, I). n u. () N 
\I. 0 O. 11 O. 0 [, . (I 
L1. I) O. 0 '). IJ I) • n 
o. 0 o. 0 o. 0 Q. (1 
O. 0 O. () O. U O. 0 
,I. (I O. (l U. I) C. 0 
U. 0 O. I) O. 0 (; . n 
O. U O. ,1 O. () r) • 0 
\I • 0 O. 0 o. 0 t' • U 
a. IJ o. n O. (1 o. 0 
v. U o. I) O. 0 l' • 0 
(1. U o. 11 o. 0 () . 0 
" 
. . ') u • (I o. 0 c. 0 
v. 0 n (' o. n '. ~ . 
(1 
v. U u. 1/ o. 0 II. n 
0. lJ u. 0 o. 0 o. 0 
tJ • 0 o. (1 O. (J o. n 
u. C o. 0 0. 0 u. (1 
li. D o. 0 o • 0 o. t; 
0. 0 o. (] o. 0 O. () 
o. 0 o. I) O. (1 o. (. 
o. 0 o. 0 o. 0 0. () 
II. 0 a. () o. a o. (l 
v. a o. I) u. 0 c. 1I 
u. r) o. 0 O. 0 e. 0 
U. 0 O. C iJ. I) O. 0 
SPf_C I Mt.N r~UMtlER 4-106Tld r_ 
dtRE:F I~Rf_F PRtF '<:MJ\" '..J!C/u:~ 
0.12'+'1b_+OO o • .,1)1.I0~"'lId n.;;>3.,7c.-Q1 IJ. ?77Jt.+O'; l).jlC(~-O'+ 
O.ldt-ol +0;) 1.1.1(11.10[:+03 o. ?4F,et -u 1 ~).;hUt)t:. .. Gt.. C • j" ) .,. - 0 I, 
O.ld~Of ... OO 1).15ll()f:."O_~ 1).;>S'+lt-Ol O.?l\40~"OC, II. (I ':l"") .... "I.e .... Q u. 
O.ld':llt':+Oi) O.;>OJO~ .. fj-, O.25'JSi:-ul O. -'hb3~ ... t)I, l' • 1 '::J ': '=- - " '+ 
O.lIQf-lF:+OO o .<':;lJ')~ +OJ 1).i!~J3t.-()1 O.cHft1C+\'C'1 r • 1 ~1 -. q c: - V '+ 
O.!~(J/:::+!)O (1. 300"r .. 03 n. ~t< r~'t.-o 1 o • ? '""I Y lJ ~ ... 0 ' .... 'J' .," i) ") (I ~ - (14 
0.1 Jr!d"_ .. OO O.3">1.I0f-d3 (1.", .. f1::-01 'J .,.,',,-tu!:·v": u • ~ • -, I 
-U'-
O.J3:dL+OO U.41)00f"'J~ o .?<jU7t.- ' ll O.?<Jf;llt_-'JC, n • ~ "1 4 :1 L - t1 ( 
"PEC1rA tt'. NU'~t:l:::R 4-1 Ie:, T Jet 
'::t.}kF N'~~ ~ A~':.F KI~A 'f u?CJU, 
0.11:'5"+00 0.'iOOOF+Ct2 n.?2~4c.-Ol U.?h'i .. E:. .. nc., (}. ;.':/" c' - 'J" 
O.11b8F+OO O.lOOOf-+O:S r,. "'3?lr.-(J 1 1).?714t. .. 1I , O.~ .. I?c-V,+ 
0.1Io0r.,(1) ') • 1 "i I) 0 E + 0 j n.2J7 .. t:-Jl 0.<'73'1:;:"0-' n./')-;ltt_-O'" 
0.11 '10E+OO IJ .?1)\)0c.+;)~ O.?,+=f-t-Ol ,) • ? 7 Al c." 0" ll.! _ "''"''''-U''+ 
0.1l~'9E:.+UO iJ.?:;'UJf- .. 03 n.?4r~"'-')l 0.~781t .. I)" 0.177 t - ~4 
O.J~lJ~f'"+OO O.<OOI)"+oj (1.?L,l"'!:-Ol ,1.27'-''1t .. oo, U.!~11..,':-(14 
0.1217:_ .. 00 O.35uOt-.+O J (1.?~utt-'), O.?f-l':lt-_+O'S O. ~U':'Jb~_-0'" 
O.lt:!t:!':lt:+o,) 0.40001-' .. 003 (I. 2f,c'2~-0 1 o .?J\/,2c. .. u"- O.~ .. 3/t-O" 
5 f'E C I ~1'-'~ ~JLJ1~I:JER .. _I.~ fJ2 ~-
':\..f'Et- 'NfF JI '" t-r KMAI li2C/U'\, 
0.110-+_+00 0."iOOOF:+02 n.?3'0:::-01 O.?71~c,+OS O.3.,4"t--t.l 4 td 0.11/9[-.+0,) 1),1000=..+0.:1 (1. ?404t--,)1 0.?741<1:-+0<=; O.~ollt.-u .. I ~ 0.11..,.0;::+00 ,).1 "'iOO,:·O'; (\ • ? .. 61 r. -" 1 .J.7>77?,-- .. ,}"-. o • t: tJ c ~ c- - " (, w 
(1.11'1<;1': +00 J.?oJOF+03 0.2<.,00':'-01 O.;?7 u 1t+O' o • 1 "J 1 '+'" _(1 .... 
O,l'::lJ7f+01) v.25Uvt:+OJ n.?",+l,.~-)1 O.;>JlJ7t.+'I~ 0.1 4 2:):.-,''''' 
O.l~14t+OO U.3()OO~.+Oj (1.c. .... "O~--Ol 0.?n22':+O':l J • 1 'f 'i? _ - tJ '+ 
U .1~22t+Of) 0.35')0t:..tl~ n. 'e?H.-')l 0.2" ")t;:+')'"' 1).13'J:)-_-U 4 
0.1':33r_+00 0.4000-+03 (1. ? 6 7'J t. - f) 1 o .2E-t',1-_ .. ::''' (). L'~ ':) I)t. -!J'~ 
~PECIMt.N NUl'1ti":R '+-4ft T/2 ~ 
'::Ck~_F I-JHF.:F APt:.F r\i~AX iJ2C/ur. 
U.llb5t:+OO I) ."'000o::+()2 0.?3U4i:-01 0.?71~t·0c; ,) • .-:cIUc- f14 
O.ll'1Sr+OC 0.10,)0::+u3 (1.?3:.7c.-01 Q.2 7 Y1c,,,U" 0.c'J·Q,_-04 
O.It:!Oof:.+u,) o • 1 "i tl U - .. ,) ~ (I.?'-11t-01 0.?7"3L~n'" O.22:.~':.-J4 
O.lt:!l.3t:+QO 0.20JO~:+03 0.2471t-ol o .?7H<:;t.+C-, O.2::>:Jot--u 4 
0.1d.:l2!;+OO 0.250')0::·03 (1.,,53 b t-Ol O.;;>H17t+J'" C,;"1"c.-v 4 
u.lc,+6t:.+OO 0.301)')':+03 0.;:>1'>10£-1)1 o • .)i\ .. n_+o"i ,) ." .... 7:;,- -V4 
0.1'::601:+00 0.35UO.- .. 03 O.?679t-Ol 1).?~7">t·OC, O.2":'~t:-O/. 0.1~11E+00 0.40)0':':',13 1).27J:;E..-nl O. ?b'n r.":J<; 0.lObl<=--lI4 
SPEC N 823-2 T/2E SPEC N 
WELD SALT-SPRAY TEST. E FLAW 
1311-2 T/2E SPEC N 818-3 T/2E SPEC N 815-5 T/2E 
S IG'll1 l( 0.10~E·06 SIGMAX 00105E+06 SIGMAX 0.105E+06 SIGMAX 0.105E+06 
2C N 2C N 2C N 2C N 
0.9YSOE-Ol 10 0.1026E+00 10 0.102'+E+OO 10 0.1022E+00 0 
0.9<)50E-Ol 30 0.10261::+00 25 0.1028E+00 30 0.1022E+00 20 
0.QY50E-01 5S 0.1026E+00 50 0.1035E+00 50 0.10221:":+00 40 
0.Q950[-01 80 0.1026F.+00 75 0.1035E+00 75 0.1022E+00 60 
O."l'lHOE-OI 110 0.1033E+00 100 0.104I:3E+00 100 0.1023[+00 80 
0.1002E+00 140 001038E+00 125 0.1049E+00 12:' 0.1027E+00 110 
0.t003E+00 170 0.1055E+OO 150 0.10:':'c+00 150 0.10271::+00 140 
001004E'00 200 0.1056E+00 180 0.1057E+00 175 0.1030E"00 190 
Oo1006E+00 270 0.10b5E+00 210 0.1059E+00 225 0.1031E+OO 220 
0.1010E+00 300 0.1015E+00 240 0.10~'1E+00 250 0.1043E+00 250 
iJ.IO?8F.+QO 325 0.1085E+00 270 0.1061E+00 275 0.10~lE+00 280 
Q olll 36E + 0 0 375 0.1087E+00 300 0.1070E+00 300 0.1067E+00 3'>0 
0.1045F.-00 40n 0.10Y1E+00 325 0.1078E+00 325 0.10eOE+OO 370 
O. 0 0.1104E+00 350 0.1{l82E+00 350 0.108'+E+OO 400 
O. 0 0.1106E+00 370 0.1090F.·OO 375 O. 0 
O. 0 001106E+OO 400 0.1090[+00 400 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 b:I O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 I 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 .,.. 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
.,.. 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 








0.1015:: .. 00 
0.1(J271'"+OO 
0.1046::"00 
SPEC t ~1ErJ NUI~8ER 
2CREF 
1).1025':>00 
O. 1 0 3 '. E .. 0 0 
0.10"81':"00 










0.1056;:: .. 00 
0.1062E+00 




















































0.4000E .. 03 
AREF 
0.200 l·C-01 
0.20 1/'E-0 1 
0.20CbE-01 








































































0.7C8 /.:- v:; 
a.l~47:::-04 
0.18';1 ... E-04 
0.3031C-O/. 































.060 INCH NO~MAL FLAW 
,)PEC N ~-1 T/4 SP':C N ~-9 Tn "PEe I\j 6-tl l/2 SPEC N 6-15 3T/4 SPEC N "'-19 lT/4 
"IGMAX 1'1.1051=.:·1'16 "Ir,MAl( Qol05F.:.Of, <; I GrlA x D.I0~F"+on <; 1 r,~IAX n.\05E+Q6 SIGMA1( D.lns'-+"'" 
2,- N 2(" N 2C N 2C N ?C N 
1'1.121;1'11"-1'11 1'1 0.1',191'11"-1'11 1'1 Q.17DDF-Dl 0 (l.123JF.:+DQ 1'1 Q.114RF+Qn 0 Q.1?QQF-Ol 41'1 0.nA2QI"-Ql ?O 0.A18QE-Dl 20 Q.\2b~F.+OD 20 O.1?3Jf+OO 2~ 
0.13?QF-01 AO 0.li9201"-Q1 4n 0.H<;1DE-Ol 40 0.1<'45E+OQ 3') n.}14U~-I'() 4'" 
1'1.13'11'11"-01 Po 0.1',9601"-1'11 lin O.~li1DE-Dl 60 0.1331F.+OD S5 Q.l13<lF-on "io, 
0.14<;1'11:'-01 If..O 0.7n5QI:"-0\ 1'10 I).RRr;OF-Ol ~o 0.13 .. 11'"+00 7<; (l. J 3 t, 0 F - ,\ 0 7'::' 
1'1.14<;1'11"-01 200 1).7000·-1'11 100 O.QO'iOF-Dl 100 0.\)k31'" .. 00 Cl!:l 0.1 4 \7F--r)0 ~I"'i 
1'1.14<;0.-1'11 2?0 n.71i?QF-Ql 1?5 0.-.11"1'11"-01 no 0.13421'" .. 1'11'1 115 n.\4431'""rl' , \1' 
1'1.14<;1'11"-01 2liO 1'1.721'10.-0\ \<;1) 0.Q?70F-Ol 14 0 0.14!:lI:lF+OO 141'1 0.\443F+I'C 1 "3" 
1'1.14<;01"-01 <'9n n.7?40r:-Ql 175 I) ."unOE-Dl 1"0 Ool4K9F.:+1'0 InO D.14 0 2F+rn 1 SI' 
D.14nQF-Cl 3?0 '1.733tll"-01 ?Oo 1'1.0')"1'11"-1'11 11<0 0.1 ... ,,:'·-+r,Q lRo 0.1';;>4,.+on 1711 
0.1471'11'"-1'11 3<;n '1.7;>9DF"-01 ?;>S 1).0410F-Ol 201) 0.\~2bF+OO 200 0.1 ....... ;>r+('0 1 .. " 
0.151Dr:-01 31'10 n.73601'"-0\ ?<;o 0.9g l.QF-Q1 ?3\1 Oolo,71F"+CI) c20 0.\ 0,,,;> .. + (\() ? 1 [. 
0.1521'11'"-1'11 400 '1.7421'11'"-01 n5 0.\1I[14F+(l0 2~0 n.lf,nQ~+Oo 240 0.\0,42·+(10 ;>1\) 
0 0.7441'1.-0\ 301) Q.1017E+QO ?HO O.1f, c 7F:+OC cliO 0.1"00F+OO ,,"I' 
I) n.7')3Q.-Ol 3;>') O.lo-DI'"+OO 10n 0.1"4tJ~+00 2RO o .16/,11F"+'10 '?7p 
0 0.7(0,301'"-0\ 3S0 0.10",7F"+00 330 0.171DF+OO 300 Oolnl Q f-+(\(1 ?yf 
0 n.7"'<;DI'"-01 37') 1'1.10(,6.+ 01'1 ~.,O O.lH?':lF::+OD 310 Q.IAH1F"+('o 1\C' 
0 n.7hco.-0\ 4nO (,).l(')<)O~_ .. OQ 3f1n C.1H':l<Jf+OO j,)O O.'72c'~_+1')0 ":lltl 
0 0 Q.11,,8F .. OQ 400 0.14"b~:+(\O 370 0.17",">f-+1)0 '7'-, 
0 0 0 0.2(\':l2~+OO 400 0.17r..7F+I'C un [. 
0 0 I) 0 11 
1'1 n 1'1 0 (J o::l I 
0 0 0 0 [J .j::-
0 1'1 I) 1'1 (' 0'\ 
0 0 0 1'1 r, 
0 0 0 0 (1 
1'1 0 0 0 () 
0 0 I) 0 C' 
0 n 0 1'1 n 
n I) 0 0 0 
0 n 0 0 ('I 
0 I) 0 0 () 
n 1'1 0 0 n 
0 1'1 0 0 0 
0 0 1'1 0 (I 
0 0 n a (I 
1'1 n I) 1'1 0 
n 1'1 0 0 (I 
n 0 0 1'1 I' 
0 0 1'1 0 0 
0 n 0 0 II 
1'1 1'1 0 0 0 
n n I) 0 0 
0 0 0 0 (l 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 n 0 0 (l 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 n 1'1 0 
0 1'1 0 0 Ii 
SP€CTMF'N NIIMf3EQ n-7 T/4 
2CRr:F NRr:F KMAX I)~O::/DN 
11.'l?Q71'"-01 11."00 01'"+0;:> 0.1"66F'+(\S O. 11.j)~--04 
0.33601"-01 1.00001"+02 o • 16g21:':+I)S O.1?';Hf-04 
11.31o.16r:-01 0.1C;00~+113 rt.1"'lhF.:+05 0.<.l1,+6r:-05 
n.1450F'-01 0.?l'loor: .. n3 ('I. 17'141:':+u5 0 ... \,,4c-O::' 
n.1459r:-01 (\. ?'ir,OF'+n3 II • J 7'17 f + ,) 5 1.(1(),\0F'-07 
n.1456r:-01 0.10nOF'+()3 0.1711"':+1)5 1.11,)1)0':-0 { 
n.1 4 671"-01 0.3'i'lOr:+n3 O.17I1tlE+nS (\. '..,4 .. 4r:-n!::l 
0.1'i31F'-01 n.4'l00F+03 0.17?4r::+05 0.?17'1;':-()4 
C;PECTt-AFN NllMAEo 6-9 T/2 
?CRr:F NPF'F o(""AX I)?r IIHJ 
n.,:,445r:-01 0.<;0001"+02 0.?41HF"')S 0.2ll':)'1,.--04 
0.70771"-01 1.0000F+n2 0.2441E+~5 0."'~4F:-04 
11.7183F'-01 O.l">O(W"uJ 11. ?45YE" ()5 001 Q'13F'-04 
0.7;>7 0 F'-01 0.?nI10r:+113 11.~47':'€ .. ,)<; OolR11""-0'+ 
0.7174;:--0\ 0.;><;00;::"+03 (). ?412F,,'15 1).1 Lj ':J C--()4 
11.7 l ,7Sr:-01 0.1I)nor:+n3 0.?o..,n9E+()<=' 0.;>!HKc--n4 
II.7"ifl4O'-01 0.1501)1"+03 II • ::'!::l? 7 r:: .. ,) 5 o • ? ?..., 1 F' - 0 ,+ 
n.7700r:-01 0.41)00F'+'13 fl.;>C;46E+OC; (). ;»'111,:-14 
C;PF'C TMI' '" NII'~AFO 6-R T/2 
?CJ:lO'F NPF'F 0( ~1 A X ()?C/[)~J 
n.p'i30l'"-01 n.t;0()01'"+02 1l.;>r,QOr::+Q5 Q • i ? IJ " F' - ()j to I 11.003:'F'-01 1.0000F+()2 O.?75t3€+;)<=, O. ~I."qo -04 ~ 
11.0 .. 05r:-01 0.1"nOfC+03 1l.?H14F.+OC; o. "h!)2,---r:'+ -...J 
n.0716r:-Ol 0.?OOOr:+Q3 ().~3(.,OE+nS O.,)4',?'I'"-OIo. 
0. 1 002_+0(\ 0.;;>'ioo~+o3 O.?004E+05 0."'1 ... 41'"-1)4 
".10341'"+00 o."lf'lOf'lr+fl3 ('1.?q'iO':+OC; O.A., ;2"-~4 
11.1 i16Ar:+00 0.1t;nnr+113 (l.?QQQa:::·05 n.7·H1F-1)4 
0.11041'"+00 O.40(lOF+03 ('I.J04~E+I)C; ,~.~q'br--'')4 
C;PF.:CjMFIJ NI p·""'F.:P 1i-1S 'T/4 
;:>CRC"F NRC'F KMAX fJi'C/ON 
n.1·11j1'"+no O.C:;00OF+n2 ().J"li'9F.:+O:; 0.lS7 .. r-OJ 
(\.11'"'0C'+00 l.o0aoF+n2 O.34~1[+O5 0.14J2F::-OJ 
1'.14:>9"'+00 0.1c:;onC'+nJ 0.3"r)')[+05 0.lJ,,9E-OJ 
".1':30"'+00 o.:::>(10nr"+1)3 n.1"iR9E+05 O.1"i14F::-03 
n.lf,14·+00 (I.;:><;OO."+OJ 0.31','361:+05 0.lA74F-OJ 
0.1722"'+1)0 0.3000F+03 O.3f107f:+05 O.24'itlf-OJ 
O.1'16R;O-+i)n n.<c;ooF+OJ 0.1Q"=-E+05 n.33~Jc:-nJ 
[l.;:>nh7"'+OO 0.4000'''OJ 0.4171F:+05 0.'.62tlE-OJ 
C;P~C ';' ~1;:;:~: NIJ~lf3EP 6-1e: 3T/4 
;>C~::-F Nt<FF KMAX I);>C/ON 
1).13c6·+0r. 0."n()(\F+n2 (\.J141E+05 O. 2fi 3Ct--OJ 
').142-;=-+.,0 1.noor),"02 0.341i4F+05 11.14..,4f':-nJ 
,1.1(1:5"'+00 (1.)0:;00F+03 .l.3:;J6t: .. n5 0.1041"'-OJ 
,1.1 c.,37~.OO ( •• ;;>1)00"'+03 ii.3C:;'ol7F.:+05 0.1074"--OJ 
,1.10,97"'+00 O.;:>"OO"'+OJ ~.366bE+1j5 0.1315F-03 
0.1('67:::+00 r. "'\rlrd)"'+03 rl.3747E+!15 0.1479F.:-03 
n.\ "/J9.+ 00 0.3500<:"+(lJ 0."lA26F.:+05 0.1'rJIE-OJ 





0.060 INCH WELD TEST. N FLAW 
SPEC N C6-4 T 14r~ SPEC N C5-2 T/4 N SPEC N C1-5 T/?N SPEC N C5-1 TI2N 
SIGnAX 0.105F.+06 SIGMAX 00105E+06 SIGMAX 0.105E+06 SIGMAX 0.105E+06 
2C N 2C N <'C N 2C N 
0.3170E-01 5 0.3300E-01 5 0.6640f-01 3 0.6740E-01 10 
3.311:10[-01 3S 0.3300[-01 2~ 0.6690[-01 25 0.6820E-01 35 
0.3<'00E-01 ')5 0.3300[-01 50 0.6720F-01 50 0.bScoE-01 50 
0.3~00E-Ol ~o 0.3350E-01 85 0.6790E-01 75 0.6830f-Ol 75 
O.l.OOE-01 10':> O.3430E-01 105 0.6940E-Ol 105 0.6<)70E-01 100 
J. 12\lOE-O 1 130 0.]430E-01 140 0.69tlOE-01 130 0.7010E-01 125 
O.l<,,>OE-Ol 1~5 0.3470E-01 160 0.7020!:.-O1 155 0.7130E-Ol 150 
O. 3('00E-0 1 180 0.3470E-01 180 0.7040E-Ol 180 0.7200E-Ol 175 
0.3/70E-01 205 0.3530E-01 200 0.7110E-Ol 20~ 0.7240E-01 200 
0.13.0E-Ol 230 0.3~30E-01 225 0.71!:lO!:.-01 <'35 0.72'.10E-01 225 
0.1.170E-Ol 2S'J O.35JOE-Ol ?55 0.7160E-01 255 0.73Y[lf-01 250 
0.337U[-01 275 0.3560E-Ol ?75 0.7210[-01 280 0.7400E-111 275 
U.3J90E-ul 3110 O.3So0E-Ol 305 0.7270E-01 305 0.74::'0E-01 325 
0.1500E-Ol 325 0.3560E-01 125 0.7340[-01 330 0.7!:l30J;:-01 350 
0.3'>30E-01 350 0.3560f-Ol 350 0.7390E-01 3!:l5 0.7600E-01 375 
0.1540E-01 37-j 0.3700E-01 ['00 O.74bUE-Ol 3tlO 0.7760E-Ol 400 
O.35-l0E-Gl '.00 o. 0 O.7490E.-01 '.00 O. 0 
O. 0 o. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
o. (l o. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 o. 0 o. 0 O. 0 
II. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 o. a O. 0 o. 0 
o. 0 o. 0 0, 0 o. a to O. 0 o. 0 O. 0 O. 0 I 
O. 0 o. 0 o. 0 O. 0 ~ \0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 o. 0 
O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 o. 0 
o. 0 O. a O. 0 o. 0 
o. 0 O. a o. 0 O. 0 
'.J • a o. 0 O. a O. 0 
o. 0 O. 0 o. a o. a 
o. 0 o. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
o. 0 O. a o. 0 o. 0 
o • 0 O. 0 O. 0 o. 0 
o. 0 o. 0 o. 0 O. 0 
o. 0 O. a o. 0 O. 0 
o. 0 o. 0 o. 0 O. 0 
o. 0 o. 0 O. 0 o. 0 
o. 0 o. 0 O. a o. 0 
o. 0 o. 0 o. 0 o. 0 
o. 0 o. a o. 0 O. 0 
'J. Q o. a o. 0 O. 0 
O. 0 o. 0 o. 0 o. 0 
o. 0 o. 0 O. 0 O. a 
o. 0 o. a o. 0 O. 0 
Il • 0 o. a O. a O. 0 
o. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
o. 0 o. 0 O. 0 O. 0 
o. 0 o. a o. 0 o. 0 





























































































































































O.OnO [NCH ELONGATF.I) FLt>W 
S~·t:.C N 0-40 T/4 E SPEC N 6-31 T/4 F '>PC:C N 6-42 T/2 E: 
~ 1 \Jr·1AX O. 1 O~t. + 1)6 S I (,~IA)\ OolO~E+06 5 Il..,f1A J( (lolOSr."CIi 
2C N 2C ,~ ?c N 
u.~20nt--·-01 0 0.'::1001:.-01 0 U.1?4~t.+OO I) 
O.'::7?30F-01 20 O.'::bOF.-Ol 200 O.1?S41:.+0C ?O 
0.::>;:4Gf'-U1 4~ 0.">170'::-01 JOI) 0.1?h 4t.+OO 40 
(J.'::">')(lf:-ul hO 0.'>c::60t.-Ol 3"0 O.l?ri't.+QO (0 
u.')lJO~-Ol HU O.~cbO~.-Ol 360 O.J?('.:l~+(JO hL., 
U .:>'\)Or -01 100 O.:'I410t:-Ol 3Wl 0.1:'11.::"+00 11/) 
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